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The Battle of Nature and Space
By Karl W. Koenig
You could say that this was the beginning of my writing career
but my work did not go in the direction of fiction but of factual
research. I did later write a novel but the bulk of my writing is on
jazz history. I entered this contest as a dare from my brother
Henry and was very surprised when I got 1st place.

“The Battle of Nature”
My story may never be told, perhaps never even read but still it
exists. As I sit secured in my seat on our space ship looking out into the
endless depths of the universe, my thoughts wonder back to when I was
just finishing my first year of college. I was attending the University of
Maryland when I received a letter from my one and only relative, Uncle
Dave Conners. He was one of the most famous scientists in the country.
It was he who was furnishing the money which I would need to finish
my remaining three years of college. I was to be a scientist also. That
was four years ago, now I have witnessed all that a man can possibly
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endure. I graduated from the University in 1951 with the highest honors
of the class and was also voted the person most likely to succeed. I
received the award for being the most promising young scientist of the
year. It was then that I had taken the job as assistant to the chief
scientist at National Metal Inc. I was experimenting on a new compound
of metal that would hold light and heat for years at a time. I found that
if you combine the elements of hydrogen, uranium and calcium
carbonate it would give off heat and light
Newspapers had been howling for me to give them a story on my
discovery. They realized what this would mean. We would need no light
companies and no coal or fuel of any kind. It would save millions of
dollars a year. It would revolutionize industry. Think of homes and
factories with only a little small box to harbor the ‘mystery rock.”
I finally got my discovery perfected. There before me lay a little
square of rock; a rock that had the powers of light and heat. I called the
reporters and told them I had something very important to tell. I said
that I would have a press conference in an hour.
I began to go on with my work when I heard a knock on my office
door. I opened the door and there stood a messenger boy. “Telegram,”
said the boy. I handed him a tip and quickly opened the telegram. How
well I remember that moment as I stood there speechless. It was from
the Governor of Brazil. My uncle was down there on an expedition. The
Governor had expected Uncle Dave back two months ago. Uncle Dave
had gone on trips like this before and had always come back when he
said he would. Never had he gone into the interior of Brazil, a section of
dense wilderness, of wild animals, man eating plants, and terrifying
heat. Some say there are dinosaurs, others say there is a might
civilization older than the Egyptian civilization and further progressed
than our own. To me it was an intriguing country and I did not have to
think twice to decide that I was going to go and try to find out the
whereabouts of my Uncle. When the reporters came I gave them a story
that left them in astonishment. I had held back my theory of a huge
magnetic field in Brazil which was powerful enough to counter-act the
pull of the earth’s gravity for at the Poles gravity was at its lowest. It
was more powerful than either of the Poles. I told them I had succeeded
in finding man’s answer to the conquest of space. A place not covered
by ice and snow like the Poles but hot enough for men to endure and
conquer. Here would be the place where man would try a first attempt
to conquer the elements of the universe.
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I needed money. I would go in front of the World Scientist Society
and ask for the money. It might work. No, they would never give me the
money.
I had debated a long time on one thing my Uncle had said. The
first thing I was to do if anything happened to him was to open an
envelope that he had given me upon my entrance to college. I knew now
was the time. Anxiously I started to open it. There inside was the money
to finance my trip. Also there was a piece of paper written in his own
hand. It read, “Dear Nephew, when you read this, I will probably be
dead or lost forever to the world of civilized people. Enclosed you will
find a check for $100,000. This money is to be used for the advancement
of the World Scientist Society of which I am the President. Use it for the
most important scientific discovery of the next fifty years. Uncle Dave.”
Thoughts kept running through my head. What could be more
important than man’s conquest of space? Man has been talking about it
for years for it to become a reality was the first important step forward.
I decided that this was the discovery that I would use the money for.
Two weeks later I left by plane for the port city of Marajo. When
I arrived Governor Gerde of Brazil had a car waiting for me at the
airport. I went straight to the Governor’s office and was told that the
guide of my Uncle’s safari had come back alone. Some of the tales he
told were almost unbelievable.
The guide’s story began: “The safari had started up the mighty
Amazon and had gotten through the rapids of the river to the branch
river called the Xingu, a river explored only to the outpost of Cuiaba.

Map of Brazil & Xingu River
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Our safari arrived in Cuiaba on the seventh day of traveling.
From there we started inward. Your Uncle said he was hunting a
uranium field which he hoped was within the interior south from
Cuiaba.
With seven natives, armed with rifles, we started inward. We took
scientific equipment, which included a Geiger-counter. Six days we
traveled into the interior of the vast unexplored regions of the jungle of
Brazil. Six days of grueling travel on foot through swamps, intense heat
and plants unseen to man before, the Geiger-counter continually
sounding a fluctuating blip. We then came upon a different type of
jungle, strange to the eyes of man. It was ominously quiet. Here in the
heart of Brazil lay a jungle of motionless fury.

Amazon River & Jungle
Man’s enemy no longer was the fear of wild animals but nature
itself. The heat was unbearable. Plants having every color of the
rainbow slowly moving in a hot stifling breeze seemed almost alive.
Suddenly we heard a hideous scream. As we turned around there in the
grasp of one of the plants was a native. Long leaves which acted like
giant arms slowly closed around the body of the helpless native. Dr.
Conners fired a whole clip of 30 calibers into the plant which to me
looked like a gigantic orchid. One of the natives took his knife and
started cutting one of the arms of the plant. It was like cutting green
lumber. He couldn’t even out a slip into it. Helplessly we stood there
watching the monster plant eating the native. Finally the blood curdling
screams of the native stopped. The quiet of the jungle again prevailed.
The native began to get nervous and the monotonous stillness of the
jungle became worse than the native’s final screams. At last twilight
came. We made camp on a flat plot of grass surrounded by the huge
monster plants. With the stopping of footsteps and chattering of the
natives, it became still quieter. The darkness crept slowly over us like a
giant blanket. Dr. Conners had said to me, “I wonder what the jungle
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sounds like at night.” We soon found out. Just as the last light of day
faded, there started the strangest sound that our ears had ever heard. It
was like the panting of a majestic tiger, only magnified twenty times. It
was the monster plants breathing. After listening for awhile, one by one,
our small party fell asleep.
After a long tortured sleep, dawn finally came. The Doctor and I
were alone when we awoke. The others had slipped away during the
night. Here in the middle of the Brazilian jungle remained only your
Uncle and I. Determined to go on, we began to get things ready. We
carried only enough food for 12 days, two rifles, and the Geiger-counter
and the experiment kit. Together we walked for hours through thick
jungles. Then suddenly the jungle started getting thinner, the Geigercounter began to beat faster, and then before us lay another kind of
jungle, like the jungles of Africa. Dr. Conners said there might be life
here. Suddenly we heard the roar of what sounded like a lion, only
much louder. The ground shook and another roar was heard like that of
an elephant. Hurriedly we ran to a rock which was about 60 feet ahead.
Climbing to the top, we looked to see what was below. There we saw the
surprise of our lives. In front of us we witnessed the battle of the
century. Two giant dinosaurs were clawing each other with huge feet,
biting one another with teeth large as tusks of an India elephant.

Two Dinosaurs Fighting
A half hour they continued the battle and finally after a deciding
blow was struck, the victor backed slowly away.
We set up camp between two ledges where we knew no animal of
that size could enter. Another day passed. We set out again and walked
about four hours when in front of us appeared a mighty mountain. The
Geiger-counter started sounding faster. Never had we seen a mountain
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so high. It was higher than the Rockies and looked as if it covered as
much territory as them.

High Mountain & Plateau
A beautiful river flowed to the base of it. We made a raft of trees
and drifted down to the base of the mountain. The Doctor was sure this
was the place where the Uranium field was. He decided we should sleep
there for the night.
Excited, he awoke even before the dawn and we began to scale the
mighty mountain. Slowly we began to climb. Climbing became more
difficult as we neared the middle of the mountain. It seemed as if there
was a strange force pulling us to the mountain. We stopped upon a ledge
and rested.
He put his rifle and packs against the side of the mountain. The
mountain seemed to pull the rifle away from him. When he tried to lift
it he had to tug at it. It was then he discovered that this mountain range
was a titanic range of magnetic rock. The Geiger-counter was sounding
now like the heart of an excited human. There was Uranium here.
After resting, we struggled upward once again. We ascended
about 200 more feet and suddenly it began to get cold. I was getting very
weak. My hands and feet began to get numb. My arms and legs began to
get stiff and heavy, as if lead weights were attached to them. I made an
attempt to continue when suddenly I began to slip first inches, then feet,
and in a final effort, slipped down to the ledge that we had just come
from. I was unhurt, except for a sprained ankle. I told your Uncle to go
on, and I stayed there and rested my ankle. I waited on the ledge for a
week. Your Uncle didn’t come down. My ankle was better so, instead of
staying there and starving I decided to take my chances against the
jungle and wild animals.
(There the guide’s story ended.)
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This mountain must have been the magnetic field that I was
hunting. I wanted to begin immediately but was persuaded to wait until
morning. That night I didn’t get much sleep. I kept thinking of that
colorful jungle, the dinosaurs and the titanic mountain range; of my
Uncle Dave who still may be alive and of how “Willie,” the guide, had
made it back through all those dangers and lived to tell his strange
story.
Taking Willie and 5 men with me, I started down the Amazon
River, down the Xingu to the outpost of Cuiaba. Traveling to the edge of
the colorful jungle, I paused only long enough to see for myself the
monster plants. After days of walking we came out of the lands of the
monster plants to the lands of the giant animals. Carefully, we traveled
through the vast lands of the dinosaurs to the foot of the mountain
range. Here, where the mountain began, was to be the site of our first
solar flight expedition.
We began the climb, finally reaching a ledge about 250 feet up,
and then I got an idea. It was the metal we had on that kept us from
moving faster, it being magnetic. I ordered all the men to take off any
metal. I was the first to finish. I took a step and began to rise as if there
was no gravity here at all. I took an apple from my pack and threw it
into the air and it just kept going up. Luckily I hadn’t taken my spiked
shoes off. I quickly ordered the men to keep some metal on.
What a discovery. Here there was no gravity. A ship could take
off from here and not need any fuel to get by the pull of the earth’s
gravity. We began climbing again. As if I had stepped into an ice box,
the air began to get cold. The temperature began to decrease rapidly. I
alone went to the top. The others were unable to stand the intense cold. I
took the mystery rock to keep me warm. I began to walk in the coldness,
which must have been 20 degrees below zero. Then in front of me lay a
small opening in the hillside. I entered it. To my surprise it was a
subterranean cave.

Subterranean Cave
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Never had I seen a cave so beautiful. The water had done its job
well. It was more fascinating than the Mammoth Caves of Kentucky or
the Postumin caverns of Trieste, Italy. There was a clear blue stream
running through it and a luminous light coming from the high ceiling
and walls of the care that lit the place up. There was also a mysterious
source of heat. The metal on the ceiling looked familiar. I climbed on a
ledge and from one of the walls I chipped a piece of it off. I muttered in
astonishment. Here in a subterranean cave was the same rock in natural
form that I had discovered. Yes, it was the mystery rock.
Now the world would have natural light and heat. I began to think
of how it was made. I quickly figured out the answer. The 002 in the
H20 converted the insoluble carbonate into soluble compounds giving
rise to a solution of calcium carbonate. The oxygen in the calcium
bicarbonate evaporated and left calcium carbonate. This combined with
the uranium and when these two elements are mixed with the hydrogen
left by the water it formed the mystery rock. Could there be life in here?
Slowly I turned the corner and there on the ground lay Uncle Dave. He
was unconscious. I revived him quickly and learned he had fainted from
hunger. Never were two men as glad to see each other as we were. I told
of how the guide had gotten back and told of his adventure. My Uncle
had something far more interesting to tell. Here was the place where the
destruction of the world was to begin. This coldness had a reason.
Millions of years ago a monstrous glacier had covered the earth. Here in
the heart of the hottest place on earth, on the top of the highest
mountain, was the beginning of a second glacier.

Glacier
A glacier destined to cover the whole earth and to end the life of
every living thing on it. He calculated it would take 5 years. We would
go back and tell the world about our adventure. Here on this mountain
man could have the starting place of the first space ship.
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After a bite to eat we began to climb down. About 500 feet down
we heard a mighty roar. Was it a dinosaur? We must have taken a
wrong turn and before us there appeared a sight that would make
Niagara Falls look like puddle. There before us was the largest water
fall we had ever seen. It dropped about 900 feet.

Huge Waterfall
Hundreds of tons of water fell every minute. Having the fate of
the world in our hands we continued climbing down was very difficult.
It was still cold. Then as if the sun had been blotted out it became dark,
the air became freezing, and the ground began to tremble. WE
descended faster, paying more attention to the noise which became
louder and more dangerous than our descent. We both realized what
was happening. The glacier had started its march of cold death. We
soon may be its first victims. We half slid, half fell down and began
toward the raft where the men were waiting. After getting to the raft we
paused only a brief moment to look at the tons of ice and snow falling
down the canyon. I shuddered a little just thinking of how lucky we
were to out of it alive. We had a long hard journey before us. We got on
the raft and started up the river. Here the glacier would slow down. Our
real enemy now was the dinosaurs and the monster plants and jungles.
How we ever lived through those endless days I’ll never know, but
somehow we got to the outpost of Cuiaba. God must have been with us.
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After resting for a few days we continued our jou8nrey. A week later we
came to the place of my arrival in Brazil, the port of Marajo.

Marajo
We ordered a special plane and flew to New York City at once.
There Uncle Dave called a meeting of the World Scientist Society. I told
the scientist of the monster plants, the dinosaurs and the mystery rock,
but left the discovery of the glacier for my Uncle to tell.
He made a brilliant speech. It began: “First let me brief you on
glaciers. There are 470 large glaciers in Switzerland, the longest being
the Grosser Aletch which is 12 miles in length, and the Viescher, nine
and a quarter miles in length. The Aar Glacier required about 133 years
to descent the full 10 miles of its length. The movements of the glaciers
in the Polar Regions are generally more rapid than those of the Alps.
The Garwood Glacier at Spitsbergen moves 8000 feet a month, and the
Kerajak Glacier 1,500 feet a month. The Jacobehavn Glacier, on the
west coast of Greenland, moves from 50 to 75 feet a day and the
Upernivik, 99 feet. The relative speed of the Arctic glaciers are due to
their great size/’ Swiss glaciers due to their gradient. Over 75% of
Greenland, about 700,000 square miles is buried beneath miles of ice.
Ice creeps down the valleys to the sea. Here they terminate in vertical
faces from 100 to 1,000 feet in height, from which they break off to form
icebergs. The great and mighty glaciers of Alaska are world famous for
their great size, their speed, the loads they carry, and their response to
changing conditions of load and snowfall. Malsepine Glacier is one of
the best known and most spectacular glaciers in the world.
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Malaspine Glacier
Our glacier in not located in any cold climate but will start in the
hottest place on earth. Because of its size, it will withstand the intense
heat and because of its speed and weight it will move fast and will get to
the shores of Brazil within months. When it gets to the ocean it will meet
the warm current. There will take place the battle of nature. When the
ice meets the warm water, one will have to survive. I say it will be the
ice. Great icebergs will be set free, giant tidal waves will form which will
make the ocean un-navigable. The ice will make its way to Central
America and to the United States. There is will meet the great Arctic
glaciers, combine with them and proceed to march to both great oceans.
When it meets the water this time the great size and weight of the ice
will triumph easily and will start a great tidal wave.

Glacier meets Ocean
With both great oceans in a fury the waves will carry the ice to the
other side of the globe and there it will overcome Europe, flooding it
and destroying everything that stands. Ice will start to creep in from the
north around Asia. Ice from the ocean will start from the south and
soon the place where the first civilization was born will be the place of
its death, Iran. All the earth will be covered with the great glacier.”
Quietly my Uncle said, “Gentlemen, you must build rocket ships to save
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as many lives as possible. We will begin at once. I have $420,000 in
which to begin with. How much have the rest of you got?”
I usually quiet man was the first to answer. “Conners, you must
be mad. This idea is fantastic. Giant animals and plants, glaciers, bah!”
Others soon expressed the same opinion. My Uncle pleaded with them
but to no avail. The papers carried our story in the morning and they
too thought it was a hoax.
Nevertheless, brushing aside all the critics, we began working on
the first space ship. It took us almost two years. Two years of hard
work. Two years of constant criticism by all the top scientists in the
country. Then it was finished.

The Crescent
On the day after the people of the world were shocked with what
they heard on their radios. A U.S. battleship had struck an iceberg.

Iceberg-above & Below Water
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This iceberg was floating, yes, floating in the Caribbean Sea. We
had underestimated the glaciers force. It was far bigger and more
powerful then we had realized. Within a few days the glacier was
moving up Central America. We set the take-off on Dec. 6th, four days
away. Our phone kept ringing. Soon we got tired of answering it. People
apologizing and wanting to go with us. We had our plans made. We
were to take 14 passengers in all and search for a planet where humans
could hope to live. Fourteen people, animal life, and scientific
equipment were all we carried.
All preparations had been made and we only had to wait for the
right time to launch. Uncle Dave and I were sitting and discussing
details. Uncle Dave remarked that there might be only one possibility
left that earth could be saved. The glaciers effect could be counter-acted
if Yellowstone Park’s giant volcano and some of the underwater
volcanoes would explode. But even if this happened if would be some
time before life could exist on earth and all life on earth would have
seceded to exist. In any case we have to get off the earth.
The time had come. We took off from White Park, New York and
headed south to Brazil. Within a number of hours we were over the
Caribbean. Huge waves were below use with big white icebergs tossing
in a sea of fury like match boxes. Passing over Brazil was a different
kind of land than we had ever seen before. Everything was white.
Nothing was left standing. The outpost of Cuiaba could only be
recognized by the tall mountain that was near it. Here we headed
southeast straight to the majestic mountain range. We planned to go
directly over head around 3,000 feet and then head straight up. Our
mathematician figured that 3,000 feet was high enough so that the
magnetic powers of the mountain couldn’t draw the ship down. We got
directly over the mountain at 3,000 feet and suddenly we began to drop
down toward the mountain. The mathematician had figured wrong.
Uncle Dave turned on two jet engines. Still we kept getting closer to the
mountain.
Desperately he turned on four of the engines, finally burned on all
six engines. Slowly the big ship began to stop and fought to move
forward. I was hoping that it would not fall apart with pressure pulling
it from both ends like that. But nature didn’t win this time and the big
ship moved forward. Slowly until it reached an altitude of 3170 feet and
as if a powerful sling shot had let got the ship began to move forward
with speed of light. Uncle Dave cut out the engines and the rest was
easy. We just sat and enjoyed the ride for awhile. Uncle Dave headed
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the ship to the planet of Mars, our destination. Thoughts kept running
through my head. Would we find a place? If so, could we get back in
time to save the people of earth? The people on earth had started to
build rocket ships to follow us. They had around three months left.
They were working day and night trying to build enough to go in. I
knew they would never succeed. About 9/10ths of the earth’s population
would not survive the glaciers.
In three weeks of traveling we were only 1/3 of the way to Mars.
We kept in contact with earth on the radio set. They were making
progress but so was the glacier. It now covered the southern part of the
U.S. It was closing in on New York City, leaving behind it tons of
wreckage and countless loss of lives.
We now were one week away from Mars. Uncle Dave suddenly
shouted, “Come quick, I have contacted earth again. All the passengers
listened excitingly. They wondered what could be important in the
message and not the others he had received. They heard a dismal voice
speaking. It said, “Can anyone hear me? Please answer. I think I am the
last man on earth. I’m a U.S. correspondent in Iran. The glacier never
reached Europe. When it covered the Eastern hemisphere, the weight of
the ice caused the earth to break its axis. Earthquakes began, volcanoes
exploding and rocked the ground and the earth began to tremble.

Erupting Volcanoes
Fire is everywhere. Everything is destroyed. Parts of the earth are
breaking off. Giant flaming balls are shooting high into the skies. The
ocean is boiling hot. The heat is terrifying. In our solar system there
now are only seven planets. The earth is no more. It’s breaking apart
into a million pieces. Can anyone hear me? Please answer, can anyone
hear me.”
Uncle Dave’s hand reached over and turned the radio off. No one
made an attempt to stop him. They all thought it was better never to
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hear the dying sounds of the last man on earth. Everyone just walked
slowly away and went about their assigned jobs.
A week later we were near enough to make out Mars by her
canals. As we got closer everyone was curious at what Mars would be
like. Some said it would be a modern civilization with long water canals
for travel. As we neared Mars their smiles dropped to disappointment
and then to an expression like that of fear and disgust together. It
became hot. We were close enough to get our first real look at Mar. it
was not at all what we imagined it to be. The surface was red hot.
Hundreds of hot bubbling gushers and the canals, not water canals, but
canals of hot lave, moving slowly onward.

View of Mars Surface
Uncle Dave turned the ship and once again we headed onward.
What everyone was thinking, I don’t know. Uncle Dave broke the
silence saying, “We have enough food to last us for two years. There are
many more planets up here.”
I thought, yes, many more. Somewhere in this star-lit sky, the few
remaining people of the human race will try to set up a new world, a
new civilization. I only hope that we few can find a world like the earth
in which to live on. We have a new start; let’s try to build our new
world in better shape than we left the old one. Let us have peace for all.
So my story ends, shall we say, at the beginning, for we are still trying to
conquer our worst enemy, still fighting our toughest battle, our “Battle
against nature.
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It is now 67 years since I wrote the “Battle of Nature” and I have
decided to continue the story with the space ship still in endless space.
Characters: Warren – scientist
Dave Conners- head scientist
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Robin – Novelist
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Greg – Math genius Connie – artist
Karl – Musician/philosopher
Kevin - mechanic gadget genius
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13 in all.
Other characters:

Bill – a Hyroprian
Zorn – an alien
Ghosh – a shape

Juell – Bill’s wife
Sky – Son of Warren & Mary

Preface
We now have been in space for 58 years, although we are not sure
of the date – as space is always black and there is no day or night. There
were many things that we came to understand but in a different way
then while on earth. Time meant nothing in space. In 58 years no one
had grown old. We also discovered that we did not need a lot of
nourishment due to the fact that time had not passed as we knew it and
our bodies remained as they were when we left earth. So our trip could
last ‘a life time.’ If we did find a planet that we could inhabit would we
then begin to age? We also found out that we did not need much sleep.
The ship had various sections that contained a laboratory, an electronic
center, and other work areas. So we spent most of our time searching
for new discoveries and new worlds.
We had taken 13 occupants, all of which had specific talents.
There was Uncle Dave, our leader and top scientist. My name is Warren
Conner and my specific knowledge was of minerals as well as other
scientific areas.
There was Mary a linguist, a talent that would come in handy if
we ever met any aliens. She also had become my wife after our meeting
in college. Uncle Dave married us soon after our takeoff from earth.
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Then there were nine others. There was Doc Snow, a physician. He had
few duties while in space. Medically he moderated our body functions to
make sure we remained ‘normal.’ His wife Robin had been a novelist on
earth and was our record keeper. It is her accounts of our voyages that
will become the basic history of the remaining people of the human race
and of their adventure into space.
Next was Hugo, a large mass of humanity, educated as an
explosive expert but gentle in his approach to life. It was he who
suggested bringing along a supply of the mystery rock. He suggested
that I gather a large amount of the rock for our trip. He thought they
might be of use to us on our journey as energy and for defensive weapon
development. If we ever needed an arsenal to protect ourselves from
whatever might confront us Hugo made sure we were capable of
defending ourselves.
We also had a young man who was a genius at mathematics. His
talents would come in handy on our trip as we would need many
calculations in the future. He also assisted in directing our ship to
distant destinations. His name was Greg. Greg was also gifted in
electronics and had set up a system of radio beams to search the
universe for planets or new life. He was married to Connie. She was a
gifted artist and was helping Robin by illustrating our voyage. She had
a very good imagination that might come into use in the future.
Then there was Karl, a musician. He was always composing folk
songs about the events of our trip. Karl was also a philosopher and a
historian. He was our psychologist and kept our minds healthy and our
thoughts in a state of direction. It was he who kept our spirits up and
our will to continue on our journey and his wisdom kept us sane.
Next was a man named Kevin. He could fix anything. He was
gifted at building new gadgets to fix any problems on the ship as well as
inventing new devices to add to our everyday life.
Another talent was Josh, an astronomer. It was he who searched
the heavens with Greg for new galaxies and suggested our direction in
space.
While not needing her services while drifting in space, Karen was
a nutrientionist/scientist. Once we landed on a planet she would search
for food and make sure it was okay for consumption. It was our thought
that once we landed time would begin again.
Lastly there was Ted. He was a modern marvel. He had fought
with the Marines in Baghdad and was fitted with multiple special limbs
as he had lost his natural limbs in the fighting. His body seemed to be
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more special fittings then flesh and he could withstand heat and cold
and had unusual strength in his artificial limbs. Not quite like the
million dollar man but as close to it as our previous society could
furnish.
That was the crew, all chosen for their special talents and abilities.
We didn’t know what lay ahead but all felt that we had assembled the
most talented crew for the journey. We all wondered what we would
encounter. Most didn’t think we would meet alien races but knew that it
might be a possibility. The mystery rock had given us the power heat
and light we needed while on our journey. We were constantly
experimenting with the rock for other benefits. Greg had developed a
system that would give us advanced warning of anything that might be
in our path - a sort of sonar/radar. We didn’t want to meet any life and
be threatened by it without being prepared for an encounter nor in
return harm the new life we might meet. Would we meet people like
ourselves or would we encounter new life forms?
During our journey in space we did not produce new life. It seems
that while on our journey new life was not possible. We had to find a
place and once we did we could begin to build a new human race.
Once our duties were done we often sat down and discussed what
was in front of us. We always enjoyed the thoughts of Connie as her
imagination gave us a picture of enjoyable times in our future. This
imagination could not have prepared us for our first adventure in space.
Adventure 1
It happened during one of our meetings. Connie was picturing a
scenario that seemed unbelievable but soon even her imagination
couldn’t have pictured what we first encountered. Josh, who had been
late to our gathering suddenly came into the room, hardly being able to
control his emotions. He entered shouting: “I’ve found a planet. It’s
only hours away.” We all went to the observation room and a sight
befronted us that were amazing. It was a plant but not what we
expected. I thought: “It must be a planet but it was not round like our
earth.”
It was a square body, longer than wider and Josh had found that
the top was the only place that we could land. It seemed that this planet
was like what many in the dark ages of earth had thought that the earth
was – ‘square’. So it was only possible to land on the top. It was the only
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suitable place to land as the other sides were flat with sides of what I
thought was some kind of metal.

The square, green planet in center
We circled the body and found a place that was suitable for a
landing. We checked the atmosphere and it was suitable for humans.
We did see plant life. We found a good place to land on a high mountain
where we could view the rest of the plant. We took a deep breath and
landed the ship on the first firm ground we had found in space. We
opened the hatch and Dave was the first to step foot on this the first
place of the human race to land in space. I, Hugo and Ted followed. As
we looked around from the mountain top we saw a green world with
many types of plant life. Was there other life? Armed with weapons that
Hugo had developed, our small party began climbing down the
mountain and wondered what we would find. Hugo took the first small
steps but quickly backed up. The ground was not solid. It looked okay
but the surface could not handle weight. We soon agreed that we must
develop a craft that could go a few feet above this surface. We returned
to the ship and adapted our small vehicle that could use the mystery
rock that would furnish enough energy to float over the surface. It
would hold 5 of us. We added Karen to our landing party and soon we
were drifting over the mucky surface of this strange planet.

Mucky Ground
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The surface of the planet had light. We wondered where the light
was coming from when Josh was heard over our radio. He said:
“There’s a small star that we couldn’t see when we approached the
planet. It is a small sun. Thus we had found a planet that could support
life as we know it.

The small sun
There was a slight breeze that bent the plants gently. Suddenly
one section of plants began to move more quickly. What had caused this
movement? We approached a clearing in front of us and saw what had
caused the movement. There were creatures hovering just above the
ground. Their movement was like a hovering craft that moved without
touching the ground. Were they friendly? We cautiously approached
them. One creature approached our craft. Our craft, also hovering
above the ground, seemed to be acceptable to this strange creature.

A Crog
The creature hovered next to our craft and gave off a quiet sound.
He didn’t seem dangerous and Karen reached down and petted it. It
seemed to like her touch and continued to give off a sound that seemed
to comfort all of us. We continued through the clearing with the
creature still hovering near us. I think that he thought us one of his as
we also hovered like he did. Other creatures began coming near our
craft and didn’t seem to present any danger.
We traveled about an hour to reach even more foliage, all the
while the creatures continued to follow us without any danger that we
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could see. We finally came upon what seemed like a forest of larger
plants. The ground there was somewhat sandy but sturdy enough to
step on. We landed our craft and stepped onto the sandy soil. Karen
took samples of the soil to examine once we returned to the ship. She
also took samples of some of a plant that had ‘fruits’ on it. It might be
the food we might need later. My next thought was to wonder if there
was any other life in this forest. One of the creatures followed us, having
lifted his body further into the air. He seemed to still be friendly and
followed us as we moved further into the forest. The trees of this forest
were strange. They grew from a small trunk to huge sizes as they
reached into the sky. It was the gravity of the planet that permitted it to
grow to huge sized most of it on the top. I measured the gravity and it
was stronger than earth gravity. This difference allowed these creatures
to hover over the surface. Our weight kept us on the ground. Ted got
the idea of climbing one of these trees and took a rope ladder he had
brought along and proceeded to climb to the top about 400 feet up.
There it spread into a platform that could be used as a base camp.

Giant Trees
He shouted down that he was seeing new strange things as he
looked around the view that the high tree gave him. He dropped the
rope ladder down and we all climbed up and joined him. The view was
astonishing. We could see the rest of the planet on all sides. It was a
strange sight with all sides just dropping off into the sky. We were about
in the center of the planet and could see the entire surface. We also
could see our ship in the distance. The terrain was different in all four
sides. To our left we saw the place where the creatures inhabited. On
our right side were high mountains with one huge structure that
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resembled a pyramid of Egypt. The top of the pyramid had a bright
light coming from it. In our front side we saw water. I wondered what
sort of life would be in these waters. That left what was in back of us. I
was the first to turn around and immediately shouted, “Wow, look at
this!” It seemed to be a deep canyon but only visible when the thick fog
was blown by the breeze. This fog was like a moving cloud. Within the
fog was a number of melting colors, shifting from a light green to a soft
yellow. It moved like a swarm of birds going from one place to another.
There was much to investigate on this strange planet. Where should we
start? Dave began to think out loud “I think we should return to the
ship and begin to make plans to explore all areas but with great care.”
We all agreed and climbed down the tree, got on our craft and
instead of retracing our steps Dave directed the craft into the air and
drove directly to our ship. We never saw what happened to the creature
that had followed us into the forest. I guess it had returned to its own
environment.
Karen soon was busy checking out the plants she had returned
with. We relayed our findings to the rest of the crew and they were
excited to explore areas for themselves. We began to make plans to
explore the rest of the planet. Dave cautioned us to be careful and plans
were formulated to make sure our explorations were safe.
We decided to wait until morning but that was a problem. The
planet did not revolve but was stationary. As we got ready for sleep Josh
again shouted out: “Look at that!” Up in the sky was another body, a
circular moon like planet that moved across the sky and blocked out the
star sun. We soon discovered that darkness came as this was taking
place. But – the night lasted longer than on earth. We calculated that
the night was about 15 hours long which made the day a short one. On
this planet the sun rose and set as it moved from the top and around the
square planet.
I awoke and as I washed my face I felt a growth of hair on my face
and – I was hungry. It seemed that time now was beginning as we knew
it. I immediately wondered if this was our final destination. It seemed to
fit what we needed. The others had the same reaction. Now normal
growth went on in each of us and we noticed that there were signs of
growth and change in our bodies.
We formed small groups and proceeded to explore each section of
the planet. Uncle Dave, and Hugo and Robin formed one group. Myself,
Mary and Karl the second group and Greg, Connie and Ted the 3rd.
Josh, Kevin, the Doc and Karen stayed with the ship. The first group set
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out to explore the pyramids, the 2nd the canyon and the 3rd the swamp
that the creatures lived in.
The 1st group – Mary, Karl and I set out in the direction of the
canyon and the mysterious fog. We walked for hours and finally arrived
at the top of the canyon. It was at least as deep as the earth’s Grand
Canyon. The fog was now close to us. We could see that it was not really
fog but a large group that looked like the fire flies of earth but much
larger. The bugs put out a light that was the fog. It rose above us but did
not come any closer. It didn’t appear that it was a danger to us.

The Fog
Our next step was to try and descend into the canyon. In
exploring the canyon rim Karl soon found a path that led down to the
bottom of the canyon. The canyon walls were of a mixture of colors –
rock that seemed to be changing colors all the time.

The fog and mountains
The canyon walls seem to reflect the light of the large fireflies.
There were thousands of these bugs. Proceeding to the bottom we found
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our path led from the close canyon walls to a large plain that was
covered with trees that reminded me of weeping willows of earth. The
trees contained large round fruits that reminded me of the reddish color
of apples on earth but were long like carrots. This could be a new food
source. We took samples to bring to Karen. We continued on through
the ‘willow’ trees and came to a large lake. We tested the water and it
was drinkable. But what was in the water? We saw ripples and then
were startled to see a strange creature. It was very peculiar. The nearest
I could come would be to describe them as looking like the head and
neck of a giraffe.

The ‘fish’
The fog would gather around their necks. After watching this
‘animal/fish’ we continued on walking through the canyon. At the end
of the canyon was a huge wall that sealed the canyon. The other side
was the sky. The night was coming and after contacting the ship we
made camp for the night. While it was somewhat dark where we were
the fog became bright and reminded me of the northern lights. What a
show! As the night gradually came the fog found a place of rest – on the
canyon walls. The walls were covered with beautiful colors that seem to
have warmth - a perfect blend of nature.
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Cliffs that fog went to
We then noticed that our hair was colored with blended colors
caused by these ‘bugs’ landing on our head. Our hair kept changing
colors as the fog had done. After a long, peaceful sleep we were awaked
by the sound of beautiful harmony. The fog (bugs) awakened and as
they began to form the fog again this beautiful, harmonic melody was
heard throughout the canyon. Karl was astonished. It was in perfect
harmony and counterpoint, as beautiful as a Bach cantata. The range of
the sounds was both high and low. Then as they sounded in unison a
solo voice emerged. The most beautiful sound that Karl had ever heard.
We thought that this voice must have been the queen calling her
followers to life. The sound contained more individual tonal sounds, like
a huge symphony orchestra with timbres unlike the instruments that
were familiar from earth. Karl was anxious to stay another night so that
he could again hear this sound. He had analyzed the sound and it was
not random but arranged in a symphony of sound. Once the group was
again formed the sound began to emulate a new kind of harmony and
the lights got bright and the ‘music’ was soothing to the human ear. He
took out his recorder he always had with him and played a melody he
had heard them do. Immediately the group imitated his melody and
added their own notes. Karl had succeeded in reaching the group with
music. He would play a phrase and the fog would duplicate it.
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Karl playing in the fog
Karl, the pied piper, led them as a soloist played with an
orchestra. It was astonishing. He had somehow reached them at their
level and had made a friend of them. It was time to return home but
Karl wanted to stay. As there didn’t seem to be a danger we decided to
have him remain to see if any progress could be made at communicating
with the fog. He seemed almost possessed by their music. We left Karl
there with a little bit of hesitation and said we would return the next day
and check on him.
The 2nd group had started their exploring. Uncle Dave, Hugo and
Robin set out to explore the pyramid. They arrived at the base of the
pyramids without incident.

Pyramid-long view

Closer view of Pyramid

The light was still shining brightly from the top reaching high into
the sky. We walked about the base of this huge structure which
appeared to be of human origin. Hugo wondered if there was anything
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of an opening to get inside. He soon found what appeared to be an
entrance but with no way to open this entrance. We discussed our
possible actions and decided to let him try to create an entrance with a
small explosive. He had brought a small explosive with him and set the
charge. There was a small but loud explosion. After the smoke cleared
we saw that indeed there was an entrance that led inside. It was dark at
first but soon there was natural light. Was it coming from the source of
the light on top? We continued traveling the passage way and soon came
into a large cavern. We must have been in the center of the structure. As
we entered the cavern we noticed the walls were of a strange black
stone. Uncle Dave immediately investigated the stone and discovered
that it was of the same element as the mystery rock. In the center was
the source of the light. It was coming from an opening that appeared to
be from the depths below the cavern. We had no way to trace the source
of the light. Around this light was an arrangement of huge stones made
of the mystery rock that resembled the arrangements at Stonehenge.

In the Cavern
This arrangement had to have been made by intelligent beings. As
we approached the arrangement we noticed a strange symbol that
appeared as a star in a circle. Robin thought the image looked like a
crop circle.

Symbol
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It was repeated on all the rocks at the top of the display. This had
to be of human origin. But if so what had happened to the people that
had made the structure and why the light? At the entrance of the
arrangement we also noticed a strange level and symbols around it.
Hugo touched it. Suddenly a small door opened up. We proceeded
through the door. Inside the door was a small platform. A disk with
markings on it was laid upon it. The disk was not heavy in weight and
only about a foot in circumference. We decided to bring it back to the
ship and have Mary examine it. We noticed other small levels next to
other doors. We had much to discover but decided to return to the ship
and come back at a later time.
The 3rd group of Greg, Connie and Ted reached the swamp that
appeared to be the home of the creatures. They set up camp at the edge
of the swamp and took samples of the water and plants.

Two swamps on planet
As we were setting up camp some of the creatures came up and
were very friendly. Connie took out her sketch pad and began making a
sketch of one of the creatures.
She finished it and the creature smuggled up to her and seemed to
look at the sketch. The creature we called a Crog made a soothing
sound, brushed against Connie and cuddled up to her. Connie petted
him and it was like a human cat in his reaction to Connie and the
sketch. He seemed to understand it was a sketch of him and he seemed
to express his likeness for it and Connie. As he brushed against her a
sandy substance came off. Connie took a sample of it to take back. It
seemed harmless and perhaps Karen could find out what it was made
of. Greg tried to count how many creatures there were and stopped
when the count reached over a 100. Each was a little different but all
were white. With samples of the powder and the water they decided to
return to the ship. What they didn’t see was that the one creature
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followed them to the ship and seemed to want to stay. Connie had made
a friendly companion and named him Willie.

Willie
From then on they were together almost constantly. The next
morning the creature was gone and Connie felt very weak. Doc Snow
noticed this and had Connie take some tests. It seemed that she was
losing some of her energy and some white corpuscles. It was soon
discovered that the creature had the ability to take energy from
Connie’s body and thus he realized that contact with one of the
creatures would result in the loss of one’s energy and eventually the loss
of all of one’s white corpuscles in their blood. This became a real danger
when a person got too close and stayed too long with one of the
creatures.
Karl had not returned to the ship the next day so Mary and I
returned and found Karl almost hypnotized and was continuing to play
music with the fog. It was all that I and Mary could do was to pull him
physically away from the area. We had to hold him until we were
completely out of the canyon. The fog music had affected him and once
he was out of the canyon he returned to his normal self. Thus our crew
discovered the two dangers – from the creatures and the fog.
When Uncle Dave returned we all set down and discussed the
situation. We came to the conclusion that once there might have been
life here and they had constructed the pyramid. We had to decide
whether we should stay on this planet or begin our journey again into
outer space to find a world that was less dangerous to humans.
Mary thought she had made some sense of the disks. She surmised
that the disks told the story of a civilization that had landed on the
planet and existed for some 100 years and had made the pyramid for
safety, the light being used to attract others of their kind to rescue them.
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Disk
They had observed the dangers that the fog and the creature had
on them and decided to leave the planet. We had that same choice. After
a brief discussion we reached the same conclusion that we also should
leave this world to itself and to again look for another destination. As we
took off we noticed that once again time stopped and that our journey
could continue without harm. I wondered what was next in our
adventure.

Adventure 2
It has been 3 months space time since we left the ‘Square Planet’
and settled down to travel in space and to keep trying to find another
planet to explore. Time was again measured in space time. Kevin has
been working on a time/space clock and has come up with a gadget that
does just that. It uses a different type calculation that has dropped the
old way of time – no days, months or even years. In space without day
or night, new calculations were needed to be formed. Kevin has done
this. Our existence and life now has new terms for defining time and
environment in space. Kevin uses the ‘Fibonacci’ series as the basis for
his theories. He uses a gadget that looks like an hour glass with a wheel.

The ‘Gadget’
To keep time in the old way made no sense. This hour glass ran on
the air outside the space ship not sand as in a conventional hour glass. It
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turns after an accumulation of the amount of air that is captured from
the outside space atmosphere. Once the ‘hourglass’ is full it is the
equivalent of a 24 hour day. It quickly turns and empties out and the
hourglass begins another 24 hours. A mechanism counts the time and it
becomes full only after 30 days. Another hourglass apparatus is loaded
with a gauge of months until finally one for years and then decades.
Greg has helped with this idea and keeps a log on time consumed. After
leaving the Square Planet we have continued to travel. We traveled for 2
more years in old time.
Time did exist on the Square Planet and I have found out that I
have become a potential father. Mary had become pregnant while on
the planet and is, in old time, one month pregnant, but, her baby has not
aged once we returned to the ship and left the planet. We need to find a
planet that has time and stay there until at least 9 months have passed.
The problem will come as to how long we stay on this new planet so that
the baby may be born and had time to grow up. But the longer we wait
on a planet the older the crew will become. This affects Dr. Conners
more than the younger members of the crew.
Josh has noticed a distant planet that he thinks we should
investigate. It has a blue & green color and he thinks there is a chance
that it may be suitable and we should investigate. It is about one month
away. Dr. Conners pointed the space ship in that direction and the crew
became anxious to reach this new planet. We have given it the name of
the ‘Blue/Green Planet.’

Blue/Green Planet
We have now reached the orbit of the Blue/Green Planet and are
busy taking calculations of its atmosphere and found out that it is
similar to earth and humans could exist without any artificial means of
breathing. The planet, like earth, is mostly covered with water. There
are continents of solid earth and we are now beginning to descend onto
one of the continents that we think is our best bet. There are mountains
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and plains and our plan is to land on a mountain top. As we get closer
we discover that there is what looks like structures. These structures are
not unlike one of the cities of earth but are arranged in a square that is
surrounded by odd structures.
I, with Mary and Ted are now aboard a shuttle and change our
first plan and instead land in the square. As we disembark we notice
life. From these odd buildings we see a group of crab like creatures
having 2 sets of hands for appendichours with five fingers on each of
their arms approaching. They had bodies that were more metal like
then scales or skin.

The Hydrosian-Xqip
They approach us and stop within 50 feet. One steps out front and
to our astonishment it begins to make audible sounds. Mary, our
linguist answers them in our language but cannot communicate with
them. She begins to try and form some sort of verbal words and after
what seemed to be gabble she became excited and soon seems to talk in
tongues. After much trouble she turns to Ted and me and begins to tell
us that she has figured out their language. Mary believes they are
peaceful and present no harm to us. We are led to an outdoor area that
has what appears to be an adaptation of our chairs and tables. We sit
down and Mary begins to converse with the leader. His name is Xqip. I
relay to Mary to make sure that Xqip knows we come in peace and want
to form a friendship with their race. Xqip quickly accepts this offer and
after some dialogue between Mary and Xqip, Mary tells them that there
are others of us on a spaceship and that we would like to bring them
down and form an alliance with them.
After saying goodbye to them we return to the ship and
immediately gather as a group so that Mary can tell us what she has
found out. She begins:
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“This race has the name of ‘the Hydrosians.’ Their race came out
of the ocean many centuries ago and adapted to land. Just as man
evolved into humans this race evolved from the crestations of the ocean.
They left their ocean apendituers (claws) and developed hands instead
of claws because of the ability to handle land environments.” Doc Snow
remarks that just as humans had evolved from creatures of the ocean
this race had evolved from what we recognize as crab-like creatures.
Mary continued, “They seem to be peaceful creatures and are
most anxious to get to know our race. Mary continued: “I still have a lot
to learn but I think we can feel safe with them. They are vegetarians
and not meat eaters so they do not look at us as food. Xqip is their
leader and there are numerous families of this race on this planet.”
These creatures are about two feet tall and their body is covered
with a metal-like shell that is about 4 feet in diameter. They have 2 feet
that allows them to move over the earth. The planet is rich in plant life
and they have enough food that they do not have to grow any food.
Their planet is near the size of Pluto, not a large planet but big enough
to have a good atmosphere. They are able to have a good life, seemingly
free from conflict and have lived peacefully for centuries. We are the
first strangers to visit their planet.”
As we were listening to Mary we were startled by a bright light
and in front of us appeared Xqip. No one expected such an event. Xqip
explained to us – in our own language – that his race is probably more
advanced than ours and that his race had many new discoveries that he
would be glad to share with us. (I was a bit hesitant about what he said
and wondered if we were as safe as we began to think.)
Dr. Conners, once Quip had again ‘beamed down to his planet”,
remarked that we should be cautious about our visit down to the planet
and have some backup plans to be able to return to the ship in safety.
It was weird to be conversing with this new race. A crab-like
creature talking to us as ‘equals.’ We had much to learn from this race
but we do not have much experience in existing with a new race. What
are their morals, their religion, and their form of government? What
were their arts, their way of life? How were their families constructed?
Was this the place where we could stay and form a new life? There was
much to find out about this new race. It would take months to discover
their type of society. I wondered if they were the only ones that had
made the trip out of the ocean onto the land?
Dr. Conners gave each of us a problem to find out about these
questions. Mary would continue to work on their language. She was
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getting pretty good at talking to them in their own language. Karl was
to find out about their arts and society. Kevin was to search out if they
had any ‘scientists’ and check on their advances in science. Karen was
to find out about their food sources and how their bodies worked. Greg
was to work with Kevin and find out how advanced they were in
mathematics. Doc Snow was to check on the inner workings of their
bodies. Ted was to find out about their social functions – if they had a
group that we would consider ‘soldiers’ and if they had any ideas of
hostility. Robin worked with Mary and kept an account of our time with
these new creatures. Hugo worked with Ted and see if they had any
reason to protect themselves from any others inhabits that we did not
know of.
Dr. Conners stayed on the ship with Josh and compiled an
account of the material collected by the rest of the crew.
Karen set out to find food sources for the crew. While we were on
this planet we needed nourishment. She took samples of the various
plants and their fruit. We also needed fresh water and she soon found
out that there was safe water for us to drink. It seemed the inhabitants
did not need water as part of their diet. She returned to the ship with a
load of fruits from various plants. They were odd looking but she
proceeded to test each one as to their available as food sources for us.
After much work she was startled to discover that these ‘fruits’ were
not made up of protein but a silicon base. They could not be used as a
source of food for us. It was a major disappointment and a bad sign that
we probably couldn’t stay on this planet as our home. Mary had
surmised that these creatures were nourished, not by protein but by
silicon elements.
Doc Snow also worked on their physical workings of their bodies.
Their inner workings were much like the shell fish of earth. Not at all
like out body functions. Their life span was also different. Their life
span was a short one. There were numerous clans of these creatures
that lived on the planet. They probably numbered in the thousands with
a birth rate that he thought would soon make it impossible to contain
their life style. This was not good news. What was their solution to
counter this problem?
Karl was working on their arts. He found out that what was
considered arts was more of a function that was closely related to their
existence. Their music had rhythm but was not structured in metrical
meter but sounded to him like a bunch of noise. But the strange thing
was that this music was not done for pleasure of listening but had a
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connection to their reproduction system. To reproduce they had to use
music to promote their reproduction system. Their family would get
together and begin to make their music and the rhythms would go from
one to another and the oldest of the group would be the one that would
impregnate another. But because of the growth of their kind they did
not practice this process except if their leaders gave them permission to
reproduce - their existed a problem of population on this small planet.
They had no concrete art – no pictures, no sculpture nor a type of
writing that could be called a novel. They had not developed any film or
TV type inventions. It was a sterile planet and they did not have an
appreciation of art as we know it. They only used music as a means of
reproduction. Karl had taken a phonograph down and played some of
our music for them. His choice was a Brahms symphony. As he began to
play the symphony he was almost mobbed by a group and one reached
for the record and broke it. It seems that the sounds of the phonograph
were not pleasing to them and it seemed to disturb their moods and they
would become vicious. So if we stayed we would not be able to listen to
Art Tatum sounds nor sounds of other artists.
Next Kevin and Greg searched what they called ‘the lab.’ They
found out that while they were advanced in some fields most of it was to
further their societal needs. There seemed to be a concentration of fields
that would enable them to move from one area to another with a device
that would move them quickly to another area. They could change their
location just by pushing a button on their arms. There also was one
strange device that seemed to be a sort of weapon. What was it used for
and used against what danger? As the two were discovering other things
in the lab there was a sudden sound that could only be described as a
loud roar. As they went outside to see what was happening they saw all
the population assembled into a huge group and suddenly the group
disappeared. It was also suddenly very dark. What danger was there?
They soon found their answer. On the horizon coming out of the water
appeared a huge animal that reminded them of a giant sea creature.
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One of the Sea Creatures
This creature soon came upon them and Greg and Kevin ran to
another high position. This creature came from the ocean and they
thought that this was why the planet creatures grouped together and
left the scene - for who knows where.
Ted and Hugo also found out about their own weapons. They
were standing on a shelf above the ocean and had seen a number of
horrible creatures emerge from the sea. They were able to defend
themselves and killed one creature that attacked them. Almost
immediately when they had killed this creatures dozens more of these
creatures emerged from the sea. They decided that valor was not called
upon and ran to their shuttle and flew up to the ship.
All of the crew now had returned to the ship and gathered in the
conference room. Dr. Conners reanimated all the reports and didn’t
have to say anything but “I think we should get under way and continue
our search for another planet.”
We soon were under way with everybody safe and Connie
remarked that this sure was not the place for them. She had drawn
pictures of the creatures and showed them to us. These sketches would
be a concrete reminder of our adventures on this strange planet. We
never knew where the Hydrosian race had gone. We thought that it
probably was to a safe place and that when darkness came they had a
plan to move themselves from the sea creatures and would return to
their homes once it got light.
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What would be our next discovery and what would we find there.
Josh began searching the skies for another destination. What we would
encounter in our next landing?
Adventure 3
Frozen Bill
It has been almost a half year since we left the planet and
would site a new possibility for us to investigate. We have continued to
search far into space and our feelings were one of hopelessness. But
Josh came through again. Josh called for a gathering of the crew and
relayed that he had found something that he thought was one of the
planets of the Milky Way. The large galaxy seemed to have many
planets and we choose the nearest one. It was a very small planet that
had a white glow coming from it. As we circled we found that almost
the entire surface was cove red in ice.

Scene on Planet
This meant water but little else. But was there evidence of life?
We circled and searched for evidence of any life but did not find any
indication that the planet ever had life. But still Kevin insisted that he
had found evidence of life in his search. Rather than just say he must
have been mistaken he came up with a theory. No life as we know it was
on the surface so that meant that it was underground.
We decided to land and do a search for any indication that there
might be life underground. Kevin had developed a gadget that would
show any evidence of former life on the surface. Kevin searched the area
around a cliff like structure and suddenly we heard a shout from him.
We rushed to him and he pointed out that his gadget was vibrating
furiously. The cliffs were like the Navajo Indian villages of the
Southwest of America.
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Cliff homes
Kevin walked slowly around and then stopped and shouted –
Here! Here! We rushed to him and he said: “Com here, this looks like
an opening.” He started pulling rocks away and soon found a door way.
Indeed there was an opening, a large one. It was getting late and we
decided to check the wonders of this opening the next day. We would
need a lot of flashlights and cave equipment to explore this opening. It
was with much anticipation that some of us descended into the opening
in the morning. I, Ted, Hugo, Kevin and Greg entered and after shining
our lights we saw a huge cavern. There was a descending stairway
numbering over a 1000 steps. It took us hours to finally get to the
bottom. The stairway was on the side of the cavern and it was only when
we got to the bottom that we could see the huge area that the cavern
encompassed. Our lights didn’t even reach the other side of the cavern.
As we started walking on the edge we came to a passage in the walls. We
shone our lights and saw that it was almost endless and we would have
to start down without knowing how far this passage went. Greg had
continued walking around the cavern and soon came to another
opening. We joined him and decided to continue advancing around the
outside of the cavern. I marked the first opening with a tape marking it
#1. It took us hours to circle the cavern but finally came back to #1. We
had marked 27 openings. What did each lead to? How would we decide
which to go down?
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The Cavern
It was decided to make camp in the cavern and in pairs of two we
would start down the first 3 openings. Mary and I, Ted and Karen, who
was glad to get off the ship and do some exploring with us, and Hugo
and Josh formed the third group – Josh was also eager to explore and
get off the ship. Thus three groups of two set out to explore what was at
the end of these passages. Dr. Conner again stayed with the ship with
Robin but the rest came down and camped in the cavern.

Other view of the Cavern

One of the passage ways
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The ones remaining in the cavern monitored our progress down
the passages that seemed to be human made. They set up camp for a
long stay. We were told that it was important that we keep in contact
with each other.
As Mary and I progressed down #1 we noticed that the
temperature was moderate – not too hot or cold, and we were
comfortable as we progressed down the passage. As we made a right
turn there was suddenly light coming from the ceiling and it extended
down the passage. Was it natural light or manmade I thought? The
floor of the cavern showed no evidence of human inhabitance but this
passage surely did. At times the passage widened and then narrowed
again. As we progressed every 100 yards there was a door-like structure
on one side of the passage. There was a level next to it and I pushed it
down. A large Door came out of the wall and blocked our way. Mary
pushed the level up and the door went back into the wall. We were safe
not having the door close and trap us. We continued some 20 minutes
forward and found another door but this door stood at the dead end of
the passage. Finally we had come to the end. There was a level and
excitingly we pushed it down. There behind the door was a large room.
Once the door was open we saw an area that was engulfed in a bright
but soothing blue light. In the center was a group of machine like
electronic gauges with dials and switches. In the center was a chair that
had its back to us. Over the top of the chair a head could be seen. Before
we started forward we got a message from the other group. It had been
contacted by the third group and it was reported that each group had
had the same experience and all were anxious to know what they should
do. I decided that the two other groups should come to us and we would
then work together to see what our situation was all about. We waited
about an hour and the two other groups joined us. I shouted out to the
thing in the chair; “Hello, Hello, who are you.” No answer. We
approached the center and turned the chair around. There in the chair
was a human like person, somewhat different then us but close enough
to think that it was more human then animal. The ‘thing’ was not alive.
It had a rather large head, small body with large feet but shorter hands.
Its skin was like leather and there was hair growing in the back of the
head. It was clothed in what appeared to be heavy leather. The color of
this skin was very dark black. It had a nose and a mouth on its face. It
had three triangles instead of eyes. Our attention was now on the center
of the room when Hugo called and said”look, look around the cavern.”
As we turned to look we saw that the room was surrounded by coffin
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like boxes that had transparent fronts. Inside there were other bodies
like the one in the chair. There were gauges on the front of the coffins
and Ted noticed that these gauges were both temperature gauges and
atmospheric gauges. Karen remarked: “This is a chamber for
sustaining life. The one in the center seemed to be monitoring the
gauges but must have died. He must have been a care- taken of the
‘tombs.’” Were they burial coffins or ‘life’ coffins? Kevin thought they
must be life coffins and that maybe we could bring back those in them
and thus we would save their lives. Each coffin had some writings on
them. Mary took pictures of them so that she might work on trying to
decipher them. Thinking that nothing might change, we all decided to
go back to the ship and work at what we had found before we took any
action. We still have 24 passages to follow.
After hours Mary called us together and told us that once again
she had been able to discover their language. From the disk we had
taken from the one in the center she was able to come up with a key to
their language. The disk contained a history of this race. They had once
lived on the surface but had to construct a place underground as a giant
glacier had covered the surface of a once fertile planet. They had lived
underground for a number of generations but were not able to extend
their life with what food was available. They had some provisions but
these provisions were running out and they had to come up with a plan.
It was decided that two of them would leave the planet to try and find
help by locating other races to help them. It was decided that the
population would go into a hibernatic freeze with one remaining to
monitor the gauges. The one left would wait until the other two
returned and then brink back to life the ones that were frozen. But
something must have gone wrong. We couldn’t find out how long the
two that left the planet had been gone but it was long enough for the one
remaining alive to die before they returned. Now we faced a problem.
Could we bring back the others to life? If we did, how would we feed
them? It was decided that we must have them remain frozen as they
would be alive if and when help was brought. Josh thought that if we
ran across another race that could help we could return with food and
bring them back. Robin came up with an idea. Why don’t we bring
back one of the frozen and take him with us. After debating we decided
that saving one might be a good thing. From him we could find out
about their civilization’s history and take him with us to help us when
we could return to the planet. With help from our own experience on
earth with frozen bodies we proceeded to unfreeze one that we named
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‘Frozen Bill.’ Karl suggested the name as he remembered a cakewalk by
Arthur Pryor named “Frozen Bill.”

Bill
Mary and Greg had been working on a gadget that, through an
injection would feed the brain a dictionary of the English language.
They were working on another that would have Mary injected with the
language of any alien that we might meet. It would be a big step
forward to help us upon meeting another race.
Kevin and Greg were able to gain knowledge of the switchboard
of the machine in the center and after much preparatory work Kevin
flipped the switch and the de-icing began. We all starred at the coffin
that Frozen Bill was in and there began motion in the body. First the
three fingers moved, then the head made an upward motion and then
the three triangle-like eyes lit up with a dim yellow color. The rest of the
body moved and the head moved from side to side with the triangles
becoming wider and brighter. A light flashed and we saw that the glass
portion of the coffin began to open. Mary immediately gave the body an
injection and we waited. The body tried to move forward but started to
fall. Greg and Kevin caught the body and moved it to the chair in the
center. The body then lifted its head and said: “Who are you?” Mary
answered and told the man we had named him Bill and that we were
friends. Bill had a lot of question to ask us as we did of him. She told Bill
about translating the history disk and that he could speak in our
language. He had an amazing tale to tell us. His race had lived on the
surface but was chased underground by the glaciers. The oceans froze
and no food was available. They had lived on their reserves until they
were all gone and no other food source existed. They were advanced in
modern science and had made a decision to freeze everybody but three;
two to leave and get help and the other to stay and monitor the frozen
bodies.”
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Frozen body
Mary asked: “How long have the two been gone?” No answer. She
then said that she was sorry about the one that died and thought that he
died of old age.” Bill then answered: “I don’t know exactly but I think
that it has been years.” Bill and Mary continued to talk for hours and
after that discussion each of them had a good account of each
civilization. Together we decided to try and do what was best for Bill’s
race. It was more of Bill’s decision than ours. First he didn’t think that
they should revive another body as all would be better and safer kept
frozen even without a person looking after them.” He asked Dr. Conner
about his future. I suggested that we take on a new crew member and
that we would help him find another civilization that could return him
to his planet and save his people. We all agree and thus ‘Frozen Bill’
was the 14th in our space group.
We gathered our equipment and returned to the surface when we
got a call from the ship. After circling the planet it was seen that the
surface was beginning to warm up and the glacier was beginning to
subside. Good news for Bill. He came up with a new idea. Now that his
world was warming up his people would be able to return to the surface,
but it would take years. Greg worked on a formula and said that it
would be close to 50 years before the population could again come to the
surface. It was decided that we should unfreeze another body to monitor
the rest. Bill hoped to return but if he was longer the one brought alive
could bring another alive to monitor when he might die. Bill thought
that he could best serve his people by coming with us and then
returning with the necessary provisions to help his people until the
surface returned to its former situation.
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Another Frozen Body
It wasn’t until much later (about 3 months) that we found out
about Bill’s special talents. Everyone really liked Bill and he became an
important part of the crew. We later discovered the purpose of the three
triangles. They performed the necessary things that made Bill a real
find for the crew. The triangles were both his eyes, ears and all were
sensitive to light, smell and the ability to diagnose the air and any
electronics that might be hitting the ship. He had a memory that had a
never-ending capacity. As time stopped on our ship Bill would not age
and could return the same age as he had left. Mary still had long talks
with Bill and was gaining additional knowledge of Bill’s race.
Adventure 4
Pyramid Planet
Dr. Conners had chosen the crew with wisdom. So far each of
the talents of a particular member had proven very valuable. What
was in the future and what crew member would show his talents for
the crew’s benefit? And then we had added Frozen Bill. We found
out that their civilization had a real sense of humor. He found
almost everything funny or it had a happy meaning. He and Ted had
become great friends and Ted was always breaking up Bill with his
funny jokes. And of course Bill would have to repeat a joke to
every member of the crew. One thing was happening though. Mary,
with a baby developing was progressing strangely due to the time
warp on our ship. She seemed to have a strong bind to her baby and
said that she knew what ‘he’ was thinking. While it had been longer
than 9 months the baby was growing and Mary was convinced that he
would be a very intelligent person. Dr. Conner thought that we must
soon discover a new planet so that Mary can have her baby on dry
ground.
We always had to wait for months to hear Josh remark that he had
discovered a new possibility for us. But it was Bill who first felt of
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an approaching object. It was not just one object that approached us.
No, not one but a number of objects, six in number. They were not large
bodies but objects that seemed to be shaped like miniature planets. They
didn’t contain life but had an atmosphere. But the strange thing was
that they all were different in their topography. Each contained a
different landscape. They approached us and soon were shadowing us at
our present speed keeping up alongside our ship.
The crew gathered and we discussed them. Should we send out a
party to examine them? Connie thought that it might be dangerous.
What would happen if they suddenly left us with some of our crew still
on the surface? We must be sure that if we visit them they would remain
with us. Dr. Conner thought that we might send a group down but that
group should keep in touch and it was then that Kevin came up with the
idea of suiting the visiting group with a power pack that one could start
within seconds and return to the shuttle that would remain near them
and rescue the crew if a problem came up. We could then return the
crew to the shuttle. This was a great idea and Kevin got a lot of
compliments. This crew seemed to be able to come up with something
that made our adventure safer and more exciting.
So, it was decided that only one group should embark and visit
one of the six small objects. It was decided that the shuttle should take a
close look at each one from the air and not land anyone until the surface
was examined.
This process took hours but soon Kevin and Ted returned to the
space ship with pictures of the surface of each body. There was no life
indicated on any of them. As we all looked at the film the first view was
amazing. It had the topography of what one would call a paradise. It
had beautiful flowers, large trees with fruit and a waterfall. One could
be happy with the environment of just one of these bodies. Before we
viewed the others it was decided that Mary, Doc Snow and I would go
down and visit this body.
The group landed on the surface and proceeded to look around. It
was not a large body and one could see the ends in each direction. After
examining the fruit it was found out that it was edible and the water was
good for use. Connie was making paintings of the bodies.
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1) Paradise

3) Oceans

5) Mountains

2) Desert

4) Forests

6) Ice

It was the third day when Mary started having labor pains. The
baby was coming and was to be born on this strange paradise planet.
With Doc Snow present and me to comfort Mary, the child was born, a
beautiful human baby that we named ‘Skydare.’ I asked Mary about
the name. She said, "Well Warren, the name of the first child born in
America was Virginia Dare and our baby was the first to be born in
space or the sky, thus the name Skydare. As Mary took time to take
care of the child in the week that we remained on the body the growth
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of the baby was remarkable. He had grown in a few months the size of a
teenager. Skydare soon began to talk and Mary being a linguist soon
taught Skydare a huge vocabulary. He showed high intelligence and
must have had an I.Q. of a genius.
We looked at the films taken of the other bodies and they too had
different topography. The second was desert, the third was completely
water, and the 4th was forest of various types of trees and plants. The 5th
was mountainous with high peaks and huge canyons. The 6th was
completed covered by snow and ice. The group packed to return to the
ship and upon landing the shuttle the 6 bodies suddenly speeded up and
left us with a speed that caused them to disappear in seconds. Where did
they come from and where were they headed? It seemed that they only
showed up to have Mary birth the child and then were on their way.
Would we ever see them again? Space is strange and each adventure
was indeed an adventure. Bill took to our newest new crew member
‘Sky’ like a father and son was joking with him and teaching him
everything he and the rest of the crew knew. He became like a book on
each of the talents of the rest of the crew. He would become invaluable
as the newest member of our crew. We began calling him just ‘Sky’ and
the nickname stuck.
The crew soon settled down to gain energy for a new adventure.
What would be our next adventure? The crew now was 15. There was
enough room on the ship and taking on two new members didn’t hurt
our safety. Space time still stood still and Sky remained a teenager in
size and age but not in knowledge. Our next adventure would answer
questions and answers that were unknown to mankind but would open
up new knowledge that have baffled mankind since its beginning. As we
continued on our uncharted direction, which way would we next go? It
was answered in about two months. In the distance we saw a huge black
hole. Was this the black hole phenomena that science had portrayed by
earth scientist for ages? Dr. Connor, acting on this knowledge tried to
steer the space ship away from the hole but couldn’t control the ship
and could not change directions. We were being pulled directly into the
black hole. We just had to sit and think about our destiny. Was it to end
in our death through this massive hole?
Adventure 5
Black Hole
We entered the hole and everything turned black. We could not
see what was ahead of us and just had to sit back and wait, hoping
the
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ship would not tear apart. We drifted for what seemed like hours when
just as suddenly we entered a new area. It was still black but we noticed
that we could see in this darkness. It was like we all were wearing night
goggles. Bill had something he wanted to say:
“Even if you can see please all of you definitely put on night
goggles.” It was a surprising statement but we trusted Bill and night
goggles were put on. It took awhile for us to adapt to this new vision but
soon we felt comfortable in this scenario. Bill didn’t need the goggles.
We wondered why and he told us that his ‘eyes’ could stand the
brightness of what appeared next in our path - circular lights. A
number of them passed our ship as we entered the void. We had entered
a new space that seemed to be like a two dimensional scenario. What
would we find as we went onward without the ability to halt the ship
and what were the strange lights that seemed to be in a formation of
groups of three, four and five arrangements?

The Black Hole
We had no idea how far we had gone into this black hole but the
ship hadn’t broken apart. So far in our travels we had met a number of
new races and had not seen our adventures as being supernatural with
scenarios that were similar to earth and to our understanding. We
hadn’t found any real weird creatures that we would consider like
ghosts; or other creatures that we could not handle but could accept our
new adventures with awe and could accept our adventures as just that –
new adventures that we could handle without final danger. But this was
different. We haven’t had such a challenge like the one we now face.
When would we stop and what would we find in our path.
As we entered this void we saw large number of circular lights
surrounding us. While this was going on Karl was in his quarters and
playing his various styles of music. This particular moment he was
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fascinated by a recording of whale music. We began to hear a sound
coming from the lights. It was the same as Karl’s music. Where had
they heard music that was exactly alike the sounds of a whale in earth’s
oceans? Once they began to sound this music some actually touched the
ship but this didn’t seem to be any danger to us. The music had
attracted them. Greg measured the brightness of the lights and said he
had never seen any light as bright as those we were looking at. If we
didn’t have goggles we would have be blinded by these lights.
Sky began to look strange. He was sort of listening and bending
his head as if to say yes. Mary approached him and asked if he was
okay. Sky said that he felt that the lights were trying to communicate
with him. He could hear them and in return he could send a mental
message to them that our ship was a friendly one and would cause no
danger but that we were sucked into the black hole and didn’t know if
we were in danger. After some time Sky sat down and motioned for us
to come around him. He began: “These lights have a human quality.
They are intelligent and are each an entity. Each was a life force very
strong in their intensity for light and heat.” Sky kept repeating a word
that he had no idea what it meant. “Phoenix, Phoenix” he repeated.
Then it struck Mary. These were the lights that had made a visit to
Phoenix, Arizona.

The Strange Lights
They weren’t flying saucers but separate entities in their own
right. While on earth they must have heard the sounds of whales as they
flew over the oceans. Sky backed this theory up and there was harmony
between the lights and Karl’s phonograph music. These lights were seen
over Phoenix and were described as flying saucers. The lights had no
means to communicate with earth beings but did so with other creatures
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such as whales. I only hoped that the whales would not give them any
indication of the whale hunts that whalers did in catching whales for
human use. Sky didn’t think that the lights bore any hard feelings for
mankind or about their whale hunts.
Sky tried to communicate and ask if they could help us get away
from their domain and return us the outer rim of the black hole. Karl
put on a rousing jazz big band as he was tiring of the whale sounds.
Suddenly as the first sounds of Ferguson’s Big Band, our ship took a
sudden about face and was barreling toward the way we came. If seems
as if the lights liked whale music but got irritated by the sound of a big
band and were showing us the way out. They accompanied us to the
edge of the entrance of the black hole and then shot ahead of us. I was
sure they were headed for earth but didn’t know of their true direction.
As the ship slipped out of the black hole, Dr. Conners turned it to the
right and again we were drifting in open space, looking again for a
suitable world for our crew.
Adventure 6
Zorn and Incas
When you are traveling in space you find out that the stars
and planets are very far apart and they do not appear close
together as when one looks at them from earth. But finally Josh
has a possible sighting of another new planet, a new challenge. What
will this planet be like?
It took us another month to reach an orbit around this
new planet. We circled around and decided that the atmosphere
was okay and now we had to find a place to land. As we got a better
view of the surface we were startled to see some strange arrangements
and lines on the surface. Being a novelist and a historian Robin
immediately recognized that they were similar to the shapes on the
Nazca Plateau of Peru in South America. They had the identical
shapes as the ones in Peru.
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Shapes on Plains of Peru
We wondered if there was there a connection between the two and
did aliens actually land in Peru ages ago? Perhaps the disappearance of
the Inca civilization was due to their being transported to this far off
planet. We soon got our answer as we landed our ship. We heard some
kind of an object hitting the outside of the ship. We looked out and in
amazement saw a tribe of what had to be Inca warriors who were
throwing spears at our craft. They were dressed as one would think that
the Incas dressed. If they were attacking us, why then the shapes on the
plains of this planet? Weren’t the shapes to welcome new visitors or was
it to attract victims?

Inca Warriors
Suddenly a figure appeared in front of the natives and they
stopped throwing their spears and retreated. This figure came forward
and held up his hands.
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Zorn
He was dressed in a gold robe. He began saying something and
Mary tried to communicate with him. She succeeded in understanding
some words and relayed his words. He wanted to welcome us and
apologized for the native’s manner. He asked to come aboard and with
a little hesitation Dr. Conner thought that it might be okay for him to do
so.
Ted and Hugo opened the docking bay door and escorted him to
the board room. As he was welcomed in the board room, out the
window Kevin noticed two flying ships leaving the planet surface in a
very fast acceleration. There were ships of odd shapes and at full speed
made a left turn and disappeared within seconds. They seemed faster
than anything that Kevin had ever seen. What kind of a society did the
planet hold? A very advanced one but a very primitive one also, two
civilizations existing along side of each other. It seems that the man
dreamed in a gold colored robe had a direct control of the natives. This
man was very tall. He must have been 7 feet tall and had trouble
entering our ship and had to bend over as he was led to the board room.
As we listened to him relate about his planet he seemed to know
who we were and where we were from. He asked the name of our planet
and when we said earth he seemed not to be surprised but more pleased.
He began to speak: “Well, I see that the population on earth has
progressed since our rescue of the Incas. We visited your planet and
landed on the plains of Peru but with peril. Our first ship had a very
hard landing as our pilots were not use to the winds and gravity of
earth. The natives, who probably thought we were Gods, made some
suitable landing strips. Not only did they make straight lines but in our
honor they constructed animal shapes for us to see when we were in our
ships and back in the sky. They were a large population but disease was
beginning to wipe them out. We could not stop the disease and we
decided to transport the healthy ones to a new planet to begin again and
populate this new planet.”
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Josh spoke: “then this is not your home planet?”
“No,” Said the figure, “We are from a planet some light years
away. My name is Zorn. We only have come here to settle this tribe and
have gone between the two planets until the tribe is able to fend for
itself. They have now reached this stage in their development and can
exist and build their own society keeping the same style as their old
one.”
I spoke up and asked if his planet could be a place for use to
settle? “I’m afraid not. Our atmosphere might not be breathable for
your kind. We had to wear masks when we were on your world. I’m
sorry but you could not exist on our planet. The best thing I can do for
you is to suggest you head directly north and follow that bright star you
see in the northern sky. We have traveled to some planets but after
awhile the air we found was not good for us and we stopped going to
other planets once we had settled the Incas.”
Another dead end! But we did make a friend in this tall man.
We said goodbye as he left our ship. As he was exiting the outside
door of our ship he turned around and handed a disk to me. He
remarked: “I think this will be of interest to you. On one of our trips
to your earth we recorded the details of our visit. He turned and
entered his own craft and was soon off to his world which he said
was called “Atlanpacifo” but called “Atla” for short.

Adventure 7 Area 51

I took the disk and with Kevin and Robin went straight to the
our communications room of the ship and as Kevin and Robin sat
down I put the disk in the reader and we anxiously awaited the
first view of what was on the disk.
It came on the screen and to our astonishment it began with
a view from space of Area 51.
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Area 51

After a long range view the camera zoomed in on the area and the
camera was still rolling when to our surprise the ship with the camera
landed in an open area of Area 51. The landing was covered by a group
of armed soldiers surrounding the alien craft. When the landing was
secure the alien ship opened a door and an alien came out of the space
ship. The robot was a device that was used to make first contact with
another race. The occupants of the alien craft seemed to have been
experienced in first contact and realized that first contact with an alien
race is a tense dramatic event. Not knowing that this was a robot an
officer of the base approached him and shook his hand. The contact was
used until there was formal contact by radio between the alien craft and
the commander of Area 51. Still each side was cautious but friendly.
After the soldiers lowered their weapons the picture showed Zorn
coming off the space ship and meeting the president of the USA, and
Commander Kelly, head of Area 51.

A space robot and the President
Our small group watching the disk looked at each other in
amazement. So there were aliens at Area 51 all the time. There were TV
cameras all around the area covering the area and our small group got
a good look at this first contact between a U.S. President and the
captain of an alien space ship. Zorn dwarfed the U.S. President as they
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walked into a hanger and into a room that this first meeting was to be
held. There to greet Zorn was commander of Area 51 General Kelly.
Zorn explained that he was from a far off planet that was a
peaceful one. It was one of his ships that had crashed at Roswell. He was
willing to share his planet’s advancements in space travel. (I thought –
what does he want in return?)
Commander Kelly questioned Zorn – “And what can we do to
help you?”
Zorn answered: “With our weaponry we can protect ourselves
but while we are here we do not have enough raw materials to continue
to furnish our needs for our weapons to be continuously useful.”
Kelly answered “To be useful for what?
Zorn answered quickly: “There is a danger and that is why we are
here. We know that there is in the planning stage an attack on earth by
an old enemy of ours. So we wanted to get to you before this attack
takes place. Without us you would be defeated with ease. Your race has
been under our surveillance for years with a number of our people
living as earth people. It was hard to fit in as our race is much taller
than yours. As a matter of interest one of your star basketball players is
one of ours!
Kelly reacted with an astonishing look on his face and remarked:
“Who, who is it? Kareem,? no. Bill Walton. Yes, I always thought that
Bill was a little eccentric.”
Zorn ignored the question and continued with the threat of this
impending event. The Kinq race is a warlike race that needs some of
earth’s resources and have discovered that you have this element in
abundance.
“What element?” remarked Kelly.
“I think you call it asbestos,” said Zorn. “Their race needs this for
their health.”
“Why don’t they just ask us for some? We would be glad to share
it with them as we have a lot of it and it is harmful to us when we
breathe when it’s near,” said Kelly.
“It is not their way. They take what they want or need,” said
Zorn.
Zorn continued, “We are a peaceful race but are able to defend
ourselves, especially against the Kinqs, at least for the time being.”
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A Kinq
When they were not threatening another race we ignored them
but we have found out that they are now headed toward earth with 5
ships. But – Commander Kelly, do not worry as they are no match for
our ships. We only need two ships to take care of their fleet. They are
not aware that we are with you or that our weapons are superior to
theirs.”
Suddenly Zorn was contacted by his other ship that was orbiting
the earth. The message? “Zorn, the Kinq ships are near.”
Zorn excused himself and said that he would return when the
danger had past. Kelly was to do nothing but wait.
“Wait?” Kelly remarked. “Wait?”
Before he could say more Zorn had disappeared and within
seconds the alien space ship was gone.
Without the knowledge of the earth’s citizens, and they would
never know, the fate of their planet was at this time in danger. But
thanks to Zorn and his people these 5 hostile alien ships were no match
for Zorn’s two ships. They made short business of the 5 Kinq ships.
Four were utterly destroyed and the 5th was allowed to retreat with the
message of never to threaten earth again or Zorn would see to it that
their whole planet would be blown up and destroyed. The 5th ship
quickly left orbit with serious damage to its hull and would limp home
and deliver the warning to the people of Kinq.
In the coming years Zorn’s scientists and the earth’s scientists
would work together to develop defensive weaponry for both cultures.
There were a number of test flights of new crafts, most probably
resulting in the “flying saucer” sightings.
But it now came to what Zorn had asked for in return for his
help.
“SAND” was what he asked for.
Sand?
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Arabian Desert
Yes, and Kelly was glad to direct him to the Arabian Desert and
was told he could help himself. While Zorn did not extract a large
amount of sand, the area of desert that he and his workers took were in
Northern Africa in the Sahara and the area that was cleared exposed
what was underneath of the sand. The findings would keep
archeologists busy for 100’s of years.
But this was not the only element that Zorn had asked for. He
didn’t need oil or precious elements like diamonds or even gold. Besides
sand he wanted to find out if, in the past, his people had visited earth
earlier than his generation and had landed on a tropic area that now
was covered by miles of deep ice and snow The Antarctic. He believed
that beneath the miles of ice would be evidence of a visit by his people of
his distant past that were supposed to have visited the earth. The visit
was legend on his planet and he wanted to find out if it was legend or
truth. He was given permission as long as the explorations did no
further danger to the earth. Some scientists were concerned about the
earth’s balance and axis. Too much material removed from earth might
affect the normal axis. This was taken into consideration and Zorn’s
people kept a check on this problem. The discovery would rewrite
history as the first visit to planet earth by aliens.
Thus was the mystery of Area 51 solved. So there were aliens in
Area 51 and there were flying saucers. I knew it all the time. Now all I
have to know is - was Dracula real and how about Mickey Mouse?
Adventure 8
Two Planets
What kind of creatures would we next encounter? Chances
are that they would not be exactly like us in appearance,
language or custom. But could we find a world that either had
friendly natives or a world that was virgin in life but able to support
our needs? Would they
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be tall like our last visitor or maybe real small like midges on earth? Or
would they not even appear anything like a human figure or live life like
a human did?
In the meantime all our crew were working on new ideas, new
inventions and needs for our prolonged time in space. So far we had
faced some danger but no serious injuries had occurred to us. Everyone
was in good health and good spirit. It was a joy to have Bill aboard and
Sky continued to amaze us with his genius. He worked with Kevin and
Greg as they were developing new gadgets for our benefit. They worked
on a number of items and the rest of us really didn’t know how many or
what they were. The three assured us that they all worked and if
needed, we would find out what they were and how beneficial they
would be. Hugo also was working with Ted to invent new weapons of
various kinds as needed for what we were to encounter. Not only were
these new weapons powerful but contained laser and electronic
capabilities. They even had a weapon that produced a sound, either high
or low depending on which was effective against an enemy.
Bill was really interested in Connie’s paintings. At first he thought
that what he saw was alive but soon understood that it was just what
was called a painting. He was learning our culture but still longed to
help his planet. To help him he understood that the space ship had to
find a new planet, one that could sustain life. He had come to believe
that even if we found a new planet that was capable of sustaining life
how we would ever find our way back to his planet.
Josh now had a new direction. It was not to just one planet but
two, with each very close to each other.

The Two Planets
We guided the ship to the location of the two planets and
discovered that there was life on both worlds. We found out that the two
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planets were much like earth and either one would be suitable for us.
Now we had to land and introduce ourselves to the population. We
decided to send adversaries to both planets and find out what each
society was like. Dr. Conners decided to be one of the visitors with Ted,
Karl and Josh. I, Robin, Hugo and Greg were the other group. We
named the two planets Venus and Mars. Our group landed on the
reddish planet we called Mars. We discovered that we were welcomed
but with hesitation. They wanted to know if we were from the other
planet. When we said we were not, their mood changed and we were
warmly welcomed. I hope that the other groups were also welcomed as
we were. The society of this planet was much like the society of the 20th
century of ancient Athens, Greece. Greg became interested in their
mathematical system which used advanced calculus, algebra and other
advanced mathematical systems. They even had ‘pie’ the same as earth
but had taken it further and were closer to infinity then anything Greg
had envisioned.
In the meantime the other party had received the same welcome
as my group did. After a visit of about an hour we excused ourselves
and told the inhabits that we would return the next day to further
experience our visit.
Both parties returned to the space ship and met in the board
room. We were anxious to hear about each society. Robin began to
relate her group’s experience. She started to tell about the world they
saw and the people they met. Before she could finish but a few sentences
Dr. Conners stopped her and said; “are you sure of what you just said?”
Robin related that it was exactly as she had stated. But Dr. Conners
came back and remarked; “That impossible. That is the same exact
scenario that we met. The two planets have the exact same history and
occurrences at the same time. They are mirror images of each other.
How is this possible? A very strange dual image.”
The next day we again, with the same groups visiting the same
planet, began to ask about each planet’s environment when we got a
strange answer. The people on my planet did not know anything about
the other planet. They had never visited it and that is why they thought
we were from the other planet. People could exist on each planet but
how were they living the same history and actions of each other and not
ever visiting each other’s planet? The other group found the same
situation. Each planet had never known what their neighboring planet
was like. They thought there might be life but were not advanced
enough to go to the neighboring planet.
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We returned to the ship and began to discuss the situation and
trying to make sense of it. We could not understand the circumstances
that existed to make such a situation possible.
The next day we returned and Karl brought with him his iPod
and played some music for them. In the meantime Robin brought down
some of Connie’s portraits and shared them with the population. Both
planets enjoyed the new events. But this would prove a bad thing. The
next time we returned to the planets and returned to our ship we found
that there was beginning to be a noticeable difference on the way that
the two planet populations reacted. It was different from the first time.
This made us worry and we must have affected the balance of history.
Were these two worlds meant to be always the same or should we be
careful not to change anything? It was decided that Karl and Robin
should shift groups and each visit the other’s world. Once we did this
the world’s returned to being exactly the same. We were worried about
changing what we found that was a very happy two worlds, not
knowing what the other was like. If some of one planet would visit the
other that would also change the history. So once again we decided to
say goodbye to both worlds and again be on our way to discover a world
that would suit ourselves. We thought that we had found a place good
for us but in the end we decided that it was best for the two worlds to
continue the way we found them.
We did not have a prime directive as there was no one left on
earth to give us one - as there was no earth. It was thought that we had
a high moral obligation not to change a civilization. We weren’t sure
what we did would make the civilization we found better. Was it up to
us to introduce our customs to a new world?
Adventure 9
Three Planets
Leaving the two planet system we continued to explore
outer space and hoped to eventually find a planet that would suit
our needs. So far we have found some planets that life for us would be
possible but it was not only the atmosphere of the planet but, if
inhabited, would our social structure fit into the one that we might
find. We were soon to be tested on that theory. After again traveling
for some time Josh and Greg working together came up with a star
map. With our long range radar they mapped out existing galaxies.
After looking at their map Dr. Conner suggested that we head for
a star system that resembled earth’s system of planets. While there
were only three planets circling a hot
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star, this star was like our old sun. We entered this system and let Sky
choose which of the three we should first explore.

Two of the planets
Birth & Exall

The third planet Budz
and the Sun

Sky chose the one that was letting off streams of light, much like
numerous searchlights. We landed and disembarked to be greeted by a
strange sight. In the open fields were hundreds, no thousands of large
tubes about 4 feet high. It was the tubes that were sending out these
lights. Many of the tubes were just glowing bright but suddenly one
would go off and send a beam in the direction of one of the planets.
Then the tube went dormant. Then another sent a new beam of light
toward the same direction. While in orbit Josh contacted us and said
that there was neither life nor nothing growing on this particular planet.
The only thing he could tell from space was a number of beams of light
going off every so often.
It was decided to leave this planet and go to one of the others. We
decided to go to the one that the beams of light were hitting. We landed
on top of a tall building, not by our means but were attracted to that
building top by a power beam. Once we got off our ship we were met by
two young looking gentlemen who greeted us with hands extended and
smiles on their face. This smile seemed to be painted on their face as the
two never stopped smiling. They welcomed us and we entered the
stairway of the building and were issued into living quarters. One of the
men said that we should relax and change to some clothes that had been
provided. They were white robes. Thus once dressed we looked like a
normal citizen of this planet. We had many questions and our hosts
were more than willing to enlighten us.
“This is the planet of Budz. It is the main planet of the three. Most
of our people live on the planet you presently are on. The other two
planets are named Birth and Exall.”
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The Three Planets
I asked, “What is on the third planet and what is the purpose of
planet two with all those beams of light?
The shorter of the two men named Reese began a dialogue:
“Those are the new souls that are being summoned for physical life.
Our society is a very controlled one as to birth and death. There really
is no real death here. Our society is reborn whenever permission is
given to one of our citizens that has gotten old and wants to be reborn
with a new body and a new soul. Once a new soul is taken the old spirit
retreats to planet Birth and waits for another call and chance to live
again.”

Citizens of Butz
I thought, “That’s just like reincarnation.”
“Yes,” remarked on of the men, “actually we can reincarnate
ourselves at any age or return to any age if it is our wish. Most of our
citizens once becoming old wished to return as a young person. Our
society has remained steady for centuries. On this planet there is no
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growth or progress in art, science or anything creative. We live just to
live and because we never really die.”
I then thought and said to the men, “Then what or who is on the
third planet?”
Why that’s for the rouges who do not like our system and want to
just live and die naturally. We never go there and the people that are
there have no means of coming back to this planet. They are there for
their chosen short life. I have no idea of how many are now on that
planet and if they have a safe life. There are beasts on that planet that
we had removed from our planet many years ago and sent there. This
allowed our citizen’s safety at all times. We now have no real danger or
problems. We just live to live.
I wondered what it would be like to live just to live. No incentives,
no creative things to challenge me; and living forever? No, this planet is
not for me.
Hugo remarked; “well maybe that third planet is the one for us.
At least we will find ‘normal’ people there.”
I wondered what we would find.
We agreed to visit the planet and asked if any of the men would
join us. They quickly refused and said that they had no desire to leave
their home and had no interest in that other planet or of the
circumstance that existed for the people living there.
All of us agreed that we could not live with the people of this
planet with their strange customs. The 2nd planet had nothing for us so
it was on to the third planet of the system.
We landed on the third planet and were greeted by a flock of
people dressed in what I would call rural dress.

Citizens of Firth
They brought us to their village which reminded me of a village
that might be found in the old Roman Empire. Their tools and ware
were also of that era.
We sat down and began talking to the elders. They had no
memory of what was on the other two planets. They had always seen the
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many lights but thought nothing of it as it didn’t affect their life.
Walking around their village I saw young children and older adults. I
asked one of the older men if he had any history of his people. He said
no. He had been living in this village since he was born. He was told by
an elder that in the distant past and every so often they would find a
stranger that came to their village. The stranger spoke of coming from a
place far away and could never tell us where he came from. We
accepted him into our family and he became one of us.
These village people were innocent in their outlook on life. They
lived for their family and were progressing from a rural society to one
that now possessed new tools developed by some of their citizens.
I wondered if I should tell them of the other planets but decided
not to. I didn’t think it served any purpose knowing of what the other
planets were like. I believed the story of the men we met on planet one
when I passed through one of their cemeteries. On each grave was not a
head stone but a four foot white tube marking the spot. One citizen told
me that it was ancient tradition to mark a grave with a strange tube in
respect for the dead they had continued the tradition to this day. Very
rarely did a citizen die in an accident.
There was only this one village that the citizens of the 3rd plant
populated. I asked what was outside the village walls. The head man
said, “Mean animals, vicious beasts”. There is a natural canyon that
divides us from them and they can’t reach us. Sometimes we take a trip
to the edge and look at the huge creatures.”

A creature of the 3rd planet
I had Connie draw some pictures of different earth animals but
none were like the beasts beyond the canyon. She was making jokes
with Bill and when she drew a T-Rex and showed it to one of the
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villagers took the picture from her and began shouting, “it’s one of
them; it’s the beast.”
Adventure 10
Battle for Zorn's Planet
We decided not to use that planet as our home. We didn’t
wish that the citizens could ever know of what was on the other
planets and how it might affect their lives. I thought eventually the
story might slip from one of our lips and ruin their happy life forever.
So - onward once again. I was thinking more of the next adventure
then the possibility that we would finally find a place to exist on.
After years of traveling through space it didn’t seem important that
we would find a place and then just settle down to live without any
excitement or adventure. I guess I’ve became an explorer and
adventurer. I became excited once we were on our way and what we
might find next. Each visit to a new planet was filled with
astonishment and adventure with new challenges to face.
We have been mostly in space for what seems to be years. We
had visited various planets, met some aliens and found new
diversified societies. The brightest thing is that we have had no
trouble with our ship and no sickness of our crew. The crew’s moral
was high and there have been no problems between any crew members.
They work together well and have come up with exciting new
inventions and new ways to approach our situation.
I had this feeling that we would be seeing more of our
friend Zorn. He had given us that disk of Area 51 and was helpful
to us. His world was very advanced and seemed to use space as an
area where they could go anywhere they might desire.
This feeling was to be proven correct and it was a good thing
that Zorn’s society and its troops and space ships could probe the
galaxy as we really needed their help. He had given us a gadget that
we could use to contact him if we ever needed him.
In our journey we had not met any hostility and our space
ship was not considered a battle ship. Our only defense possibility
was that we did have Hugo on our crew to develop some weapons in
case they were needed. Since we started our journey he had thought
that perhaps we should have some sort of protection as we didn’t
know who or what we would come in contact with in the vastness of
space. Working with Kevin and Ted the three had come up with a
laser weapon that was thought would be a formidable defensive
weapon in case of any danger
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that might cross our path. They had tested it on nearby small meteors.
It was a unique weapon as it was not only a laser but when hitting on
object it contained a charge that could be of a small explosion or with an
adaptation the charge could be of an atomic nature.
Karl kept us entertained with his music and Robin read some of
her short stories and Connie was painting pictures of our experience so
far. Doc Snow checked our health on a regular schedule and we all
checked out fine. Mary was making a dictionary of the various
languages we had come across while Karen was developing nutrients
that we could use when off ship. Greg and Josh were working on a star
map and the distances away from us. I didn’t have much to do but with
my uncle we were responsible for the workings of the ship. We both had
professional knowledge of how the ship worked and could make
moderate repairs if needed. We did have space suits capable of using for
space walks if ever we needed to be outside the ship. So far we didn’t
have an occasion to use them. Bill and Sky were constantly with each
other and had formed a close bond. They had their own projects which
they never discussed except between the two. I was anxious to see what
they would or have come up with.
So we thought we were prepared for most emergencies. We had
not experienced any space anomalies, supernatural beings or space
creatures that could read your mine, etc. Space, while dangerous, if one
was focused on their job, danger was minimal. We occasional ran into
meteors but were able without any trouble to dodge. Our next
adventure would test our creativeness. Nothing was beyond possibilities
and our crew worked on different projects that would help us if we did
need any special machines or devices.
After a non-eventful month or two Josh and Greg thought they
had come up with a new direction. Space, as I understood it was endless.
It just keeps going forever. We had not found any time warps or other
anomalies. I came to look at space as our friend.
Dr. Conners thought that it might be time for a general meeting
just to find out about all the projects going on so that all of the crew
knew the advances our progress had reached.
While most of the crew’s projects were common knowledge we
were anxious to hear from Josh & Greg and Sky & Bill.
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Star Map
Josh and Greg had been working on a star map. Josh then began
the discussion: “Greg & I have been mapping (as much as we can) the
sky. They had 100s of stars and galaxies charted but now had to contend
with where space ended, if indeed it did. Didn’t there have to be a
beginning and an end to everything? The first thing they discussed
together was – did space end and was space like a solid square or circle,
having sides and distances. They decided that space must be like a circle
which had no end and one would come back to the same place that one
started and would continue to circumnavigate this circle but with the
enlarging of this circle could mean that one would not have to come
back to the same place but with a larger circle would reach new
densities and new areas of space. But how far could we take the circles?
Were the circles endless? But they always came back to the same
conclusion – What is after the end? Was space an area like a sphere
inside a larger sphere? If we continued far enough and long enough
would we come back to an area that we had been in before? And what
about time and space? Einstein had spoken of a space ship returning to
earth after a long space journey and in age its crew was younger than
the people who they had left on earth. Greg remarked “would we ever
come across a place called Heaven? And if we did, what then? Would
there be a God there to welcome us and would he know that we would
be coming? And once we got to Heaven, what then?” Questions that
baffled all of us? The crew never discussed this question but it now was
in front of us. Dr. Conners remarked that we best not worry about this
problem as we should direct our attention to the direction our journey
should be headed.
I wondered if space was constantly changing and we could never
map it as it appeared on a certain occasion. Josh then suggested we head
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toward a planet that possibly might have an atmosphere that would suit
our race. We all agreed that that would be our new destination.
Next it was Sky and Bill’s turn to discuss some of their projects.
The results and talents that they had developed were amazing to us. Sky
and Bill were working on how to improve their mind abilities. Sky had a
mind that was close to genius and his mind level really superseded that
goal. Bill, with his now acceptable appearance had special abilities that
even he had not realized. Together they could do amazing things. As
they were talking Bill suddenly disappeared and then Sky was gone. As
we set in amazement Karen suddenly stood up and said, “I feel Sky in
my brain.” Mary also stood up and said she felt Bill in her mind.
Sky and Bill once again appeared and proceeded to tell us about
their new found abilities. These abilities were to come into very valuable
assets in our future adventures. They explained that to be able to do
these feats they must be together. If they were far apart their abilities
would not work.
Before the meeting ended Dr. Conners received a surprise
message from Zorn. He excused himself and proceeded to his quarters
to take the message. The crew went to their stations and waited to find
out what was happening.
It did not take long we all received a call from Dr. Conners to
meet again in the conference room.
Dr Conners spoke: “Zorn has contacted me to warm us that they
were having a problem with the same race (the Kinqs) that gave them
trouble while on earth. It seems that this race had developed a new
weapon that threatened Zorn’s world. He had asked if there was
anything that we might do to help them.
While our journey had been peaceful we now felt that with all the
advancements our crew had made we might be able to help Zorn and
his people. He had given us directions which Josh and Greg understood
and could plot a course to Zorn’s world.
Now Hugo and Ted went to work and Kevin was able to reach
Zorn to get info on what we were to face. The ‘enemy’ had come to their
planet with 6 space ships armed and was firing missiles down on their
main city. Zorn’s troops had met them in their ships but had only
managed to hurt 3 of the enemy ships while losing 4 of theirs.
As we turned to the direction of Zorn’s planet Dr. Conners fired
up our engines for the first time using the abilities that a group of our
crew worked on together. It would take us only 2 earth hours to reach
them. Zorn’s ships had held their own but were badly in need of help.
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Zorn didn’t know of our new capabilities that Hugo and the rest had
been working on. Everyone, while hesitant in this situation as they were
not trained warriors, was anxious to help. Hugo was sure that what they
had developed would get positive results.
I felt that we owned Zorn our help and there was a little bit of
revenge in my feelings. The Kinqs had attacked earth and Zorn had, for
that time, saved earth and now I felt we had to return the favor. But this
would be the first time we had met any hostility in space and I was
somewhat worried about making an enemy. But, I thought, these Kinqs
were already our enemies and we couldn’t reach Zorn too soon.
We reached Zorn’s planet in two and a half hours and saw his
situation. Below we could see part of the city burning and there were
two enemy ships left. While I would have retreated if I were them, the
Kinqs seemed to think that they would eventually win this battle. As we
approached Hugo and Ted were ready, even eager for battle. As the two
manned the new weapons they had developed, Sky and Bill were with
them. The two had been in deep concentration and Sky told Hugo: “Bill
and I can read their thoughts.” Sky then said, "they are going to fire on
us.” Dr. Conners turned our ship in the direction of the enemy ships.
The Kinqs had seen us and had turned toward us with weapons
charged. They fired first and made a glancing hit on our ship but with
no damage that affected our capabilities. Ted was the first to fire our
new laser weapon. He had loaded the laser with a huge charge and upon
hitting one of the ships there was a quick and huge explosion. Then the
enemy ship disappeared. Hugo fired next on the remaining ship that
had turned to retreat but to no avail. Hugo’s shot hit dead center and
‘poof’ the ship disappeared in smoke and once the smoke cleared there
was no evidence a ship was ever there. There was a big cheer from the
rest of the crew and Ted, being an ex-marine used language that seemed
to be appropriate: “Take that you B…..ters. Go to hell.” After firing
and scoring a direct hit Hugo just raised him arms, thumbs extended
and yelled: “Yeh that will show them. You’ll never attack any more of
our people or of Zorn's people.
When we first met Zorn he didn’t think our coming to his planet
was a good idea but immediately upon seeing the two explosions and the
disappearance of the two enemy ships, sent his congratulations and
extended an invitation to land on co-ordinances of an air field near the
city. He would meet us there as we landed. He said that the atmosphere
of his planet was safe for us to embark. (He had said that to discourage
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us from coming to his planet. He didn’t think we were ready to accept
the customs of his society.)
Meeting us were a group that was led by Zorn. They were a
strange group with a strange appearance. No two of them were alike. It
seems that all were from different planets that had been on Zorn’s
world as visitors. We were escorted into the main building of the city.

Capital Building
We embarked and Dr. Conner and Zorn embraced in a long hug
and there appeared other citizens of the planet cheering us as we
approached the welcoming committee.
What I am going to tell you next will be hard to take but there is a
very good explanation. Zorn, as we know, had visited earth many years
ago and while there he was introduced to a number of important
Americans. One of these was a man named Rodenberry. (Now wait
before you throw up your hands and say – “Sure, sure. You expect us to
believe what you are saying”?)
When we were though eating a great banquet throw for us by the
citizen of this planet, a few of us went to an adjourning room for an
after dinner drink and were given the local cigar brand to smoke.
Skydare and Bill had made a friend of one lady, Marilee, from the
government science department and went with her to the government
lab to talk and examine the facilities. The others members of the crew
paired off with local citizens who had similar talents as the crew. Robin,
Mary, Karl and Connie were shown the local art museum;
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The Museum
Ted and Hugo were guests of the army brass to discuss
armament; Josh, Greg and Kevin went to the observatory to meet their
scientists to share knowledge. Karen had met some of the chefs and was
discussing recipes with them. That left me and Dr Conners to adjourn
with Zorn to have a gab session.
My first question was: “Zorn, when I first got off our ship and
saw the crowd, I, - let me be more specific – when I saw the appearance
of the many people in the crowd I thought they were dressed up in
Halloween costumes to greet us. But you now say they are visitors from
other planets.
Zorn returned the thought and said; “When I met this man –
Rodenberry, we sat down and I just answered a lot of questions he
asked me. He said he was a writer and was working on a sci-fi series for
TV. He asked questions about all the races in space and what they
looked like. I gave him a large number of vocal pictures and he put
them in his TV series. He never told anyone about his talk with me or
that he used all the info I gave him in presenting creatures from space.
So those he used were actual beings as you saw when you landed. We
always have a large number of visitors from other planets. Our planet
has a lot of places that is similar to your guest resorts. Large number of
visitors from other planets are always coming here and are welcome. I
didn’t want you to come so soon to our planet as I thought you needed
time to adjust to space and the things that you would discover.
Many of the citizens of Atlanpacifo had human characteristics. I
thought that there might be some difference that we probably would
discover later. He explained that the ships of Alta had been able to visit
numerous planets and had an alliance with a large number of friendly
planets. I’ll give you some photos of all that we have visited for your log.
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I guess you recognize the Vulcans, Romulans, the Klingons and a race
‘the Norms’ who were human-like. Marilee, a Norm, was beautiful as
any human girl.
I did notice this but each of these races was not exactly as pictured
by Rodenberry. The Vulcan ears were not as pointed as we saw in the
TV series. The Klingons were a handsome race, their skin more like a
human than an alligator and they had no facial scars or high skin
marks. The Romulans looked more like your old movie star Rudolph
Vaentino. I guess Rodenberry exaggerated specific features to make the
look more like the viewers thought space creature might look like.
Sky noticed the likeness of the ‘Norms’ and I think he was
attracted by the young woman scientist, Marilee.
Zorn took Dr. Conners and me for a tour of the planet. It was
much like earth but had less water and not as many mountains.

A scene on Alta
There were no deserts and I remembered that Zorn had wanted
sand from earth and I now could understand why. They used the sand
they had to produce glass and true glass to them was like a diamond to
us. I told him that I would have Greg and Kevin work to develop a
synthetic formula that they could put together an element that would
have the atomic elements of sand. He was amazed that we could do this
and was very thankful and complimentary to us. They also used the
elements of sand to convert to explosives for their weapons and had run
short, thus the call for help from us. I always thought it was interesting
the value that different civilizations place on different elements of
nature.
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I thought that finally we had found a place that we could settle on
and have friendly folks to live with. All the crew, with the exception of
Bill, were very pleased and busy at work with their new companions
(especially Sky). Zorn had much more knowledge of space than any of
our crew. In return for our help in developing this new element of sand
(now called ‘sanat’) he said that he thought that we could soon take a
trip to Bill’s planet and return him. When Bill heard this it cheered him
up and a trip was planned for the near future.
All of us were very happy and pleased but I could not help
wondering what the future had in store for us and the citizens of Alta.
We met many new people and even some new races that came to Alta to
visit. I again thought that is was a shame that the people of earth would
never be able to share the amazing events and places that our crew had
seen. Zorn proposed a monument for the victims of earth. I shook my
head and agreed. After we had been on Alta for a year Zorn asked me
to assemble the crew and with a large number of Alta citizens took us to
a square that was in the center of the main city which had been rebuilt
and there it was – a large monument, dedicated to the lost people of
earth. It was a replica of the Washington Monument – not quite finished
with only a sculpture to add to the top. Zorn had waited to add a figure
as he wanted to let us decide what the statue should represent. After
talking to the crew we decided that it should be a small replica of the
Statue of Liberty.

The Monument
There was not a dry eye in the crew when the monument was
unveiled. It was surrounded by dozens of American flags and two huge
spheres, representing the planets of earth and Alta. There also was
proclaimed a special holiday in honor of the victims of the tragedy of
earth to be celebrated every August 24th. There was space at the bottom
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of the monument for each of the crew to pick two people that had been
the most influential of our time on earth. I was curious to find out who
would be placed there by the choices of our crew. I began thinking of
who I would choose. There were so many that I could choose from. It
would be some time before I would make the final decision.
It didn’t take long for Karl to come up with his two. First he
thought that the musician J.S. Bach would have to be one of these
nominees. The other - well he chose Art Tatum, the great jazz pianist a
musician who was his first jazz influence. He was hard at work training
the local musicians to play jazz and soon he would present the first jazz
concert given on Alta. He also wrote a jazz concerto and the reception
this concerto received when the group performed was the swingingest,
most creative sound of music that was ever heard in the universe. He
was to give many concerts with his new music.
Some of the locals took to jazz like peas in a pod. He said he was
living a dream life. But, he was wondering about some of his musicians.
They had developed perfect musical technique but some had trouble
when improvising. Others seem to pick it up right away and became
very good jazz artists.
Connie was busy painting local portraits but was most interested
in her volume of pictures of all people that she met from other planets.
The many visitors gave her a constant supple of models. After thinking
of all the great painters of earth she finally decided her two chooses.
They were: Michael Angelo and her favorite artist Rembrandt. She
loved the way Rembrandt blended the colors, especially the browns. She
did notice that the visitors made better models as some of the locals did
not seem to want to sit for a portrait. Usually a model’s expression
changes with the time they spent posing but some of the locals just
posed without any change of expression.
Robin was also in her own Heaven. She was busy recording all the
histories of all the planets represented by these visitors and had a large
collection of histories of most of the planets that were now known. Her
first choice for the monument was not hard as it had to be Shakespeare
but her second choice was interesting. It was Rodenberry. She said it
would be a solemn reminder of his Sci Fi contributions and it would be
apropos to have him represented because of the significance of the
historic space flight that the Crescent had made. (That was the name
given to the space ship that Dr. Conners had constructed for our
historic flight.)
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Karen was finding out about all the delicious dishes that the local
chefs cooked and had worked on new dishes that were delicious. She
was always coming up with new kinds of recipes. She was the taster for
her group. All agreed that she was the best choice to be the taster. Some
of the locals refused politely not to taste for the job.
She thought her choices would be much harder the other crew
members but finally decided on the person that invented the
refrigerator and the one that discovered frozen foods deserved
mentioning. She didn’t remember who it was. The other choice was
even harder. She finally decided on the man that started MacDonalds
(Koch) – not because of the value of his menu but that he started a trend
that chanced the process of how food was served – and she loved the
‘Double Mac.’
Ted and Hugo were involved with the local military to develop
new defensive weapons to protect the planet. It was their kind of work
and I felt it was necessary for the planet’s future to continue to work on
new weapons and new devices that could search in space to find and
prevent any alien races that had nasty thoughts about attacking the
planet. They both agreed that most of the Atlas were brilliant but
seemed to lack creativity. When there was a problem the Alta helpers
could come up with quicker diagnosis and could figure out programs
almost immediately. We thought they were curious, brilliant and hard
working. The two had mentioned this problem that also baffled Karl.
Ted thought of his two choices and he wanted the inventor of new
limbs to be honored and to put a military man he decided on a man that
was never famous but gave his life for his country. His name was not
known but was recognized as ‘the unknown soldier.” This choice would
represent all the fallen comrades that had given their life for their
country.
Hugo also had trouble picking two people. He jokingly mentioned
Arnold Schwarzenegger but it was just a joke. He did decide on the man
that invented TNT, (Nobel) not for the use of the material for war but
for the other many benefits the invention had brought on. His second
choice was surprising. It was Ronald Reagan. He had always admired
Reagan for his vision and his philosophy of ‘Trust but verify.’
I still had not decided but Dr. Conner picked Einstein and his
father. His father was a great man during the last days of earth. He had
educated Conners in the highest possible way and regardless of his
notoriety it was the quality and wisdom of the man that he most
admired. A choice well made. Because of his choice I finally decided on
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my first person whose name I decided to be put on the monument. It
was Dr. Conners. When he found out he didn’t think he was worthy but
nothing could change my mind and it he was my first choice. I would
make my other choice that I would name in the near future.
Dr. Conner and I continued to work and develop new techniques
to further the progress of both societies and develop new and better
space ships I had the idea of forming an exploratory group to find other
planets and other life in space. We had a group of locals working with
us. This group also were good workers and very co-cooperative in their
work.
Greg and Josh were also in the planning of the details for these
trips to unknown space. Zorn had once remarked about the ‘white’ sky
but it was just a passing statement that I didn’t ask him about. But after
some time I wondered about his statement and the next time I saw Zorn
I would ask him about the ‘white’ sky.
Doc Snow was finding out about the medical situation and
together with the local doctors were developing new drugs and
procedures to insure the health of all. As with Robin’s situation the local
workers did not want to try the new drugs on themselves. In each case
there were a few that did volunteer to try these new drugs but the rest of
the group sort of followed the lead of the few.
That left only Sky. He spent countless hours with Marilee, the
local scientist. The two had become very close to each other. It was just
a number of months later that Sky and Marilee announced that they
planned to get married. While this shocked his mother and me, we were
pleased that he had found someone to love. It was not much later that
they announced that there would be coming - a child who would be the
first child born to a human and an alien in space. He and Bill continued
to be close friends but they were having trouble with their ‘gift’ as it
didn’t seem to work around some of the local population. It did work
with Marilee. Sky had not told her about this gift but the two could tell
her what she was thinking when they were around her. This problem
was to be answered later.
Josh named Van Braun and Galileo. No hard choice for him.
Now it was Kevin’s chance to name two. When thinking of two
men in his field he decided on the inventor of the radio Madam Currie
and Henry Ford. Before we left earth he was so pleased that the Ford
Motor Company had gone on its own way and did not accept any
government help. Within 5 years it was the biggest and richest car
company in the entire world. It came up with the invention of a small
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box that contained atomic energy and once it was installed the car
would never need any more propulsion for the car’s life and left no
exhaust.
That only left Greg and Dr. Snow. Greg finally decided on
Pythagoras and a surprising choice the computer whiz of the computer
program Bill Gates.
Dr. Snow was the final member to make his choices (beside my
second choice). Everyone was guessing who he would choose. No one
was surprised when his first choice was the Greek doctor who was
famous for his theory on medicine and it was he who developed the
doctor’s Hippocratic Oath. His second choice was for a Doctor Cohen.
We asked him who this Doctor was. He solemnly and firmly remarked:
“He is the one that saved my live with his development of an operation
to transplant human organs. We found out that Dr. Snow had had a
heart operation and possessed the heart of an unknown donor.
I was holding up the final installment of our choices and after
staying awake a number of nights I decided on Frozen Bill. I decided
that he was the only one of his race with us and all the other choices
were from earth and his people deserved recognition. He did have his
part in our success and when I told the others they all agreed. When Bill
was told he didn’t joke about my choice (which was the way that he
reacted in most situations) but actually cried and remained very
touched and honored that his solemn mood lasted for days.

Adventure 11 Return to Bill's World

Plans were now set to visit Bill’s planet. Aboard the ship, a
new one designed by our group - Bill, Sky, Hugo, Ted and Josh with
local’s scientist helping. Zorn was aboard with 5 of his personal picks
for the trip. It was far superior to the old ship the ‘Crescent’ that had
left earth many years ago.
Days later we approached Bill’s planet. It was no longer a
bleak, frozen white planet but green with forests and plants.
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Bill’s new planet
We could tell that Bill was very excited and anxious to land. We
landed near what appeared to be a big city with buildings and streets.
These streets were deserted. Upon disembarking we let Bill be the first
off the ship. As he walked down the gangplank he saw a lone figure
approaching our ship. Bill recognized the figure as the man that was left
to look after the frozen bodies. As he got within feet of Bill he collapsed.
Bill hurried to him and began to yell in a voice that could have broken
crystal. His friend was near dying. He only had a few breaths left and he
told Bill “Beware of the people, they are dangerous.” Another figure
approached the scene and it was the other person left behind to monitor
the coffins. She was in better shape but still needed medical help. We
quickly buried the body of Bill’s friend and brought his other friend
aboard. As the door closed and we again were aboard the ship, looking
out we saw a crowd of people running toward the ship. They were
throwing spears and rocks and trying to get inside the ship. As it was
they were no danger to the ship Bill anxiously asked his friend, a small
female. Her name was Jell. “What has happen to my people?” asked
Bill.
Juell began to tell the story. The surface of the planet had
warmed. Vocv and I began unfreezing the bodies. When all the 102
bodies were alive one of them began to take charge and with the others
they moved to other tunnels and began unfreezing the remaining bodies.
This scene was repeated a number of times which meant about 300
bodies were brought back to life. The leader of these 300 was led by
Beuq. They proceeded to the surface and did not bother thawing the
remaining tunnels. Vocv and I proceeded to the other tunnels and
unfroze the remaining 200 people. In the last batch of bodies was our
leader Hiva. He was one of the old leaders of Bill’s tribe. We told Hiva
about Beuq and he began to tell us that Beuq was an evil person and he
and his followers were a danger to Bill’s tribe. Soon, as Bill’s tribe
reached the surface they were met by a hostile group led by Beuq. Bill’s
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tribe was able to retreat into the tunnels and began to plan their next
step. Hiva needed to get his people out of the tunnel so they could find
food and water. They were running out of the food that had been stored
in the tunnel. In about a week, under darkness, Hiva was able to lead
his people out of the tunnels. All night they searched for a safe place to
encamp. In the years that past until the arrival back of Bill, there had
been constant war between Hiva’s tribe and Beuq’s. Upon Bill’s arrival
the tribes had been down to a handful of people. The ones remaining
fought each other and Vocv and Juell were the only ‘sane’ people left
and now Vocv is dead. After this narrative Bill said to the crew:
“There’s no future for me or Jeull here. Can we take Juell back with
us? She was my betrothed and I had planned to marry her and I wish to
do so now.”
All of us of course agreed to bring Juell back with us. On the trip
back we could see a real change in Bill now that he had one of his kind
to be with.
We were welcomed back and everyone was relieved that we
returned safely. We would find out later that in Bill’s society any of
their off-springs were not considered sons or daughters but only a part
of their society as qualified mates as each person of Bill’s race could
reproduce among themselves regardless of heritage. So in reality Bill
had saved his race and in the future we would be honored by having
among us a new beginning for Bill and Juell.
Once everyone had gotten back to their routines the crew had a
celebration for Dr. Conner’s birthday. As we were sitting around
talking Karl was the first to bring up something that was bothering him.
He addressed the group: “Does anybody have the same feeling as I do?
In my group there seems to be two different behaviors. In my jazz
symphony I have one of the locals playing drums and percussion. This
guy has acquired a great technique and once I give him a tempo it stays
exactly the same tempo throughout the song. It doesn’t vary one tenth
of a second. And the violin section has perfect pitch. Not a decimal
different. And when I say perfect I mean perfect. These are the same
people that can’t seem to improvise.”
Karen spoke up and said: “I also noticed a peculiar similarity.
There is a group that I am with that never tastes the food we prepare.”
As soon as Karen finished the next to speak up was Doc Snow. “I
have the same situation. Many of my group will not try a new drug.”
The rest of the group all had similar happenings. We all had
funny looks on our face when Hugo entered and had a very puzzled look
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on his face. He told everybody to stop talking and that he had something
very important to tell them.
“As I was working on a new weapon there was an accident. One of
the ingredients of a formula we were working on exploded and blew off
the arm of one of my helpers. Listen carefully to what I saw. His arm
was lost at the elbow and in picking the half of his arm that was blown
off I noticed that there were wires coming from it. This wasn’t a human
- it was a robot.”
After what Hugo said was absorbed Dr. Conners spoke. I think
Zorn has some explaining to do.
I followed Dr. Conner to find Zorn and the rest stayed talking to
each other in amazement. Was this was a planet of robots? How many
robots are there and how many were human?
We found Zorn and the three of us sat down. Before we could say
anything Zorn began: “From your looks I think you have found out my
secret. So without any hesitation or excuses I will tell you the story of
my planet. Our contact with earth occurred many times as my race was
born on earth but it was centuries behind yours. The earth had once
had a very progression civilization. While the population didn’t live
throughout the earth most of us were centered in a land that was about
the size of what you called Rhode Island, a small but very smart
population. We were so smart that we concentrated on science and art
and didn’t pay much attention to what we were doing to our land. At
this time in the development of earth there was one big continent and
our small island which was situated between two seas that were known
by the names of the Pacific and the Atlantic. Our Island was called, yes,
Atlantis. I had time to take some of my people as you did as our island
was engulfed in tidal waves that flowed over the land and it began
sinking into the ocean. I managed to not only take the few that had
gathered on my estate but also the model of a robot I had developed to
do the hard work for us. You now see the results of years of work. The
reason I had to call you for help is that most of our population is made
up of robots with but a few 100 of humans. We did multiple our race
but at this time we still haven’t been able to reach more of a human
population. Only a few of the humans that came here could steer or
pilot any of our warships. When attacked we lacked military leadership
that we had when helping the people of earth in the past. As you
probably have seen robots can only do what they are programmed for.
We needed your help and decision making to help us defeat the Kinqs
and I might say your enemy.
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“Wow,” I said, “a population of robots. I repeat, Wow!” Zorn
could not apologize more than he did. We gathered the crew together
and told them what Zorn had told us and Zorn collected all of the
population that was human and we met in a large hall. Zorn began and
repeated his apology and things seemed to calm down. Zorn then made
a proposition. He would tattoo all robots with numbers so that everyone
could tell the difference between a robot and a human. Sky searched for
Marilee in the group and suddenly became pale. There was Marilee
with a number on her. He sank down in disbelieve when suddenly he
heard Marilee’s voice: “Sky, I’m here. That’s a robot Zorn made for me
in my image. I’m real Sky.” Sky was very relieved when he saw that this
Marilee did not have a tattoo. He tried not to think that if Marilee had
been a robot how he would have felt. He now knew and he was so happy
he hugged Marilee and the meeting went on.
Our group found out that it was much easier to work together
knowing who was human and who was a robot. Of course Zorn was real
and his story about the earth went into Robin’s history book.
We have had a very interesting journey but this was one of the
strangest occurrences we had yet discovered.
Everyone began working again and the plans to explore the
universe again progressed.
While this was going on I thought of what Zorn had said about a
‘white’ sky. One day we were having lunch and I asked Zorn about the
‘white’ sky. He relayed a weird tale about his experience with that
phenomenon, “When exploring other worlds our ship carried mostly
robots. We did not want to risk too many of our human population. If
any robot got hurt we would just reassemble the one damaged or use
parts from the injured robot to use for others. We had been traveling
for months in one direction when on the horizon we saw the sky change
colors. Suddenly in front of us was a sky that was pure white. Not just in
front but as far as we could see the sky was white. Could this be the end
of the universe? I decided to send in a probe that had a crew of only
robots. The small probe entered the whiteness and gradually
disappeared. We still had radio contact but the robot pilot reported only
what he saw, nothing more. Within minutes the radio signal
disappeared. I didn’t think I wanted to take a chance on sending any
humans so we sent in another un-manned probe giving it directions to
only go within signaling distance. We still hear the signal from that
probe after some years and with your help perhaps we can again go
there and see if we can find out any new facts about this phenomenon.
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Thus a new adventure began, perhaps the most dangerous that we
would ever undertake.
Plans began to take shape and we were pleased to find out what
some of the gadgets that Sky, Kevin and others of the crew were
working on. Kevin came up with a device that could explore space and
was armed with all kinds of dials and testing capabilities. It also had a
TV camera. This was the device we would send into the ‘white.’ I
thought of the black hole we had entered and now we would not have to
risk our lives in this type of exploring. We loaded the ship with supplies
and a lot of new gadgets that that might come in handy.
Adventure 12
“The White Sky”
I think we have planned well for this adventure. It is a major
attempt that would open up new frontiers, or perhaps, be the end of us
all. Should we just forget about exploring this unknown territory? What
are the benefits and what will we find out? Zorn said that it will take
our group about 2 month to approach the white sky position. During
this trip all on board were working hard getting the equipment ready
and there were many discussions as to the best way to approach our
challenge.
Then we were there. In front of us was a vast space of white sky.
We stopped our ship just short of the line between black and white
skies.

Our space ship on edge of white sky
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Our first action was to send a probe to test if there were any
dangers that would be harmful to all concerned. It was piloted by
robots. As the probe slowly entered the white zone we watched and
monitored its gauges. There was no gravity pull by the white zone; our
meters did not detect any danger from any elements but the air in the
white zone was different. It was exactly like the atmosphere that was
found on earth and on the planet Alta.
Greg and Kevin had devised a meter that would locate the probe
that we sent in. It would tell us how far it has gone and make sure its
direction and the path that would be the way to return to the black
zone. If things went as we planned a team would eventually venture into
this vast white zone of space. Another meter had scoped the heavens
and found that all of ‘black’ space was surrounded by this white zone
like a cover on a baseball. How far did it go and what was behind the
white zone?
There was much excitement when we launched our first probe.
While it did not have a human there were two robots sent in with the
probe. The two couldn’t make major decisions but could report
accurately what they saw (They had TV cameras in their unit.) They
also could monitor the various gauges and monitors and send back the
results to our central panel.
It was now two days after the probe had been sent into the white
zone. We were still in contact and everything was going well. The probe
was far into the zone and continued on its way. The probe’s sonar was
searching in front and to the sides of the probe and did not get any
results. The white zone appeared empty. It continued far from its
starting point at the black zone.
We tried ultra violet light with no results. We sent out radio
signals but got none in return. We continued to monitor the probe. Sky
and Bill wanted to go into the zone with another probe and try to give
the human factor a chance. After hesitation from the rest of us they
convinced us that as long as the tracking devices worked they did not
think that they would be in danger. Besides having the natural abilities
of sight, sound and smell, the two had this extra perception they had
developed that might proof valuable. To present a cheerful atmosphere
Bill, who was a funny guy, remarked “What is black and white and seen
all over?” Everybody laughed when Bill remarked “It’s a computer
screen when you boot up Fox News.”
We jokingly shoved Bill into the probe and in a few minutes they
were on their way. It didn’t take long before Sky was heard on the
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radio. “This is fantastic. It’s beautiful. I feel only love and
contentment.” Bill also felt the same. Something or somebody was
sending them feelings that were all over the zone. Sky saw nothing but
his heart and mind saw unbelievable things. Bill did also. Sky’s mind
was fed information and his imagination pictured this very thought. He
got a picture of the planet where he was born and of the small cottage
by a small lake and seeing his mother and me there with him. And then
he saw Marilee coming to where he was at the edge of the lake starting
to launch a small paddle boat. They both got into the boat and soon
were in the center of the lake. Suddenly three dolphins jumped out of
the water and swam alongside the boat. A white dove landed on
Marilee’s shoulder and softly sang. Sky thought that the scene needed
only a cocktail and immediately he had one in his hands. Sky decided
that this was Heaven and throughout the ‘white’ zone souls of the good
were living in ecstasy.
Suddenly they saw to their left an object approaching. It was some
sort of a module. It streamed by and soon was gone.
Meanwhile, Bill was having the same type of experience. A radio
message interrupted their thoughts and brought them back to reality.
Sky reported what was happening and had to be convinced to turn the
probe around and return to the ship. At first he didn’t want to,
seemingly hypnotized by his experience but after being convinced of the
danger of continuing he turned the probe around and returned to the
mother ship. In the meantime the first probe continued without
incident. It was thought that being robots they were not susceptible to
mind control. Upon returning Sky and Bill relayed their experience and
everyone turned again to the first probe.
After 2 weeks sitting on the black side of the white zone it was
decided that they would return to their planet and adjust the monitors
of the first probe to reach long distances so they could listen from their
planet and wait for any info that might prove interesting.
Ted continued his work with Zorn into robotics. With his
artificial limbs Ted was the closest to a robot that man had made. Now
Ted was working with Norma a human lady assigned to the robot
project. They were working on using some of the techniques of the robot
population to enhance Ted’s capabilities. He would now have all the
strength and other attributes of a robot but would still contain his
human qualities. This almost made him a super human. He could run
faster, jump higher and be stronger than any other human. It had been
more difficult combining a robot’s ability to hear better and see better
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but with the adaptation of an electronic apparatus, when used, gave Ted
the ability that far exceeded any human ability.
Josh and Greg were busy adding additions to their star maps and
relayed this information into the ship’s computer. Kevin and Hugo
decided which gadgets the people of this planet would add to the ship’s
arsenal and to hook those chosen up to the ship’s different monitors and
gauges.
Robin and Doc Snow had begun mapping Alta. While they had
the aid of mapping from space they wanted to explore the surface
themselves. They secured one of the travel vehicles of Zorn’s fleet and
started out. There were a number of cities, well, actually resorts. It
seems that there were not cities as we know them. These areas existed
for the pleasure of the planet’s visitors. A visitor could choose which
resort he would prefer – a skiing vacation, a Las Vegas type resort, and
a number of other types. It would take awhile to make a list of all the
resorts. It seems that this planet existed as a tourist attraction and had
no real social structure of its own. Visitors enjoyed coming to Alta
because they were treated as equals and special. No prejudice or
favoritism was shown. The planet had only one main city.
As the two were traveling from one resort to another, their guide,
a robot, was showing them the topography of the land. It resembled
earth. Robin asked the guide, what kind of animals were on the planet?
He remarked, “Animals? What are animals?
There were no animals on this planet. This planet existed just for
pleasure. But there was peace and the only problem that Zorn ever had
were from war-like creatures of other planets that wanted to take over
his planet.
There were not any farms either. Karen had found out that all the
food needed by a few 100 humans was synthetic. So Robin and Doc
Snow saw plants but no fruit on them. In fact the plants were not real.
They were not growing but artificially developed for scenery.
Upon returning Dr. Connors and Doc. Snow had a talk with Zorn.
They felt he must explain further about this planet.
Zorn began to tell his story: “When we left Atlantis with about 50
of the population we traveled for years trying to find a suitable planet.
Finally we discovered a barren planet that had no life, no plant life but
was capable of supporting human life. We have developed a high level
of scientific techniques and after a couple of generations we succeeded
in creating a world like the one we had left. We began making friends in
space and it seemed that other people liked our planet and we began
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developing spots for them to enjoy while visiting. After awhile we began
developing numerous types of resorts. I guess you could call our planet
“The Disneyland of Space.” That is why we needed your help to protect
our planet. We only kept some weapons after our visit to earth to defeat
the aggressive race that attacked earth. We were running short of the
elements we got from sand. After that we just developed the planet so
that we could live peacefully. We didn’t think we would be attacked and
with all the friends we made from other planets we felt that we could get
their help if needed.
Doc Snow listened and then said, “Wow! I should have known.”
After our successful battle I could have said, “Where am I going, I’m
going to Disneyland,” but there’s no Mickey Mouse here.”
Adventure 13
‘The New Moon’
Josh spent his days scoping the universe and as we were getting
together for dinner, Josh burst into the dining room and exclaimed:
“I’ve got interesting news, listen: “When I was scanning the sky I, on a
hunch, turned my scope to the galaxy and what I found is hard to
understand. The earth still existed, not as we have known. I thought
that the volcano’s explosions had caused the other planets to adjust
their orbits and with this action their alignment has changed. But I was
wrong. A large object has hit Jupiter and this is what caused the realignment.

The big collision
I asked Josh: “What does this mean?”
“It means that the atmosphere of all the planets has changed.
They have assumed a new orbit and this changes everything. These
planets now may have a chance to be livable,” remarked Josh.
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“What about the moon” asked Ted?
“That also has a new orbit and livable atmosphere. It has taken a
different orbit which makes it more livable.” returned Josh.
“Well” said Dr. Conners, “I think we have just found out our next
exploration. We’ll leave as soon as we can get the ship ready. Josh,
which planet should be first land on?”
Josh had the answer: “I think the moon would be the first. I’ve
always wanted to find out about the structures in the valley of the moon.
I think that should be our first landing place.” Later we can fly to the
new earth.”

The ‘New’ Moon
After an uneventful trip from Alta to the galaxy that the earth’s
moon was situated in, we circled the moon to find a landing place in the
valley of the moon. Josh was busy charting the new orbits of the
remaining planets in this galaxy. Greg was also busy checking on the
atmospheres of the other planets. Mars and Venus seemed to be situated
nearer the sun and the distance planets also were closer relined to the
sun. He thought that all the planets would be capable of handling
human life. The possibility existed now that all the remaining planets
were able to support life. Those people could travel between all the
planets like going from L.A. to New York. We sighted the valley and
landed there. The atmosphere was pure and was okay for us to embark
without space suits.
There were reports of tunnels in the valley. We now were facing
the entrance of one of the tunnels and saw a stairway downward. Near
the entrance was a switch. Ted turned it on and suddenly the way down
was bright with a light that was no surprise to me. It had to be a use of
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the mystery rock. This was important as now the mystery rock was not
only indigenous to earth.
We continued down the stairway. As we reached the bottom we
found ourselves in a very large room. It was surrounded by cabinets
that had various exhibitions and in the far side were rows of what
appeared to be books in numerous shelves. This room remembered me
of a library. At a raised portion we found a large desk with various
pictures in small frames. In the center of the desk was what Greg
thought was a computer.
Zorn was speechless. He recognized some of the pictures in from
of us. “I thought that these people were just legends, not real people,”
remarked Zorn. These are the generations of earth people centuries
before my people. There were old legends that earth had been colonized
by a race of people from space and they were wiped out by a huge
earthquake and volcanic explosions and most all of their history was
gone with all life on earth. It seems that earth had gone through more
than one race and generation of people. The earlier ground one was
buried under begat a new generation.
Greg was busy trying to fire up the computer. He had brought
with him a small machine that held a good source of power. After only
minutes he shouted, “I’ve got it. I’ve got the computer working.” He
booted it up and on the screen were many icons. He hooked up a
recording device and began downloading the material. The computer
had a large memory but he was able to save all of it on a small phone
like device. “We might not have time to read it here but once we get
home we can have some of the robots download it and put it in a
readable order.”
Robin was browsing the hundreds of books and groups of disks
that she found. She remarked, “This will take us months to look thought
what is here.”
Hugo had remained on the surface to explore the area while we
were going below. He began walking between the large amount of what
looked like monuments and other structures that appeared to be what
could be buildings. He thought they might be power plants or other
needed resources.
The last generation on earth, Hugo’s generation had landed on
the moon and had circled the moon including the ‘dark’ side but there
had never been a mile by mile search of the Moon’s complete surface.
One of the places that were missed was an ancient city located in a
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valley that could not be seen from space. Hugo had found this city. It
was a very ‘modern’ city with ultra modern architecture.
It would take some time to put everything in files and map their
locations for later study. He walked up a small hill that gave him a good
view of the surrounding area. He was surprised to find, directly in front
of him, a huge lake. He was sure that it was pure drinkable water. The
lake shore was surrounded by vegetation and trees and beyond that
were forest as far as the eye could see. He thought that they must have
grown up in the years following the destruction of life on the earth.
In the circling space ship they also had seen amazing things. They
called down to Dr. Conner and said that the whole moon was covered
with forest and some high mountains and a giant waterfall.

Waterfalls on the ‘New’ Moon
The moon now was a heavenly body that was capable of
colonization. At the base of some of the mountains were sandy areas.
Zorn would be glad to hear that there was now sand on the moon. Even
the various lakes had sandy beaches. It was perfect for human
habitation.

Water Scene on the Moon
Hugo came down the hill and further investigation he found
various entrances to what seemed to be tunnels. Before he explored
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them he met those coming back from beneath the face. He told them of
what he had seen and heard from the ship. No word can describe the
thoughts and feelings of the landing party.

One of the remaining buildings
On the Moon
It was thought that there should remain a small group to further
investigate other areas on the moon. There was water and even fruited
trees and planets to furnish food. Bill, Juell, Karen, Robin, Ted and
Hugo volunteered to remain and further investigate the area. The rest
of us flew to the mother ship and took off for home. Dr. Conner, at first,
was a little hesitant to leave anyone. It would be the first time that the
original crew would be separated by so many light years. But after
discussion the decision was made that they would be safe and in
constant contact with Dr. Conner and Zorn. They did leave 3 robots to
aid in physical matters and to be on guard to be sure nothing went
wrong or no one approached the moon while our people were on the
surface.

Trees on the Moon
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On the way back to Alta, Zorn told us of the old legends and the
people that were in the picture frames on the desk.
“At the time the first earth was hit by the explosions and
devastation that only a few managed to escape. They landed on the
moon and set up an alternative world, hoping that if they could exist for
a time that they might return to the earth and again populate the planet.
These people were much larger than we are. In fact, they were giants.”

Skeletons of giants on the earth
(I thought that is why the passages and other features were so
large.) These ‘moon’ people did manage to write in their books the
history of the first people to colonize the earth. In Zorn’s generation
when they again populated the earth they found old books and stories of
the “Ancient Ones.” This was not hard to accept as dinosaurs were not
known to man until the middle of the 19th century. We also found giant
bones that some were criticized because they said they were bones of
giant humans. The Greek civilization had stories of giants and looked
upon them as Gods.

A normal human
next to a giant
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Never before had these archeologists had the tangible proof that
some of their theories were correct. I only wished that the earth had not
been rendered unlivable so that these great minds could know that they
were correct and that they could possess this knowledge to put into an
early history of the planet Earth.
The space ship landed on Alta and excitingly we told their story.
Immediately it was planned that a group should again return and
explore the surfaces of the other 6 planets. They theorized that there
would be great changes in these planets.
Upon returning to Alta we examined the books and disks we
brought back. We chose the disk that had a heading of “Our time on the
Moon.” Mary did not have difficulty in translating the disks. The
language was an intelligent one and she even found a picture dictionary
for young children that had words and pictures so deciphering the
language was almost immediate.
The disks told of their time on the Moon and the giant’s return to
earth. Because of the elements had changed it seemed that the age of
giants were at an end. The children born were no more than 5’5’ to 6
feet when fully grown. Thus a legend was born of a giant race that was
doomed to extinction in the generations to come, a generation that
Zorn’s people had belonged to.

Fossil of a giant
Meanwhile back on the Moon Robin and Karen had found a
sealed tower as one of the structures in the valley that Hugo had found.
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Tower on the Moon
They had a robot open the entrance to the tower for them and
inside they discovered a room that was also secured but no trouble for
the strength of a robot to open it. Inside the first thing that caught their
eye was a square box the size of a small trunk. Upon opening it they
found a parchment. Mary could read the writings. It was what
happened before the explosions that caused the giants to travel to the
Moon.
It started with a chronicle of the turmoil that engulfed the
countries of the earth. The earth was in total war. It seemed the
explosions were caused by the large number of ‘atomic’ bombs that
countries dropped on each other. There was one country that tried to
bring peace to the world but the oncoming war was not a commercial
war but a religious one. One of these religions believed that theirs was
the only true religion and anyone who didn’t accept their religion had to
be destroyed. They developed weapons and used them without warning.
Many of the largest cities of the civilized world were destroyed within
hours.

This beautiful city is gone-destroyed
By an atomic bomb
There was a counter attack. This counter attack also destroyed all
the cities of the enemy. The writer had expressed his desire to let the
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readers of this document know the fact that it could have been
prevented if the world leaders would have been either reasonable or to
take the action of a first strike. But with a new leadership voted in, a
policy of ‘let’s talk and reason with them’ didn’t work with ‘evil’
people. The generals expressed their opinion ‘there was no chance in
hell that this diplomacy would work.’
They were so right but no one listened to them and the civilized
world was doomed to destruction.

End of the world

Adventure 14
‘Giants’
After dinner Dr. Conner, Zorn and I preceded to the leader’s
living room that had comfortable chairs and a fireplace. Zorn began the
conversation with the story of the giants.
“There was, on earth, a civilization of giants. When we were on
the earth we discovered many fossils of these giants. The earth was
capable of housing giants, especially if they were the only inhabits of the
planet. Everything was built to their specifications. Large giants equal
large buildings, large vehicles and other objects. When one thinks of
giants they envision them as a large, ignorant race. To the contrary,
they were very intelligent and being the only inhabits of earth at this
time build a very advanced race that reached the level of space travel.
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There is a story that a social order of giants was founded that was even
more professional and intelligent than the governmental order had
been. This group left the mainland and settled on an island in the Pacific
Ocean. There they build statues to their deities. While they appeared
huge to modern man to the giants they were only slightly larger than
themselves and bringing big stones was not difficult for these giants and
the tools of an advanced society. This was the origin of the ‘giant’
statues of Easter Island.

Easter Island Statues
Zorn also spoke of a tribe in India that was visited centuries ago
by aliens from space. There were ancient writings telling of flying
saucers and of visits by aliens to their country. One such alien is
pictured before with the main characteristic of their bodies – a long
neck.

Long neck alien
To honor these ‘Gods’ they constructed statues with long necks.
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Statue with long neck
This worship went even farther. They imitated the appearance of
their ‘Gods’ by seeing that their necks were also long. Here is a picture
of a woman of this tribe.

Long-necked woman
The information that was being found out and discovered was
almost too much for a human mind to absorb but I knew in the future
we would find out more almost unbelievable to the human mind.

Adventure 15
Big Foot

Big Foot
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(Sasquatch)
Robin continued to examine the material from the Moon. As she
was turning a page she came to a picture. It was what we had known as
Sasquatch. She eagerly read the text:
“This creature was the result of mixed breeding in the laboratory.
To improve our DNA an experiment was done to combine the DNA of
our race (giants) with the smaller monkeys found in our forests to
incorporate the best abilities of these monkeys. Many of our race were
against these experiments. The result was a creature that was large like
the giants but their appearance was more like a large gorilla. We had
lived with the monkey population (and other animals found in our
forest) but this new creation endangered all of the animals in our
forests. We had a choice to make. We couldn’t release them on our
world so the solution was either to kill them all or relocate them on
other worlds. It was decided to bring them to the earth. We released
them to various areas of the earth so that there would not be a large
population on any part of the earth. The ‘big foot’ population was
staggered throughout the continents of the earth. Thus they couldn’t
multiple or endanger any of the inhabits of the earth. Robin shared this
info with us and there was amazement on our faces when we found out
the origin of what was a big mystery while on earth.

Adventure16
Nazca Plateau in Peru
The next mystery Robin solved by reading these parchments
was the correlation between the images of the Nazca Plateau of
Peru and Crop Circles when she saw the similarities between the
parchments found on the moon and the crop circles on earth.
There were, during the centuries on earth many crop circles
in many different continents. Many were hoaxes, but some were not.
From the parchment Robin discovered that the disk found and
the crop circles were very, very similar.
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Disk
A Crop Circle and the disk found by Robin was the same and other
crop circles were compared and translated. Their name for their society
– the Zionish.

Two Crop circles
Another disk was found that was the exact same as a crop circle. Greg
was able to figure out the crop circle pictured on the right as a signal for
danger from the development of super weapons by the earth military.
Mary soon joined Robin and together they were uncovering
amazing things. Mary had saw that the marks on the disk and one of the
crop circles were very similar, in fact, almost exact. After much work
they asked Greg to join them. After much work Greg discovered that
the disk and parchment used trigonometry. Various shapes were used
as we used our alphabet. Robin suddenly yelled: “Look, I’ve found a
parchment with figures next to pictures.”
With this information the three came up with a dictionary of the
language of these people.
After much study they were able to come up with info valuable to
history. The aliens who landed in Peru and the images made on the
plateau had the same use as the Crop Circles. They were messages to
those in space. These people did have some of their people on earth who
had made these circles. They had no direct contact with those in space
but could communicate with them through the symbols of the crop
circles.
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The Deep Holes
Another mystery was solved. This was the mystery of deep endless
holes on earth. In a Pennsylvania field we find one of these holes. No one
knew how far down it went and what was at the bottom. The parchment
also noted that these holes were like the Stargate of the TV show. When
wanting to leave earth an alien would enter the hole and from a secret
switch, bring a ladder like device to help them to the bottom where they
had a mechanism to transport them to a space ship that was always
orbiting around the earth. Thus the mysteries of: the Nazca Plateau,
Crop Circles and the deep holes.
Robin found more photos and one was of this alien’s orbiting
object. It was not a space ship but a floating station in space. From this
station they were monitoring the happenings on earth. The two objects
of the left of the picture were in reality like our Hubbell telescope and
were sent around the earth to take pictures of the military activities on
earth.

The alien space station and two
of their telescopes.
Adventure 17
Planet X
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Robin was finding material on so many mysteries that almost as
she finished telling of one item she found another. This next document
had reference to what we knew at Planet X. It was the home world for
these people. She found pictures of the surface of Planet X and one of its
cities.

The capital city of Zionish - Jesuam
The story continued: Their world (Planet X) was in danger of
being destroyed by the activity on earth. When an atomic bomb was
exposed it sent deadly rays that caused earthquakes and floods. It was
only a matter of time before the planet was destroyed. These people
were searching for a new planet and were exploring the earth for their
relocation. The destruction took place 20 years later.
Robin wondered if the Zionish were actually the 10th lost tribe of
Israel.
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The Destruction of Jeruslam
While on earth the Zionish explorers had a secret base under the
Caribbean Ocean – a place we call the “Bermuda Triangle.” The people
and crafts that were lost were not killed but they were safe, living on the
orbiting space station to be returned to earth once a landing was made.
They had tried at Roswell but failed. Since that time the survivors had
become part of their society and even had married into the Zionish race.
Their underwater station was in the deepest part of the ocean. When
these underwater people contacted their orbiting space station it caused
irregularity of gravity and had caused planes that might have been in
the air over them to lose control of their gauges. Many boats were also
affected. They could not free these captives in fear that their secret
might be revealed.
When visiting earth in unpopulated places they often took their
pets with them. These pets were like dogs to us. But, these were horse
like animals with a horn coming out of their head. When they left a few
remaining animals were lost on earth but their breed became very rare
and eventually died out.

One of the ‘Pets’
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The alien base was in the center of the triangle

Thus more mysteries of ancient earth had been found out. What
else would we be discovering?
The group that remained on the moon returned to Alta with a
number of parchments and disks. They were hard at work with these
documents. Others were anxious to again begin exploring the universe.
Mary had been interviewing people from other planets and
expressed the desire that she would like to go to some of the planets of
the people she had interviewed. Connie also thought that it might be
interesting to visit other civilized planets.
I along with Greg and Josh thought that they would enjoy a trip
to explore the remaining planets in the Moon’s galaxy. Thus the two
type trips were in the planning stage.
Mary, Connie, Hugo and I would make a voyage to some of the
other planets while Greg, Josh, Karen and Ted would explore the
planets near the Moon.
Adventure 18
Earth New Orbits
Josh was the most excited about returning to the solar system
that remained after the destruction of earth. Never before did an
astronomer have the chance to explore such a ‘new’ development in
an old solar system with planets that had new environments. With the
explosion and changes on the earth the other planets have changed their
orbits.
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They have adjusted their old orbits to new orbits, some closer to
the sun. Upon entering the new solar system arrangement Josh and
Greg have been charting the new orbits of the planets. They also are
checking their instruments on the changes of the atmospheres of the
planets and the new topography that has appeared. Greg found that all
of the planets had acquired a new atmosphere and it was now possible
to support human life. They were still a number of years away from
colonization but would be there for future use, first for mining minerals
and then once vegetation and trees were planted they would be available
for colonies once the planet was green. There was also water available
due to the change of orbit. It would take some of the planets longer to
acquire water but in the end they would all have oceans.
The planets now orbit the sun as the old earth had done but in
different orbits.

Neptune –

In its old orbit orbited the sun one year which equaled the earth
which had taken 165 years was now in a new orbit and was able to
support human life in the future.
Mars –
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Mars

Mars
With her 10 moons Mars would take the longest time to develop
an atmosphere that would support human life. It had the largest
volcano in the solar system and was at the stage of the earth 20 million
years ago. Josh was concerned about the moons. It was yet to be seen
the effect of the 10 moons and the closeness that the new orbit would
take. He thought that they should take strict precautions about getting
too close to this planet until it and its 10 moons established a predictable
orbit. It still had volcanic action. On the other side of Mars it was more
like earth and was livable.
We approached above the center of a valley and observed what
some people had said was a face.
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Face on Mars
Indeed it was! We landed near and noticed the face was 100 feet
high and the diameter of a baseball infield. But who or what was it. It
remained me of the Sphinx of ancient Egypt. Ted yelled and we went
running to where he was. “Look,” said Ted, “there’s an entrance under
the face.” (Much more on this later.)
Venus –

Venus seemed to have lost its amount of sulfuric acid and the heat
of the sun had reduced the yellow clouds and most of the acid had been
passed into the universe and dispersed into space. Josh thought that this
planet was one that might be populated sooner than the others.
Jupiter –
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The biggest of the planets and having 62 moons had contained the
most vicious storms and had some rings also went through a change.
The storms ceased and the famous ‘red’ spot has disappeared. It was
also a good possibility for human life. In the centuries to come this
planet could hold many more humans then the old earth could have
held.
Uranus –

This planet was now no longer lying on its side at the old 97%
angle but had straightened out and it too was a good possibility for
sustaining human life.
Saturn –

The 2nd largest planet had lost its rings. After the explosion the
material of the rings had gone into space. Because of its lightness it
became the farthest from the sun. Because of the weakness of its
structure that had a lot of hollow space within its sphere was thought to
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be the most unstable of all the planets and might eventually fall apart in
its new orbit and may just drift into space.
Pluto –

Discovered in 1930, it is not now considered a planet. It now has
established a more definite orbit around the sun and it too was a good
possibility for human life.
Eris –

A new planet that was discovered in 2005 along with Makemake
(2004) & Haumea (2004) were now the most desirable for colonization.
Now in a new orbit closer to the sun they are also good possibilities for
supporting human life. Haumea is egg shaped and it still remains the
problems of the effect of its shape.
Sedna

Sedna was the furthest out of all the new planets. It was
considered a planetoid but it has gotten closer to the sun and it needs to
be explored as little is known of this body.
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There was a lot of work to do after a scan from outer space of the
new orbits of the planets.
As we traveled through space we noticed large bright objects that
Josh gave the name ‘blobs.’ He thought that they were adolescent bodies
that would eventually become planets. He said that they were the
growing universe but it would take thousands of years to mature into
planets.

Blobs
Adventure 19
Heavy People Planet
Mary, Connie, Hugo and I were now on our way to a planet
that was the closest to Alta and learn about their society. Zorn had
given us a list of friendly planets that had had visitors to Alta and the
officials of the planets welcomed our visit. First of these was the
planet Toppic. Visitors from this planet visited Alta to attend the
Olympic sled resort. The climate of Toppic was very hot and there
had never been snow – ever. When Zorn had visited this planet he
told them of snow and it so intrigued the Toppicians that they
couldn’t wait to come to Alto and take the sled down the big
hills.
The Toppicians enjoyed sledding. Although the Tippicians would not
give anybody a race when they sled it gave Connie an idea. What
about holding a ‘space’ Olympics? She would present this to
every planet that this group visited. The Toppicians thought
that it was a good idea.
There were a few things that the group wanted to know
about each society they visited – How was the society different from
earth’s society? Were there two groups (male & female) and what
were their morals? What were their arts like?
What was their language and number system; their form
of government; their physical appearance and body inner workings?
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Would all of the above be similar to humans? Was it possible that
all the beings in the universe resemble each other? Would they
necessarily have the same features on their face (if they had a face);
would they have two arms and two legs? Or would their body features
have been the evolution of the different elements and atmospheres
found on their planet? Did their human life evolve like those on earth?
Did they begin as a single cell and evolve from the ocean? Or maybe
vice-versa – from the land to the ocean?
Mary had developed a questionnaire for our benefit with the
question stated above and some others. I would try and check the
topography and climate along with the help of Hugo. Connie was busy
making sketches of the inhabitants and of the scenery.
The party landed on Toppic and was met by a group of citizens
who introduced themselves. As they knew we were coming they had
access to our language disks and so it was a very welcomed greeting. We
were led to a community building and we were brought food and drink.
We had contact when planning the trip so the local government knew of
our customs and the type of food we would need.
The first impression was the shape of these people. They were not
tall but more hump backed. We noticed that their houses were round to
add their ability to stand up in them.

Geometry example
Greg was introduced to a man who was considered the top
architect. He explained to Greg that their society was based on the
circle. There were no straight lines as there was no such thing as a
straight line. In a circle you could have a perfect circle. When joining
two boards or other material together they would use a circle to connect
the two. No joints or right angles. Angles were forbidden and only used
to enhance the circular concept. This roundness started with the people.
The society’s social classes begin with those that are the heaviest. They
are the power. The president is chosen by his roundness. Below is the
president.
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The President
Cy
One of the most popular sports were the wrestlers. Below is one
with me. From the photo you can see the size of the people of this planet.
The athlete remained me of the Japanese Suma wrestler.

There were three classes of people on the planet. First were the
workers. They lived in round houses with thatch roofs.
Houses

A worker’s house

village of workers

another worker’s
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Water house of water workers

The leader of workers house
The only way to work your way up was to gain weight, but this
was almost impossible as the workers got little food – just enough to
stay alive.
The elite of society were the rulers. They were the heaviest and
they lived in ultra modern round houses that would be the envy of even
our society on earth.

Two elite houses
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Even the furniture in these houses were round with decorations in
a circle pattern

The government officials sat around this round table.

One inner room of the modern house
Furniture

The Light of the bedroom
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One of their beds

A chair

Two bookcases
Even the government houses had a round concept with only the
outer walls more square. It was green with trees and most of the
buildings contained grass. Flowers and trees were always incorporated
into the design.

The capital building
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Animals
Even the animals had the tendency to be round with one looking
like our dog but very fat and the big fish (resembling a whale) was big
and round in its body.

Two sea creatures
Monuments
Of course their monuments were also built with a circular
concept.

Their main monument was a statue of the historic figure of the
hero of their country.
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Two other structures were the building used for religious
purposes and an arch (half circle) to honor their historic beginnings.

Connie showed them a picture of our use of circular buildings and
immediately they felt that we were familiar with their ideals and
welcomed us even more. (Jefferson Memorial in Washington, D.C.)

Picnic Areas
When going to a picnic they would congregate in one of these
‘holiday’ circles. It was reminiscent of Stonehenge.
When a government ceremony was held it was in front of the
main symbol of their culture the ‘Silver’ Circle. (Above)

“Silver” Circle
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Travels
They were advanced in travel having developed an airship that
remained me of flying saucers and a helicopter.

On land they had a ‘round’ bike and even a ‘round automobile.

Bike
Auto
Entertainment

For entertainment they had phonographs and a circular outdoor
theater.
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Foliage underwater
Even the foliage under water grew in circles.

Children toys
Even the4 children’s toys had circular patterns and the favorite of
the kids were the many ‘merry-go rounds and other structures in their
playgrounds. The young children loved the spinning top. Their bird
houses were also round

Bird house
Cemetery
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As he traveled to other parts of the planet, Hugo noticed large
groups of rounded toped objects in a small circle then leading to larger
circles. He was told that this is a cemetery where they buried their dead.

Cemetery grave marker
Art
Even their art was painted using various types of circles in
various colors.

Paintings

A Ring

A scene on the planet’s watery topography
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When our group gathered that night we exchanged stories and
after a long discussion we went to our quarters and waited for the
morning after a day of huge information sessions. These people were
peaceful but had a society that we know we could never life in. All
seemed happy, even the workers who were no more than slaves but it
was their society and it was not our right to talk of changing it. We
thought we had enough information to write a history of their planet
and while we didn’t know their early history perhaps someday we could
come back and ask more questions. We would be able to communicate
with them so Robin thought we could check on their history from their
origin at a later date. Hugo, talking with many of the workers, got the
feeling that there was an undertone of discontent. He told them about
the slave era in our history and he thought that he might have lit the
spark for a worker revolution. The future would tell and we would keep
in contact with certain people, especially the man that Hugo had talked
to.
When told of the snow scenes of Alta the elite thought that
they would like to make a visit to the planet to slide down a
mountain on a round ball, hollow so they could sit inside and enjoy the
ride.
Adventure 20 Hobbits
Then it was on to the next planet - the Planet of Hobbits

Hobbit
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The next stop was a small planet some 2 light years in front of us.
Zorn did not know of this planet or its inhabits. As we landed we saw
that there was life on the planet. While the people didn’t approach us (I
think that they were afraid) we disembarked and made camp near the
ship. It was a good place to camp as we had placed the camp on a high
hill so that we could see around us.
After an uneventful night we awoke and found near the camp a
group of beautiful flowers. On the edge of the wooded part we saw a
gathering of people, very small in stature. Upon seeing them I told the
others that we would call this planet the ‘Land of the Hobbits.’
I approached the flowers, held one up as a sort of welcome gesture
and one of the figures approached me and bowed. I got the feeling that
he thought we were Gods. I asked Connie for a piece of jewelry and
placed it on the ground in front of the figure. He slowly approached,
took the small necklace, turned and held it up to his people who gave a
loud cheer. He approached me again and I held out my hand. He took it
and it seems that I had made a friend.
Mary came up and began to try and converse with the figure. He
didn’t reply but made some hand gestures. Mary after a few tries made
contact with him and they began to converse. This led to an invitation to
go to his village. We had found that every alien we had had contact with
in space was peaceful (except the Kinq)
Their village was primitive but had small huts that were on each
side of what appeared to be a main street.

The Huts
There was a larger building at the end of the dirt street and I
presumed that this was the meeting house.
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A Hut
This village was near an ocean and it was a very peaceful but
primitive scene.

More Huts
We had found what we thought of as a peaceful society and happy
natives. Again we felt that we didn’t want to change a thing. But Hugo
felt sorry for the one native that was trying to light a fire. He took out a
match and lit the fire for him. The man was surprised and scared of the
match. Hugo, being a very powerful man but a gentle one showed the
man that he too could use a match. The next day Hugo searched the
planet and found the material to make matches. He took the man and
showed him how to make a power that would light a fire. Now their
progress and life would be easier with this technique. This made us look
even more like Gods. We did not want this society to progress too fast
and upon leaving we did not leave other tools. Hugo wanted to leave a
knife as their tools were so primitive. After much consideration we
decided that with this tool it would make their life even more
productive. They had primitive tools and this knife would further their
progress without damaging their society. We left this planet with the
hope of visiting it another day. We did show them what we know as a
‘hug’ that meant love and they accepted it and went around hugging all
their people. It made us feel good that we had been some help without
damaging their society. As we left we waved and in imitation all the
natives waved to us. I had a great feeling as we ascended into the sky
and once again in space.
Adventure 21 Color Clouds
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The floating figures of space

The clouds of the floating figures of space

Below the clouds is the area of the floating figures
We next came to a strange cloud formation. Our devices notated
that below the clouds were changing colors and indeed a large solid
body of land was observed by our instruments. We slowly descended
into the clouds and below about 200 yards we saw what we thought was
a solid surface. We tried to land but the ship slowly began to descend
what we thought was solid ground. It was not. As we slowly descended
and saw that there were bodies floating on top of this surface. They
were human in form but had bodies that were transparent. We heard
soft sounds like music and wished that Karl had been with us to
determine what kind of sounds these were. Suddenly on the bridge of
our ship we saw two ghosts like figures appear.
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Two Beings
The two figures floated toward Sky and Bill. Sky seemed to be in a
state of deep concentration. After some time Sky seemed to come out of
his mood and spoke to the crew. “I’ve been in contact mentally with the
figures. They are a race, not of body, but of mind. They talk to each
other mentally without sound. They live on the surface below and their
bodies are mostly light and electricity. They have a set society that
number 350. They drift in space, never staying in one place too long and
are blown by the winds in space to many areas of the universe. I told
them we were from earth and they said that they had once visited that
planet. Some of our ghost stories were from their decent to planet earth.
They mean no harm. We can look at their planet with a hover ship but
because of our weight we can’t land.
The shape
We did launch the shuttle and looked around their planet. It was
barren of structures but did possess images of flat ground covered by
plant life and even a lake.

Ghosh on his ‘planet’
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The shape
I told Sky to tell them that we love them and to wish them well.
We began to leave the clouds and when we got clear Sky became excited
and there appeared in the bridge one shaped figure. Sky communicated
with him. The figure wished he could know more about us and what we
called bodies. He meant no harm but wanted knowledge to bring back
to his people. He wondered about having a solid body and how we could
move such a heavy item. Thus the shape we named 'Ghosh' became
another member of our crew. Sky would work with him and perhaps
could help him not only understand but eventually might develop a solid
body and be able to talk like us. Sky really believed he could develop the
senses of Ghosh. He was later to become very valuable as part of our
crew. We all thought that he might be a good addition to our crew. Our
cast was becoming a cast of the best of the universe so far.
Adventure 22
The Crooked & Ultra Modern Planet
Zorn had given us the name and location of another strange
planet with its weird houses. The people of this planet welcomed us with
open arms. At first glance one can see that the population suffered from
what we call arthritis. Immediately I wished we had brought Dr. Snow
with us. The leader brought us to his home, a property that was more
like a home area of earth. It had a swimming pool and a large house.
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Leader’s Home
Most of the population were suffering from Arthritis and the
people had no cure. Many were disfigured by the disease. Knowing of
the various drugs that we had on earth I know that we could be of great
assistance to the population. I told the leader that we would contact our
people and given the correct co-ordinations they could send a probe
with the necessary drugs. It would take less than two weeks.
When we had walked through the village we heard moans and
screams of the citizens that had the disease and there was no cure on
this planet. Their children also caught the disease at an early age and it
was hard to look that them you felt so sorry. And all this suffering could
be stopped. Even their houses were as crooked as their limbs.

The Leader
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House of a typical citizen

Two buildings in commercial center

Some of the effects of Arthritis
Two of the animals of the planet were unusual. One looked like a
goat but had characteristic horns. The other was a domesticated dog
like figure. The dog a very lovable animal that was dressed as a human
and became very attracted to its owner.
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The pet

Goat
The sea on the planet had some strange creatures also. One was a
crab-like creature that was used for food.

A crab-like creature
They fished from a vehicle that looked like a World War II craft
but was very good for their use.
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Fishing boat
There was also a strange large planet that grew on the planet.

Weird plant
Even the utensils used were interesting with a double use – for
eating and using as a tool. Even their clothes hangers had a crooked
look.

Coat Hanger
It was about 13 days and Hugo had returned to the ship and the
ship’s radar found that the probe was only hours away. Once it landed
on board the ship, Hugo immediately came down with a large amount of
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drugs and other paraphernalia to help the people. It took three days to
give out the drugs but an immediate result was seen. It was amazing to
see the excitement and the energy that the drugs caused. The population
seemed to get a new look on life and there was immediate indications
that the help we have given them changed their outlook on life and there
began a group effort to rebuild their buildings and tear down the
crooked buildings and build straight ones. Everything changed. When
we went through the village there were no longer screams but laugher
was heard. We felt very good for them. We had changed an alien society
from a suffering one to a happy, progressive one.
Adventure23
‘Robot City’
Our ship was still in orbit and Hugo and the robots had taken the
ship around the planet to investigate the other side. Suddenly we heard
Hugo on the communicator: “Hey guys, you won’t believe what I have
seen. On the other side of this planet is a huge city with ultra modern
buildings. It a direct opposite of the village you are in.”
With our work done we went back to the ship and brought our
ship to the place where we could see this new city.
We tried to contact the people but received no answer. We
decided to try a landing at what we thought was a landing space. It was
on top of a very modern looking structure.
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Airport
We landed and proceeded in the shuttle craft that could travel on
their roads. We advanced to what we thought was the city. As we drove
we noticed many modern structures that could be called a city of the
future. But no one bothered or even approached us. The city seemed to
be built with architecture that included both high towers and round
buildings.

Four high towers in the ocean.
Four high towers appeared on our left. Hugo thought that they
were not for habitation but had something to do with a power source. In
front of us we saw the outline of this huge city. Tall buildings were
common throughout the city.

The City
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As we passed through the streets we saw many people walking
around. We decided to stop and approach some of the people. As we got
out of our craft the heat suddenly hit us. Hugo took the temperature. It
was over 110 degrees and getting hotter. How did the people stand the
heat? We walked up to a couple and it was as if we were invisible. I said
to a group: “Hello, my name is Warren, and this is Hugo, Mary and
Connie. We are visitors from space.” They either didn’t see or hear us
or they were ignoring us. We tried other people with the same results.
We decided to return to our craft and continue looking around. We next
saw a huge round structure. It seemed to be a commercial center. We
decided to take a walk through this structure.

Inside the structure
We entered the huge round structure and it was busy with the
citizens. We walked along the walkways, passing many people who still
didn’t recognize our presence. We again tried to talk to them but again
we were ignored. We again decided to return to our craft and explore
the city further. As we traveled down the main street and came to what
were more strange structures, all very tall. One was particular
interesting and we wondered what its purpose was. It was a high
structure with a circular structure at the top. Hugo again thought it had
something to do with monitoring the atmosphere and power.
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The Ring-top structure
It was getting dark and as the night came we were greeted with an
amount of light that was even brighter than the city of Las Vegas. The
whole city lit up. One structure was amazing. It was a high tower lit
with thousands of lights.

The light tower
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We traveled on and came to the outskirts of the city. Surprisingly
we saw that the end of the building there was a desert.

End of City and Desert
When we reached the desert I decided to get off the land so we
ascended to about 300 feet up and in front of us we could see that the
desert extended to the horizon. As we continued we began to see other
buildings, not the high buildings of the city but more like large
apartment houses. The terrain had become more mountainess and
fewer deserts. They were built against the small hills.

Buildings in the small hills
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Building with a tram on the left
We decided to land and try and approach some people we saw
walking on one of the buildings. Surprisingly we were able to get these
people to talk to us. They welcomed us and invited us into one of the
small buildings near the larger structure. We began asking them so
many questions. They gladly answered them. They did not know of the
crooked city but as being human like they were glad to hear that we had
helped them. They said that they would try and go to them to give
further help. They were surprised to hear of other humans on the
planet. Their society was a closed one and it was completely located in
the area that you are in. There are no more cities that are occupied.
They had come to the planet to escape the persecution of their native
planet and had developed their small area and continued to progress in
developing this area as their home.
I then asked: “What about that huge city miles from here?”
The reaction was surprising! “What city” was the answer? I then
told him about this huge city which they were not aware of. It seems
that this planet has three types of civilizations, each not knowing about
the other. What should be our duty? To have these people meet. And
what about the people of the huge city which I named “New St. York”?
We arranged to keep in communication with this group and
decided to return to the New St. York and make another attempt to
converse with the people.
We entered the city again and began walking to the structure that
we had entered. As we approached, in front of us we heard a loud
sound. We looked up and saw a body on the ground and one body that
were falling from a high place from the building. It landed and Mary &
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Connie turned away. I watched the body hit the ground. But, there was
no blood. I approached it and got the shock of my life. It was not human
but a robot. We saw a group of people approached and they proceeded
to shovel the remains into a container and dump it into an opening in
the side of the street. I approached one of them and put my hand on his
shoulder. It didn’t feel like skin, in fact it wasn’t skin, it was metal. I
asked Hugo to get out his recorder. He scanned the workers. No human
sign. He scanned the area where we were with 100s of people. No
human. It was then that I realized that this was a city of robots. No
wonder they ignored us. They were not programmed to mix with
anyone. They all had a job to do and they went on with their
assignment. The city was built by them and for them. But could we find
out the origin of this city. We searched many buildings and finally Mary
and Connie found what they thought was a library. We sat down and
began reading. To cut to the chase – Millions of years ago a group of
scientists came to this planet to work on their robotic ideas. There were
30 in this group from a planet* far away. They worked for years
developing robots with many talents. They programmed them to be as
creative as possible. Time past and the entire group finally died or left
the planet. The robots just continued their program and the city is the
result. An ultra-modern city populated by robots.
The robots were not programmed to communicate but just do
their job. There was no possibility to ever change their programming
and so the city would continue to grow until I guess all the robots would
run out or damage themselves. Mary would write this strange history
with the foot-note that one should check back after say a 100 years and
see what has become of this robot city.
Adventure 24
‘Rock Planet’
Below is a view of one island on the rock planet. Our craft flew over this
rock island and proceeded to the large portion of land.
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We landed in a large green valley surrounded by high mountains and
mountain lakes. We were met by a group of citizens that were very
human in appearance. We explained that we were from another planet
that was civilized and wanted to make friends. The people were
susceptible to our proposal and were lead to a meeting place. We did not
see this from the air and our eyes got big when we saw this magnificent
building which I called a palace. It was explained that this was the best
preserved building of the ancients. It was placed in the side of a high
mountain.

The Palace
The leader, a man named ‘Ian’ began to tell us of the ancients.
“The Ancients worshiped the mountains and lived in stone houses,
constructed stone buildings and statues. It was strictly a mountain
culture. There was a giant earthquake and the result was a beautiful
green valley. Once the quake was far into the past the people that had
lived in the mountains came down to live in this valley.
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View just after the earthquake and the cooling
It was a welcome event as the population was running short of
food. Their main diet was from the sea and in lakes in the mountains. In
honor of the Gods that brought about this change they began
constructing statues and monuments.
Some of their Work

Animal Statue

Monument with writings of the Ancients
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Large stone structures were not new to the people on earth. There
were similarities between the Ancient structures and their use of stone
by a number of structures on earth: The city of Petra, the Great Wall of
China, Mount Rushmore, Stone Mountain in Atlanta, Stonehenge and
of course the Pyramids. When we showed pictures of these structures on
earth Ian remarked that we must be related to the Ancients and were
even more pleased to have us as their guests. Below is a picture
summary of the ancient’s work and society.
Before the earthquake these ancients lived in stone houses, many
times cut directly into the mountains.

Two Stone Homes

Stone Homes
They built villages from the mountains
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Three views of people’s houses

Two views of the inside of a house with walkways.

Passage way inside mountain
They were an advanced civilization that had developed huge
cutting machine to boar out areas within a mountain.
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The cutting machine

A stone bench made by the Ancients
There were flowing steps that brought water from the high
mountains to their various stone homes.

Water flowing into City

This structure was the center of their government.
After the earthquake was over and the ground cooled the
Ancients continued to sculpt giant statues in the valley.
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Two of the statues of the Ancients

Another structure of the Ancients – an amphitheater

Astronomy structure
They came down from their mountain homes and became an
agricultural society in the beautiful valley that the earthquake had
made.
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Mountain Scenery
They farmed the valley, planting orchards of fruits and fields of grain.

Valley

Orchard
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This planet was a remarkable one and its history very interesting.
I felt that visiting the valley would be on my next vacation destination.
Adventure 25
Warring Cities
A duplication of the United States
So far we have visited a number of planets, each one
different than the other but all had very peaceful and friendly
citizens. I hoped that our next stop would also contain a friendly
population.
While we were away the plans made for Bill and Juell to return
to one of the planets near the moon. I was told that they had made the
trip, along with some robots to help build a new world for the two. It
would take years for the development but it was begun. I hoped to
visit Bill in the near future.
The next planet on our schedule was called first by the name
of “New Oceana.” (Sic: the west coast with 3 former states)We flew
over the planet and saw a number of large cities. We reached the end
of the water and decided to land next to the large ocean that covered
most of the planet. We entered a beautiful city on the edge of the ocean
and met the citizens. They seemed normal but as we were led to their
leaders we heard a siren and everyone headed for shelter. Once we
entered a large underground area that what I would call a bunker.
We were offered food and drink and sat down to talk to each other.
We told them we were from a distant, peaceful planet and that we
were surprised to hear a warning siren that brought us to this
shelter. Our guest named Isen began to explain.
“This planet was once a united place with 50 providences. But,
a group took over the central government that was not for the people
but for power. They began making laws that the people did not vote
for or want. The problem became unbearable and our province
called “Coastway” was the first to have the courage to leave the union.
Shortly other states did the same. They had the names – “Almar,
(Middle northern states), Central Carrio, (The southern - Eastern
coast former states) Red Star and Buckear.” (the South/middle
former states)Other states lines up with the corrupt government –
“New Island, Vermore, Moreashire, New Island, Concove
and
Orconn.” (The former New England states)The
remaining
3,
“Concave, Idia and Brighten were the last to choose and tried to
remain neutral. This 'United States' was broken up to many
individual provinces. Because of the break with
the
central
government a war began. I was afraid that each province would stand
separately but a loose alliance was formed.
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1234-

West Coast - New Oceaner
Western - Mountain Desert States
Middle States - Almar Provence
Southern - Central Carrio Southern Eastern
Coast
5- North - Great Lake Provences
6- New England - Concove and Orconn
We no longer could move freely from province to province. Our
province was the largest and had a lot of the necessary raw materials
for survival. Other states had the large population that had received our
goods but the central government put so many restrictions on our
products. I am afraid that our province will soon break up into three, a
northern central and southern portion of the province. Our province
wanted a democratic state as was written in the original document that
held the 13 provinces together. We had energy in our province but the
central government forbid us to use it. We had a wealth of energy off
shore that could be used for energy. The central government became,
not a democratic one but one that wanted to control our very lives. This
we could not stand. We were a very moral province and had high social
beliefs that were not to be honored. Our citizens voted on certain laws
but the crooked courts disallowed our wishes. We wanted our weapon
laws honored but the central government tried to take those away. Thus
every province made their own laws and soon there was no central
government but a group of rouge provinces making their own laws.
Traveling between various provinces was controlled and there existed
no inner-provincial travel. The public opinion was about a 50/50 split.
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One side was very easy on morals. This group stood for a strong central
government with the citizens being told how to live their lives. In the
years following many of this group began to move to the provinces that
suited them best as to religion, morals and laws. Corruption was
prevalent in the central government with no concern for who they
represented. The ‘free’ provinces received large numbers of people that
wanted to be under our standards. Some of the people that remained
under the central government’s control soon were migrating to
provinces that were free. This caused great conflicts and soon some
provinces lost the majority of their population and were soon in
poverty. Thus the central government instigated a war to get back the
population and the free provinces that would not live under their
dictatorship. What was the most powerful nation in the world was now
almost helpless to defend itself. It was feared that countries over the
oceans would try and conquer each province, one at a time. One large
country could without much trouble conquer each province. Thus the
union was broken and in danger of conquest.”
When we landed we had no idea that the situation was so bad. We
didn’t really know what to do. Once the sirens stopped we saw a
beautiful city in ruins. There was no way to stop this merciless attack.
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The central government had all the weapons of mass destruction and
were using them.
I decided that we should fly to one of the neutral provinces and
hear their story. We took off and landed in the province of Idia. We
landed and were met by a military unite with rifles. We told them we
were not connected with any province and had no weapons. We had
landed in Coastway and told of the war. The commander told his
soldiers to put down their guns and we were ushered into a building and
met their commander. He told us of the problems and seemed to back
up the story of the people in Coastway. Their province was trying to
remain neutral but had been threatened by the Central government. He
didn’t know what the future would be but they couldn’t fight against
such a large standing army as possessed by the central government. We
accepted their words but Hugo wanted to go incognito to one of the
central government provinces and find out their story. We flew to one of
the provinces and landed under darkness in the country side. Hugo
dressed in suitable attire and entered one of the cities. He was gone most
of the day and as we waited we saw him in the distance running running for his life as there were soldiers chasing and shooting at him.
He managed to get back to the ship with only a shoulder wound. We
quickly, under darkness, left our landing place and quickly directed our
ship to the farthest distance in the sky.
Hugo was really angry and said that he found what we know as a
dictatorship and he mentioned the German state during the Second
World War on earth. He wanted no part of their government. I cannot
in this narrative use the words he used to describe his episode. I’ve
never seen Hugo so angry.
He was very skeptical about the future of this planet. It was a
planet divided by ideological motivations that did not seem to be able to
be settled by negotiations. When a society reaches a certain point, there
will be rebellion and much death. Feeling helpless and forlorn we
continued forward. It took Hugo days to come out of his mood. He was
not a man that could be told that he had to obey stupid, corrupt, power
struck politicians. He finally told us of his time in the corrupt city. He
had refused to obey a stupid law and was jailed. Being a powerful and
resourceful man he managed to escape with his life. Never had he seen
men that craved power so much and thought that they were always
right. The only person he would bow to was his God, and this city
worshipped no god but man. When one has so much power he often
misuses it. He only remarked that we all die equally, one no better than
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the other. He only takes with him his legacy, no power or money. I
gained much more respect for Hugo after listening to him. He was a
great man in his own right.
I had felt very sorry for the people of the planet we had visited
that had arthritis but my feelings of the people of this warring planet
was more of a contempt then sorrow. I did feel sorry for many of the
people who were fighting for their freedom from control of a man
and/or a government.
We decided to continue our journey and leave this planet.
Adventure 26
Brain Planet
As we continued our journey I hoped that the next planet
would be a better example of humanity and life in the universe.
Our next landing was on what I called ‘The Super Planet’. It was
a beautiful planet but had very little class separation.
We landed and were met by a strange looking people. They
were small in stature but with a huge head.

A child

An adult
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When we were met by one of the citizens he seemed to have a
snicker on his face. He greeted us and bade us to follow him. We were
escorted into what appeared as a library with rows of disks, thousands
of them. In the center was a giant computer. We were asked to sit down
in chairs that seemed to be like an old electric chair. I hesitated but was
told that no harm would come to us. I was hooked up by some wires and
the man turned on the computer and I felt a minor shock and then it
was over in seconds. In turn each of our crew received the same action.
When all had been ‘scanned’ we were again escorted to a large room
that had TV screens and pictures and statues. We met a new escort and
he led us to another strange room. It contained what I thought was a
complete house with one room containing sleeping quarters, what I saw
as a living room and a very small ‘kitchen’.
The man named Braun spoke: “From your scan we know all of
the knowledge that your small, inadequate brain holds. You are a
simple people with very little knowledge. Why?”
The question puzzled me. I immediately asked: “What do you
mean?”
He remarked, “Your knowledge is minimal compared to ours.
Our life, from the very beginning is filled with knowledge. When we
become an adult our brains contain most of the knowledge of the
universe. How do you people live without total knowledge?”
I again didn’t understand. Who are these people and what is their
society like? After explaining to us about their main goal in life is to
acquire as much knowledge as possible. Their complete life is to live to
acquire more knowledge. They looked upon us as an ignorant race.
They could hardly bear being around us.
I asked him, “If you are so smart now come we haven’t heard of
you and you have no capabilities of flight?
He answered, “Why do we need space ships. There is no place to
go that we do not know of. If we desired to do so we would do so in
minutes. But, because we have an unlimited knowledge of everything we
are content to stay on our planet and just gain more knowledge. What
else is there to live for?”
“What about love”, I asked?
He said, “Love that is a feeling. We have no need for love or any
other feelings. We exist just for knowledge. We are a closed society and
any feeling for another does not exist. We all are together in everything
we do. We have no feelings except to gain knowledge. We do have
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contempt for a race that has such feelings. That is a wasted effort and
has no place in our world. Our society does reproduce but this is done in
only unusual circumstances. There is usually no need to reproduce as
we have conquered death and do not desire many new people. When
there is an accident that does result in death a new life is produced. So
our population is constant. No added life unless one of us has an
accident.
This man scared me. He had no feelings about us. We were just a
moment in his life and he had gained knowledge from us and thus had
no further use for us. He insisted that we leave and be on our way. We
all were glad to hear that and rushed to our ship and quickly took off.
Our last two planets we had visited I considered as disastrous
events. Again I hoped that our next landing would wipe out the
experience of the two previous visits.
Adventure 27 Computer wWorld

Computer center of the Planet

Inside the computer center
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Our next stop in space was a planet we named “Commodore.” As
the story progresses one will understand the name we gave this planet.
We landed in a field that was close to a city. No one had met us so
we walked into the city and as soon as we approached we were taken
into custody. We tried to tell them that we were people of another planet
and wanted to be friendly” “Hello, my name is Warren Conners and the
others are: Hugo, Mary and Connie.” This statement was not accepted.
We were issued into building and into a room. It was just a plain room,
no furniture, nothing but walls. We were there for just a short time
when a man entered and asked us to follow him. We were sent into
another building and into what seemed like a library. It was walled with
shelves that were full of computer disks and there were desks with 100s
of computers.

Inside Computer Center
We were approached by a lady. She asked us to sit down and
began to talk: “I’m sorry about the inconvenience but a check had to be
made. All our visitors have to be cleared on the computer. It has cleared
your presence.

An arm computer
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A robot computer
I spoke first. “Can you please tell me what is going on and what is
that ‘thing’?”
The lady named Cory began: “That thing is a computer that is
mounted on a robot. He is a service robot and his kind is responsible for
seeing that all our computers are working. A citizen of our world must
report if a computer is broken. It must be fixed within an hour. If one
doesn’t report a breakdown they are punished.”
“You’ll have to explain a bit more,” I said.
“Well” she began: “you have landed on a world that is totally
controlled by computers. One in our world does not have to make any
decision on their own. If it a problem that is not a personal matter the
computer must be consulted. Each day at 10:00 in the morning each
citizen has to check his computer and reply to the number of questions
that are on the computer. Failure to do this will result in a penalty that
could result in prison. You have come at a busy time. We are now
having a national election when our officials will be chosen. The
Presidency is being elected, also other officials. When a poll is taken and
a percentage is arrived at things may change in an instant. All decisions
are made by computer vote and every citizen must vote. Any decision or
action is made by the percentage of voters that want a change. Our
officials must be honest or they will lose their position in minutes. Our
elections are fair and never can be questioned. No corruption is allowed
and our officials know this and are honest and do what is best for our
citizens. Your arrival prompted a vote to see if you would be welcomed
or asked to leave our planet. The vote was in your favor – for now, and
you may stay but at any minute a new vote may ask you to leave our
planet.”
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I was flabbergasted. This was taking a vote or poll to the extreme.
I asked, “Can I ask the computer a question? I’ve always been told that
my red hair looks good and people like red hair. What do your citizens
think?”
The lady pushed some buttons on her wrist computer and in
seconds got an answer.
“54 percent like red hair so you can keep it red,” remarked the
lady.
“Wow, I’m sure glad,” I said
“That big building you saw is our computer center that handles
all files. It contains all our personal computers. It contains all our
literature ever published. We have no libraries and have no published
literature only information stored on disks. We have not had
newspapers in years. Everything is on line. We have no commercial
stores but we do have a lot of restaurants. Let me take you to one of our
finest.”
We got on a vehicle and there was no driver but the lady just
pushed a button and said, “Take us to the Flor de May.

The car/plane
The ‘car/plane’ took off and we all just sat and watched the sights
as they went by. We arrived at the restaurant and entered. We sat at a
table and a menu came on the computer. The food was what we would
order on earth. In minutes a moving machine brought us the food.
There were no waiters, there were no cooks, and everything is done by
computer.
I remarked that my steak was a little overcooked. In an instant
the table computer came back and contradicted me. It remarked, “Your
steak was cooked as you ordered. You are wrong. You are questioning
the computer.”
The lady looked dismayed and suddenly said, looking at her wrist,
“I’m sorry but you all must leave the planet. No one questions the
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computer. It is always right. Please proceed to your ship and leave the
planet.”
The computer didn’t have to tell us twice. We got up quickly,
went straight to our ship and I said, “Good credence. We can’t get off
this planet soon enough.”
As we were leaving orbit, Hugo remarked:” I couldn’t live on this
planet. No machine is going to tell me what to do or how to think.”
Everyone agreed and once again we were on our way.
Adventure 28
Brain & Robot Planet
Our next adventure was more pleasant but not without a
feeling that its society was really foreign to me. It probably was
the most advanced society we had seen in space. The planet had its
oceans, lakes, mountains and flat land. As we orbited we saw
two main cities, separated by two mountain ranges with a small
valley between their peaks with the two cities on opposite sides of these
mountain ranges. We landed in the city that was east of the mountains
and planned to visit the city in the west later.
This was a city by the name of Eastmart. It was situated near
the shore of a large ocean. We were met by a figure that we took
for a robot. When we got close we saw that the body was a robot but
the face was human. She introduced herself as Erin. She seemed
surprised to see us and escorted us to a building that was modern in its
architecture.

Eastmart Building
Erin began the conversation: “You are human and your name is
Warren and the others are Mary, Connie and Hugo.”
We all were shocked. How did she know our names? Before I
could ask her how she remarked: “You visited our laboratory planet.
That planet is ours. We visit it all the time. And you also visited our
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other planet. So we got reports of 4 visitors to our two planets. We
welcome you to our home planet. We know that you come as friendly
visitors. We welcome you. As you know of our techniques and advances
in robotics you still have more to learn about us. I will try to fill you in
on our progress with robotics.”

Erin
I stopped her and asked: “Are you a robot?”
She laughed but answered: “No, not a robot but a human in a robot’s
body. Our society has a complete knowledge of robotics. We have
learned to keep our brains and our heads but have a robot’s body
structure. As one in our civilization becomes old we have the choice to
discard our frail bodies and substitute a permanent mechanical robot
body. This increases our life span for 100s of years. The one valuable
part of a human body is the brain and that we saved. If we lose a limb in
our new mechanical body we can replace it.”
I hesitated to ask the question but I did: “If you have a robot’s
parts how does your civilization reproduce.”Erin laughed again and
said: “We do not take on a robot’s body when we are young but we have
the freedom to take a body anytime no matter what age we are. If there
is a young person that gets in an accident and might lose a limb they
have the choice to acquire a new limb and/or a robot body.” We bear
young and they are normal, healthy babies. We have been
experimenting with robots for 1000s of years and have reached a high
technique in these techniques.”
All I could say is “Wow.” And then asked: “What is the rest of
your society like?”
She answered: “The robots do most of the heavy work. They do
most of the repair work. They are our servants and are programmed to
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never hurt a human. We spend most of our time watching sport events
and planning for the next war.”
Again we all were shocked and I repeated: “War?”
“Well,” said Erin, “it’s a bloodless war. We plan a war once a year. I
think you had something like this on earth called ‘The Olympics.’ It is
an event that enables us to progress our ability to create new and better
robots. Each war is planned beginning right after the last war was won
– or lost. We have strict rules that both our city and Weststar have to
obey. There is an ultra intelligent computer that monitors every detail.
The winner gets a trophy and a giant celebration is held for the
designers of the robots that won the war. There are no flying machines
in the war. We each have 300 robots that have similar weapons and new
weapons have to be cleared for the battle before it is allowed.

Three robot tanks

Robot soldiers

Our new weapon
No weapon can endanger any humans and no humans take part in
the actual battle but do direct it. The two cities do not want to harm
each other and there are very, very strict laws if any human does not
obey the rules. You might have wondered why there are just two cities
when there is a beautiful valley between the two mountain ranges. That
is the battlefield. No humans are allowed there. We do have many TV
cameras around the valley and have direct control of every robot taking
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part in the battle. Actually we are at peace and aggressiveness between
any humans is strictly forbidden. We have done this for 100s of years
and so far we have never had even one problem. We work at developing
new techniques and battle plans and this affair gives us a good idea of
how to progress in our technique for the further perfection of our
robots. Oh! Our sporting events are played by our robots. The favorite
game is a game that is close to your soccer.

Two robots playing soccer
Erin was interrupted by a buzz. I came from the gadget on her wrist.
She acknowledged with just a few words – “come forward.”

Erin’s Hand
Another human/robot entered the room. He was very handsome
and his robot body was larger than Erin’s.

“Erin, you are needed in our leader’s office,” said the male robot,
whose name was William.
Erin excused herself and William sat down and greeted us. “My
name is William and I am Erin’s husband.”
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We said hello and I held out my hand to shake his. His handshake
was ‘very’ strong and he said, “I hope I didn’t grab your hand too hard.
We are not used to greeting humans with their physical weakness.”
It was then I saw his two hands and I had to ask: “your hands,
they are different.”
“Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t have time to change the claw. You see,
my job is developing new robotic techniques and I needed a claw to
make an adjustment to a new machine. We have various tools that we
can put on our hand, like a drill or screw driver, etc. I realize you are
not used to seeing such new devices.” But we are humans though. Here
look at this picture of our newest baby. Isn’t she cute?”
He handed me a picture of this new baby.

Robot with Baby
“Can I show you another photo? It’s of Erin before she went total
robot to her body?” I said, “Sure, I’d love to see it.”

Erin
I respectfully remarked, “She is very pretty.” Inside I said to myself,
Man, she’s a babe.
William nodded and again said, “Would you like to see a photo of
our other two children. I must tell you that they almost died when they
were very young and we managed to save their life but to do so we have
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to have them become young human/robots. They are fine physically but
it took some time to have their minds adapt to being ‘robots’ so early in
life, but it was that or bury them. We choose to keep them with us as a
family and they are very happy children.

Tina and Tim
Erin came back into the room and was excited about something.
She addressed William: “Will, I won. I won.”
She then told us: “I have been working on a creative robot and I
had him train as an artist. I entered his work to the board and I won 1st
place for robot art. See”
She uncovered a canvas with the picture the robot painted. “It’s
an impression of me,” she proudly remarked.

Robot Painting
What a remarkable planet and society I thought. They seem to
have everything and then some, but could I or any human live on this
planet? How would I feel when I get older in the future? Would I decide
on becoming a human/robot? I visualized what Mary would look like as
a robot/human. I could visual her robot body but couldn’t seem to put
her face on this vision in my mind.
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Mary Robot
We decided not to stay for the war but did see a soccer/robot
match and it was exciting. We all decided that while the planet was very
interesting it was not for us. We gave our goodbyes and thanks and
returned to the ship to face our next adventure.
We suddenly got a message from Dr. Conner. We were to change
our destination and chart a new course to earth. We were very
surprised to hear about ‘new’ earth and quickly turned the ship and
headed to the Rocky Mountains of earth.
Adventure 29
‘The ‘new’ Earth’
Timeline - return to earth
Uncle Dave had been correct in his evaluation of earth’s situation
and no could have theorized that the large number of volcanic
explosions would counter-act the coldness of the glaciers by the heat of
the volcanic explosions. The result - the volcanoes won the ‘Battle of
Nature’’ but with terrifying results. This battle had re-assigned the axis
of the earth. The North and South Poles were now in the area of the
equator. The ice capes in both the Arctic and Antarctic had had moved
to opposite sides of the planet and two large continents appeared at the
old poles. Surprisingly the planet had reached a minimal temperature
and the atmosphere was close to that of the old earth.
As we got closer to the ‘new’ earth we scanned for life forms. So
far we had not found any. While most of the large cities of the earth had
been destroyed there were some landmarks we could see. The contour of
the continents was somewhat changed and there were no longer 7
continents but 10. Being from the U.S. we noticed, in our fly over, that
America had been divided into three continents – in the center was a
large Mississippi River. It was now more of an ocean than a river. In the
middle of the Atlantic rising above the lowering water level was a huge
new continent with large mountain ranges and fertile valleys. We made
plans to visit this area later.
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New Map of New America -West & East
The Equator now passed through Europe and Africa with part of
Asia, including Japan and Australia nearer the South Pole with Alaska
and Western America nearer the North Pole. When the planet is again
capable of supporting life the old places may not be the area of
inhabitation. The best possibility to bring life to would be Eastern
America, East Europe and parts of the Near East and China. There
would be many other changes that would only be noticed after a full
scan of the complete earth.
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Shape Chart of the New Survey (not in Scale)
They proceeded to check out all the continents and evaluate which
ones could sustain life best. They also were changing on any non-human
life survived the tragedy as the small mammals did when the dinosaurs
were destroyed. During our time in space there passed some 50 years of
earth time. The survivors would be second generation, the first
survivors having died off – and took with them most of the history of
our planet. At this time we have not found any written books left on the
past history of earth. But we thought we could advance a new society on
earth with all the advanced techniques, mechanical advancements and a
new outlook on an ethical and moral life on earth.
Josh suddenly shouted: “I have some indication of some life
forms. Is it possible that there are some survivors of the catastrophe?”
Josh’s indicators pointed to two places – The Rocky Mountains
and the high mountains of Peru. Parts of Europe are now tropical
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swamps and forests. A complete new alignment of the continents has
changed the area for possible life inhabitation. There is no longer a New
York, Tokyo, Paris and all the former big cities of the earth. China
seems to be a good place for new life as does Canada and Greenland and
has become the best place to begin new life on earth. The Pacific and
Atlantic Oceans are smaller and some areas may not be possible to
navigate.
Greg and Josh began to work on a new map of earth with its new
alignment and its new 10 continents. The earth would, in the future,
have a new civilization but just as the continents had drifted millions of
years in the past, this new alignment would dictate the settlements of the
new world. Greg said: “We are much better off with our new technology
We know that the earth is round, not square, so we can decide where
the best places are to settle. New names have to be given to these 10
continents - a duty best be done later.”
I thought that we should contact the brave souls that had battled
the elements and survived and help them begin a better life than they
now have. I wonder who they are and if together we can build a new
civilization and secure a better future than the one that existed before
‘The Battle of Nature’.
Dr. Conner thought that we should take the best things from all
the societies in space to develop a new constitution with the help of those
that had survived on earth. This will be a chance to modernize the
document but not touch the old Bill or Rights. When the Constitution
was written it was done in the same situation of any new society but now
the citizens will be able to keep freedom for all the people. What will be
needed is a change in the way that those voted in office will not change
or interpret the document for their own benefit. There will be no need
for the institution of neither slavery nor wars about religion. All things
are on the table and with the wisdom of those who have freedom a new
but similar document will be drawn up.
They would be told that there are other beings in space. No longer
would they have to doubt the existence of flying saucers and that the
many societies found in space would help and even send some
volunteers to help and to live on earth.
There would be many problems to solve in this new society and
with the help of others there will develop a new and better society on
earth. This evolution would take many years but it is hoped that all will
learn from the past and build a society that will be envied by all. One
universal language will be adopted for all people on earth.
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From this Greg thought that there can be developed a group
called the ‘United Planets of Space’ that would act like the old corrupt
organization of the “United Nations” but without individual corruption.
Planets joining would protect each other and acknowledge the rights
and freedoms of all people in space.
We landed on a flat plateau near the closest location that Greg
had noted life. After getting in touch with all our crew and Zorn, we
heard they were on route to join us at this spot on earth. When we
landed we were greeted by a small group of people. Their clothing was
tattered and they all were suffering from mal-nutrition. When our other
crew members landed to join us Karen immediately had some food and
water to give to these helpless people. When they saw we were human,
and regardless of the size and shape of our ship they ran to us, hugged
us and cried.
Josh, Greg. Kevin, Mary, I and Dr. Conner returned to the ship
and began a trip to Peru’s high mountains. Our gauges located the spot
where signals were coming from and landed in the old Inca city of
Macku Picou on a green flat location (In center of photo)

Machu Picou
When we landed no one came to greet us. Josh was sure there was
live here and we began a search for their position. We noticed that from
the mountain that was near there was a giant waterfall – so there was
water here. We also heard the sound that we thought might be a group
of sheep. As we approached one building we were suddenly surrounded
by a group of people that had spears and hand-made axes. Kevin had
brought a laser weapon and shot it into the air. They caused the group
to retreat. Mary shouted out in their language: “We are friends. We
want to help you. We have medical supplies and other things plus
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information that you will be interested in. We don’t want your food. We
came as friends.”
This seemed to satisfy them and a man came forth and talked with
Mary. She convinced him we were there to help. She told them about
what had happened and how things are better.
Soon a large number of people came out of the ancient wrecked
buildings and we began our long story of past history. At first, of course,
they had a hard time accepting our story but when one of the robots
came off the ship they were amazed – they accepted things but with a lot
of doubt.
They did have water and a food source but welcomed some food
that Karen had put on our ship. We also explained our plans to help
develop a new society and they quickly agreed. They had not been rich
people but what one would call common people and had a rich heritage
of freedom.
There was a lot of work to do, and it would take a lot of time but
something had to be done if earth was to rebuild itself. Of all the things
that went wrong during the days, months, years before the tragedy, we
must see that the direction of a new earth goes in the direction that was
originally charted by the founding fathers of America.
We later discovered the place where they had gathered (in our
time on earth) a building that escaped the destruction that had seeds of
all the plants so new earth could begin to again plant the seeds in the
earth. We also discovered (in the far back of the building) a library that
was loaded with disks and a giant computer that preserved all the
knowledge of earth before the destruction. The computer had a very
interesting history of not only our past earth but a history of the planet
earth having 4 past destructions and rebirths. One such rebirth had the
Americans landing on mars and other planets and through technology
made them habitable.
We then traveled to the new continent in the Atlantic Ocean. We
began flying over the land mass and in the center were a valley and a
very curious feature. In the four directions there were rivers flowing
into the center of the valley which was designed as a number of giant
circles with moat like structures circling the center. There were
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The island from the air
structures in the center circle. We landed in a cleared location and
couldn't wait to deplane and examine what we had seen from the air.
The first structure we went into was a large structure that must have
been a building that remained Karl of a library. There were no books
but a large number of giant disks. Kevin gathered some of them and
said he was returning to the ship to discover what they were. In the
meantime the rest of us continued to look around. Robin began yelling
to come to her. We rushed over and immediately saw what she was
yelling about. In the rubble was a printed sign. We all looked at each
other in amazement. It read 'Atlantic Public Library.'
We took the rest of the day roaming around and at each turn we
found other amazing artifacts and remnants of the great civilization of
Atlantis. It appeared that this great city was more modern than any of
the great cities of New York, Paris, etc. While there was a lot of water
damage the buildings were not destroyed but must have sank
underwater undamaged. There were certain areas that must have been
water tight and we were anxious to open them to see what they
contained.
Kevin, in the meantime was able to recreate the information of a
number of the disks which turned out to be copies of a number of
ancient books of earth's past. One disk was entitled 'works of the greats
from the Library at Alexandria.' Each disk had 1000's of books on each
disk. One disk contained the history of the earth from the ancient times.
With all the materials and locations we found it would take us
years to go through them. We were also anxious to go through them but
realized that we had to be patient and we all felt that the discovery was
the real emphasize to relish on.
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We opened one sealed box and discovered it contained a family
photo scrapbook. Turning to page one we saw a photo which must be a
photo of one of a citizen of Atlantis. We thought it looked much like a
human of earth but with a light blue color to the skin.

In this photo book was the history of the people of Atlantis. The
history in this book begins on the planet Mars. When the water became
scarce and the planet heated up the population was forced to move.
They journeyed to the Earth's Moon. Soon after leaving Mars the planet
became uninhabited, leaving their cultural and artistic monuments
behind. One such monument was a Sphinx like figure built to honor
their leader. Another was a large molded face of their leader.

Leader's face on Mars
Their spaceships contained gardens that grew food and when
reaching the moon they found tunnels which they set up a colony.
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Passages under the moon
When on the moon they had to adapt masks to be on the surface of the
Moon.

Moon Mask
While on the moon, they also built, with their very advanced
techniques a monument to their leader. This was done to be fateful to
their religion which demanded an inspiration to their religion and their
leader.

Our Leader
One of the structures ruined was their sports coliseum used for
some sort of sport events which was not described.
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The center of the sports arena

Golf Course on Mars
There were photos of a curious animal which we thought was a
photo of 'Big Foot' that was a legend on the earth.

Big foot on Mars
On a page we found an example of what we from earth would call
a Crop Circle. It was described as a work of art, an artistic technique
used by their artists.
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On the next page was a photo which we took as a beginning of the
building of a sphinx. In the background we see a pyramid. One
remarked that their leader had a face that resembled the face on the
earth's Sphinx.

Sphinx Beginning and finished product
The scrapbook contained many other photos that we were amazed
to see but time was passing by and as we took the book with us and
suddenly the island shook and looking at the valley we saw the forming
of a lake.

Water lakes began appearing
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With the scrapbook of photos and the photos we took of the island
we returned to the ship and were soon on our way into space again.
While journeying in space we had time to really examine the scrapbook,
the large disks and the photos we took of Atlantis. We were thinking of
visiting Mars to see the actual features of Mars today.
Adventure 30
Mind Readers
Returning to Zorn’s planet we were ready for
another
adventure. This time I was on the journey with Sky, Mary, Kevin and
Ted. We had built a new space ship that had more up to date
and advanced equipment.

Our new space ship
Zorn told us of a planet that had a unique society. This society
seemed to have mastered the mind. Before we left earth there had been
great advances in controlling the mind with a capability of one in an
electric wheelchair controlling the movement of the chair by only his
mind. A leading physicist, in an interview said that within 5 years man
would be able to read a person’s mind and control many things by just
thinking.
When I heard this I was worried that the government would use
this to control the people of America. I was anxious to see what this
society had done with these techniques of mind control.
It took us 4 weeks to reach the planet of ‘Tru’ and landed without
incident. As we disembarked we were met by an image that we thought
was not human but a projection, a hologram. She was beautiful and had
a sort of heavenly vision.
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“Lady of Vision”
We approached the vision and she spoke. “Welcome to ‘Tru.’
Would you please, one at a time, step ward for a brief moment?” We
did as she asked, each stepping forward for a very brief moment, and
then stepped back. The vision then disappeared and we were
approached by a group of what we thought was a welcoming party.
The tall man stepped in front and welcomed us to the planet. He
remarked, “Sorry about the slight delay. We always search our visitor’s
mind to see if they were sincere people and were not here to harm us.
Our ‘Lady of Vision’ greets all visitors and we run a scan on their
minds so that we know whether to welcome them as peaceful visitors.
You all have the most sincere of purpose and have come to meet us in
peace.” We now know almost everything about you, and yes Ted, our
‘Lady of Vision’ is beautiful. Ted had thought that and now the
problem was how to clear our minds of anything that might be taken as
derogatory. We did want them to know we are friendly and not warlike
but to be confronted with someone able to read and control our minds
will be hard to react to. I began to address this man whose man he said
was ‘Julius.’
“Sir, we are glad to meet you but I’m concerned that, while we
are friendly and have no harm in mind for you and your people, we are
not used to having our every thought read by anyone. We still have not
learned to control our thought and while we have no harm to you in
mind our minds are capable of having random thoughts that we really
don’t control.” I said.
“Warren, please set you mind at ease. We do not use our power in
everyday life. We do have control of when we choose to read one’s mind
or control a person’s thoughts. We have very strict laws about wrong
use of our powers and strict punishments if one does abuse this power.
We use it to control bad actions, not thoughts; we use power to improve
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life and even help when we use mind power for constructing or moving
heavy objects. We did have a lot of trouble when we first harnessed and
invented this capability. Some people abused the power and many
crimes were made because of the information that can be secured by a
mind reader. Our judges were empowered with the capability when
hearing a trail and soon crime began to decline - as a thief or worse
could not hide the truth. Our businesses and even our politicians have to
be honest. Our citizens must approach an arbitrator if they want to use
the technique and can’t use it in things like – courting a wife or
husband; or stating an opinion that must be an honest one. We have had
this ability for over 150 years and while we have had some problems we
have been able to solve them without conflict. So when a young man sees
a beautiful girl that he really thinks is someone he would like to know
better we do not allow this relationship to use mind reading – only when
they decided to marry do we expose them to the truth test. So far we
have not had divorce in many years. At some time one of the two might
fail the test but if one is found out to be lying this shortcoming follows
them the rest of their lives. They are given the chance to change and if
wanting to get married they must pass the test again. When and if there
is an accident and someone is killed we can read the person’s mind for a
few hours after death to see if he was murdered and know who it was or
if it was an accident. So far we’ve been all right with this technique.
The device that we use is conspicuous and when used everyone
concerned knows that the truth will be found out.

Truth Gear
So there is no doubt when the device is used. We have a document
that is like your Constitution that guarantees the rights of all citizens.
When a child is born we install in him or her the correct ways to grow
up as a good citizen. We do not interfere with parents and they have
learned how to raise a child and not have to use any device to make
decisions that are best for their children.
Our first night, before bed, our group discussed what we have
been exposed to. We agreed that this was a unique society and they
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seemed to have it controlled but we had reservations. Ted was the most
hesitant – What if a group gains control of the government and uses
mind reading to control the population in their plan? What if all they
want is to gain power and control? There was a lot to think about if one
would ever adopt this knowledge in a society.
Sky did have limited mind reading ability. We knew he was a very
good person and didn’t abuse this ability. It was more of a feeling he got
when he met a person. He felt that Julius was telling us the truth but he
also had a bit of hesitation about accepting this society as being
applicable to our type society. “Maybe, “he said, “We could use some of
their ideas but our society would have to become more sophisticated to
do this.”
Mary remarked that, “I didn’t have to have truth gear to believe
you (Warren) when you said you loved me. I’d feel a little guilty if I
insisted on truth gear before I married you.”
This was a very advanced society. Their architecture was very
interesting and their other advances were quite unique.

A house in Tru
We all got a thrill when we were invited to attend one of their
amusement parks. There was this one ride that was like our
rollercoaster but much more advanced. When we leave I’ll miss the
excitement of taking that ride.
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The sky coaster
We all were sort of glad when we said goodbye to Julius and this
planet. We looked forward to our next adventure. We were surprised
when Ted pulled out a ‘truth gear’ that he had persuaded one of the
officials to give him. We all had to think if we should keep it or just
throw it away. We decided to lock the device in a place where we would
all have to agree if we ever thought we would need it in a certain
situation.
Adventure 31
Tall People
We’re off on a new adventure; this time to a planet that Zorn
said had human-like people. They were different in appearance
then we were used to seeing. We approached the planet that Zorn
had named “Talshe.” We landed near the city and as soon as we saw
our greeting party we knew what he was referring to. We were
welcomed by two of the citizens. They were very tall and very thin.
Connie’s portrait shows their characteristic appearance.
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Citizens of Talshe
As one would assume, their buildings were also tall and thin. The
normal citizens liked in houses that were built to fit their height and
their beds were about 10 feet long. Below are two of the typical houses
that normal citizens lived in. The ceilings of their houses were at least 12
feet and one house can be seen with large windows in the front of a
house.
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Typical House
Another house was tall and thin and this type was common in
their city.

Slim House
The government and commercial buildings in their main city were
very modern and contained the tallest buildings I have ever seen. Much
of the planet was either water or mountains and really was unfit to live,
so their main population was centered in the main city and housed in
huge, tall buildings capable of housing 1000’s.
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A mile high building

Two of other tall buildings in city

Capital building in Talshe
The two that met us seemed to be a little hesitant as they felt selfconscious as they were so much taller than our party. They took us to a
building (the Capital building seen above) and everything in the
building was so high and the chairs and furniture just didn’t fit a man
of 6 feet. They excused themselves and said they were sorry that they
had no furniture that would suit us. I told them that it was okay that we
were here to meet new societies in space and had experienced the
differences in our race and the race that we would visit. Like earth
their planet had small cities that had ‘normal’ houses for most of the
population with their cities developing buildings for commercial and
other ventures that were best located in a city and where, because of
lack of suitable land they had to build up, thus the high buildings.
I asked if all their people were tall.
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The lady, whose name was Adora remarked, “Once we were
about the size of all of you but with a gene that made us tall was
multiplied and in two generations all of our people were born tall and
thin. We once had a city that surrounding a tall mountain that was in
the center of our city. Gradually, through the years we built new
structures around the mountains and tore down the old small
structures.

“The Mountain”
We began building our buildings high into the sky and still they
didn’t reach the height of this huge mountain.”
I asked the man, whose name was Heicht, “What is on top of the
mountain?”
He answered that the ancients have forbade then to climb the
mountain, but our youngest generation is insisting that that is an old
legend and that there should be a group that would explore the top.
With the excitement of exploring I told Heicht, “I’d like to go with
that party and climb to the top.”
Thus began the starting of our climbing party the next day. The
exploring party included me, Ted, Sky, Connie, Karl and Hugo. The
others stayed behind and were to keep finding out about this society of
tall people.
It took us most of 4 days to get to the area that we made an
encampment and made plans to climb to the summit in the morning of
the 5th day. We found that the air didn’t get thinner or the temperature
colder. The atmosphere was the same as at the bottom of this tall
mountain. My mind was wondering about what we would find at the
top? Would there be just a mountain top or would there be something
interesting.
It took us about 4 hours to reach the summit and we were amazed
at what we found. The top was not just a tallest part of the mountain
but there was a valley that was surrounded by the other peaks of the
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mountain. This valley was green with plants, trees and surprisingly a
village next to a lake.

The lake in the valley
We were met by a group of people that appeared like they could
have been from earth. They greeted us warmly and invited us into the
village square. It was surrounded by beautiful fruit and trees with very
pretty colors, every color of the rainbow. This square was large and
built in a circle surrounded by houses and workshops. It remained me
of the city of Sorrento in the country of Italy.
We were served cakes and cookies and a red burgundy wine. All
the citizens were dressed in colorful dress.
I had many questions to ask.
Seated with us was a man with a beard and a beret whose name
was Pikous and I asked him, “How long have you been on this mountain
top? Have you never traveled down to visit the ‘tall’ people?”
He answered, “No, we have lived here for 100s of years and being
content in our life we have never even gone out of our valley. We do not
know of anyone else. Our ancestors tell the story that they came here
from below and settled and built our village. We were a cultured people
with emphasize on the arts. Our citizens are painters, sculptures,
musicians and artisans. We spend our time in the arts. I will take you on
a tour to see their works. We do not have to worry about food or water.
We just pick the fruits off the trees year round, get our water from the
lake and most often eat our meals in the restaurants of our gourmet
chefs, which is their art. We have art shows every week and concerts
every night. We have numerous artists and composers and every minute
of our time is spent in advancing the arts. Once you see our art works
and have a meal prepared by our chefs you will appreciate each other's
talents.”
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He took us on a tour of his village. Never before have I been
exposed to such art. Connie just walked around in a daze as did Karl.
Never had they seen such masterpieces or heard such music. Connie
thought that the village was populated by Rembrandts, Raphaels and
Michael Angelo. Karl heard music the equal of Beethoven, Brahms and
Bach. IN this small village were the equals of the Vatican, the Louvre
and the Museum of Art in New York City. They had the village’s
museum, a building that contained generations of produced art works.
This building was the largest and longest I have even seen with every
inch of the walls were masterpieces of art. While the populace lived in
homes that were not exactly modern, the architect of the art museum
had designed and built an ultra-modern structure to house their art.

The art museum

One of 1000s of paintings
Karl, while we were on the mountain top went to every concert
that he could and was speechless in his praise.
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Sample of music
The same architect had built the concert hall.

The concert hall
Karl not only was excited about the caliber of music, music that
was more modern then he had ever heard. It was music from 1000s of
years in the future. He was most amazed at the acoustics of the hall. A
solo violin could be heard as if you were right next to the soloist. The
artistic level of the musicians was unheard of. A pin that dropped would
be heard like a gun shot.
Like the Vatican Museum one could spend years in observing the
art work and years upon years to attend musical concerts. Karl was
interested in their opera. He wondered what stories they used. When he
talked to one of the composers he asked about the material that was
used for the stories of their operas. While this village concentrated on
the live arts, the stories were written by gifted novelist. No book was
written just to read but was always made into an opera or cantata. The
genius of the stories used for their operas rivaled Shakespeare and
Dante.
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I was now worried about this civilization being ruined by visitors
from below and how the ‘tall’ people would react. We had been on the
mountain top for 2 weeks and it was decided that we should return
below. When we reached the bottom and relayed what we had found the
wise leaders of the ‘tall’ people agreed with me that we must keep secret
this artistic society so that it will not be spoiled. We decided to do that
and that only a few visitors would visit the mountain top to give their
support and help if ever needed. It was hard for Connie and Karl, and
all of us to leave the mountain top and knew that we had to return for a
rewarding vacation to spend some time in the future.
I thought to myself, “what a society. It can’t be changed or
harmed. It must be kept secret.” (Connie, Karl and others of our group
had visited this society a number of times and it had not changed. They
have kept this secret and vowed it would remain a secret for their
lifetime.)
Adventure 32
The Gravity & the Underground
Back on Zorn’s planet we began to plan our next adventure
into space. This time Zorn suggested that we visit a planet that was
unique as gravity was different then earth. It was decided that
myself, Greg, Mary, Ted and our newest crew member Ghosh, the
being that wanted to be human. With our new developments in space
travel we were able to arrive at this planet that we named ‘Upgraf’.
As we approached our orbit we suddenly saw a number of rectangle
boxes rise from the planet and the float into space. Each had a trail of
exhaust from the rear and they broke the pull of the planet and
floated into space, disappearing in a short time never to be seen
again. As we got closer we saw other objects leaving the planet
and the also floating into space. We were lucky that some of these
objects did not hit our ship as some were rather large. One looked as if
it were some sort of vehicle.
We landed on what we thought was an airport but it was
different then what we thought of as an airport.
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The ‘Airport’
The airport didn’t have any hangers nor did we see any airships.
It was just a flat area between two high walls of stone. We landed on the
surface and looking up on the cliffs we saw a group of people that
appeared human in their appearance. To our surprise two of these
people jumped off the cliff and landed near our ship. As we opened our
door we first throw out some of our equipment. Before it hit the ground
it rose into the air and before anyone could stop it the equipment drifted
into space. We then saw the two people raising their hands and shouted
to us. They were pushing their hands toward us. Ted understood
immediately. He remarked: “Don’t get out of the ship or you too will
float into space.” It appeared that there was no gravity on this planet.
The two people were now next to us and asked permission to board our
ship. I didn’t see any danger and let them aboard.
We sat down and Mary began to understand their language. The
taller one, Huo who was only about 5 feet tall began: “Welcome to our
planet. I notice that you are used to having gravity where you come
from. On our planet there is little gravity. Through the years and the
ancients we have grown our bodies to gain weight in our feet and legs
and also wear weights so that we are not taken into space. Before you
leave your ship you must figure out how much weight you will need to
stay on the surface. The formula will be balance between your weight
and the additional weight needed.”
We then had Greg figure out how much weight we each needed. It
was not difficult for him and soon we had put additional weight tied to
our legs and were free to jump onto the surface with our new friends.
Greg thought that it was best to have Glosh stay with the ship as being a
transplant shape he would just float into space. While he was
disappointed he understood that it had to be that way.
We didn’t walk with our visitors but followed their lead and with
no gravity we followed them to the top of the cliff with little effort as we
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would jump up a normal stairway. In a pass of a moment we were up on
the top of the cliff. We were met by the other citizens that we saw when
we landed. I not only noticed their large feet but a footprint of a foot
that I had Ted take a picture of the print and myself standing next to it.

A footprint and myself
I thought to myself, “Boy that print would even dwarf ‘Shag’s
feet. All the people had tubes covering their lower legs to add weight to
their body weight. I also noticed that Norman’s eyes were very large.

The Tubes
We were led to a building that was modern in design but strange
that it was geared to the fact that on the outside it was held by large
braces that remained me of the cathedral of Notre Dame. I noticed one
of the people’s feet and tried not to laugh as it remained me of a circus
clown’s shoes.

Feet & shoes of a citizen
When we entered the building our guests took off their weights
and while they had big feet we noticed that there was a sort of a
normalcy of gravity. Our guests remarked that while inside they had
developed a sort of gravity that would allow them to not have to worry
about gravity.
I had a lot of questions to ask them. I began: “What are all those
boxes leaving the planet and all the other objects we saw. Norman, the
main citizen answered; “Well, this is a very small planet and we do not
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have room to bury our dead so we give them a funeral and then send
their bodies into empty space.

Coffins in space
The other objects are things that were not tied down sufficiently to
remain on the surface. Accidents happen and as a result we lose them
into space.

Braces between two buildings & a new building in construction
Suddenly we heard a loud siren. Immediately Norman and the
rest quickly left us saying that they would be back shortly so just wait
where we were. They left and Ted had been looking out one of the
windows and shouted, “Come here, look at this.”
When we got to the window we saw a two bodies floating in space
but slowly ascending. We then saw a bright beam of light that
immediately went to the two bodies. Gradually the two bodies were
lowered to the surface.
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Norman returned and told us, “Sometimes a citizen did not put on
the correct weigh and then would begin to float into space. Depending
on how much weight they had they would ascend to space at a speed
that was corresponding to their weight. We have developed a tracker
beam that would bring them back to our surface. Before we invented
this beam we lost some of our citizens to space.”

Body in tractor beam
We then were led to a dining room and served food and drink.
These people were very friendly and Greg asked about exchanging one
of our inventions for their tractor beam technology. Mary suggested
that we share our language technology so that Norman and his people
could converse easier. They willingly accepted so by our visit we gained
another ability that would help us in the future. Norman gave us night
goggles to see better as his eyes could see in the very dimly lit area.
We were taken on a tour of their main city. It was not a pretty city
to our standards with all the buildings having large braces but it was a
necessity for their civilization.
As we walked around we noticed that there were not many people
on the surface. Norman then took us to a cave-like opening that had a
descending staircase. It led to a large cavern and it was then that we
noticed that most of the social activities were conducted under the
surface. The buildings on the surface were more for official use with
most of the people living under the surface in these caverns where
gravity was normal and the temperature was a nice 60 degrees.
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Lake under ground
We first noticed a beautiful lake where Norman said that most of
their need for water was satisfied.

A view of underground
We were escorted to a car-like vehicle and rode around for what
seemed like miles looking at the beautiful underground sights where the
citizens lived. To go to the surface was a treat and they would often go
up and view the scenery of the surface and sky.

The escort car
We passed a huge opening. Norman said that they mined the
materials needed for construction and other uses of the minerals that
were found underground.
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The mining operation
Mary noticed that there were no animals to be seen. Norman said
that indeed there were no animals and didn’t at first understand what
an animal was. They had never seen such a creature. Only humans were
on this planet. We next came to a cavern that was still incomplete.

An unfinished cavern
As we continued our tour we began to hear music. So this society
did have some things in common with us. I wished that Karl had joined
us to hear the music. While it wasn’t very loud the sounds had echoes
that made it seem that it was all around us. We entered what I would
consider a concert hall where we saw a large number of people listening
to the concert.
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The concert hall
I asked Norman to stop so we could hear the music. No concert hall
could hope to duplicate the sounds we heard. It was hard to leave the
area but Norman said we had more to see.

The organ

Another view of concert

We next came to a cavern that had tall pillars that Norman said
which would once sculptured would became art objects. I thought that
this civilization did have their arts.
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Objects to become sculptures

sculpture finished from stones

Painting on cavern ceiling

We next came to an area that Norman said was a recreation area
that included a water slide for their young. It was boarded in wood on
the ceiling.
We next came to an open space. Norman told us to hook up the
harness that was connected to the car. This area was open to space and
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we saw what was explained to us was a worker dressed in a suit that
would keep him on the surface while he was doing some kind of work. It
was an uncanny sight with the sky looking like a sea of beautiful flowing
colorful clouds.

The worker and the sky

Another area of their home underground
We were shown the finished ‘house’ that was being readied for a
family moving in. No furniture had yet been installed. But it showed
their use of building techniques below the surface.
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Entrance to underground house

The huge main cavern of planet
Just off this main cavern we were amazed at the next sight. It was
a waterfall underground that was spectacular.

Waterfall Underground
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We were invited into one of the underground houses and the view
from the house to their front yard.

View from house

Room in this house

We entered another large space, got out of the car and Norman
led us up a mobile stairway that had been built in the cave.

Mobile stairway
Once up the moving stairway we came to a new sight. First we
entered a tunnel that was decorated on each side of the tunnel. Coming
to the end we found a huge lake. Norman directed us to a small boat in
which we got on board and began drifting.
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Lake and our boat (on right)
As the lake turned we came into a larger cavern and discovered it
was another concert hall, larger than the previous one. Norman
explained that this was for large musical concerts, more serious in
nature than the other which was more for ‘popular’ music.

Large concert hall
We next began to walk down a railed pathway and I wondered
what could be possible left to see from all we have already seen. I was to
have that answer as Norman told us that this would be our last stop
before returning to the place we started.
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The pathway
We entered what was the largest cavern we had seen. Norman
explained that this was the meeting hall for all the population. They
would meet to decide any important issues. The total population voted
on what direction would be the best for all concerned.

The great cavern hall
This area was so huge that it would hold 12 ‘superdomes.’ After a time
just looking around in amazement Norman took a ‘short’ cut and soon
we were back where we started.
Being very tired from our tour we decided to say goodbye to
Norman and his planet saying that we would return in the future and
bring some of our crew so that they could appreciate the planet.
Norman told us that we should leave quickly as a ‘sky’ storm was
approaching. It seems that it didn’t snow frozen water but with no
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gravity the pressure allowed various elements to be floated off the
planet and when reaching the sky during a storm it would produce toxic
rain and during a storm no one would go to the surface in fear of being
killed. WE left quickly but saw the ‘rain’ that was falling was in all
kinds of color much like when one put a colored log on a fire.

The sky just before a storm

Adventure 33
Adam & Eve
We were on our way home and noticed a small planet that
seemed to have an atmosphere suitable for humans and saw that
there was plant life and even animal life as we orbited around the
planet. We did
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not have enough fuel to land but marked the planet’s location and
planned to return for a look once we returned and made plans for
another trip. As we were leaving we noticed a small ‘fireball’ that did
not crash but landed on the planet. With this happening we knew that
we must return on our next trip.
It took us more than a month to finally firm our plans to return to
a planet that we named ‘Parady.’ On this trip would be Karen, Karl,
Connie, Ted, myself and Kevin. The woman wanted to all be on a trip
and this planet seemed to be a good chance as we didn’t think there
would be any danger.
We took about a week to arrive and immediately went into orbit
and found a very good place to land. Our meter showed there was
animal life but a weak signal detected human life, but with a weak
signal there would not be a large population.

We landed on this open area and prepared to disembark. Ted said
that he would, just for our safety, take along a rifle. Kevin noted life on
his meter and we started toward this direction. We walked from the side
of a small river and upon reaching the top of a small hill we were
startled to see, in the land below, animals. These animals were all
together and appeared like animals that we had on old earth, but they
were together and not attacking one another. As we walked around
from where the animals were a small deer past near us. As I was
walking, Ted remarked, “What did you say? I couldn’t understand
you?” I looked at him and said, “You must be hearing things. I didn’t
say anything.” We walked for another ½ mile and Kevin pointed to an
area and said, “There’s the life.” We hurried and were surprised to see
two humans, a man and woman. We had startled them but Karen
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reached out and took the hand of the woman and seemed to calm her.
The man also seems puzzled but didn’t seem to be afraid of us. Karen
blushed and said, “There are naked,” which we all noticed. Connie’s
painting of them would show this in our record.

Connie contacted our ship and had Mary beam down some
clothes. The two put them on with a puzzled look as if to say ‘why do we
need these, we’re not cold. But Connie helped the woman and I helped
the man.

Karen noticed the fruit lying on the ground which I assumed that
was their food. She took each one and made sure it was not poison. But
she did find one that should not be used as food. She asked the woman
where she had gotten this particular fruit and the woman pointed to a
tree. Karen motioned to her that the fruit was bad and should not be
eaten. She tried to explain that some food is good and others are bad.
The two seemed like children.
Ted asked them where the ship was that they had landed with.
The man pointed and began to walk to the landing spot which was not
far away. As we approached the ship we heard noise in the bushes. Ted
raised his gun and was going to shoot the beast if it came closer. Ted
again heard someone shout, “what is that thing?” He turned to me and
said, “Now what did you say?” I told him I didn’t say anything.
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We were now at the ships landing area. It was a small module
only able to hold two people. Ted examined the inside. It had no dials
and he thought that it was meant to only land, and it was not able to be
mobile again. There was only one marking. He thought it looked like a
picture of the sun and moon with a cross based on it.

We returned to the rest of the crew and the woman. As we
approached we noticed a number of animals had come and were next to
the woman. Karl and the rest were in a group and didn’t seem to be
able to move as they were scared that an animal, especially what looked
like a lion would harm them. Ted immediately raised his rifle and fired
a shot in the air. It startled the animals and they began to run away.
The woman (we named Ave and the man Mada) were given our
language shot and Ave said, “That thing scares me.” What is it?” Ted
said it was a rifle and he could use it to shoot any animal that attacked
them. Ave said, “Why would you want to do that? They are our
friends.” She the approached the lion and said, ‘Now tell these people
that you like them.”
The lion just answered, “We do not want to harm you.”
A reaction from all of us was one of amazement. This animal
could talk. Then all the animals returned and began to talk, each one to
a member of our crew.

Some of the animals
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It was then that Karl began to talk spontaneously, “The relation
of this situation is so close to the Bible’s Adam and Eve that it is most
unbelievable and impossible. Was this a repeat of the events on earth
and did this happen on more than one planet?”
Night was approaching and we told the pair that we would return
at dawn and have more things to talk about with them. They didn’t
seem to want us to go but we had some discussion to have about this
event.
When we arrived home and after talking to Dr. Conner and Zorn
it was decided that we should call a meeting and discuss what we had
discovered. Immediately we all agreed that it was a re-enactment of the
Bible story. We arrived a short time after the couple had landed. Just
having arrived on the planet the two were very new to the environment.
One question to be answered was whether we should return or to let
progress evolve in its own way. Kevin had not found any other human
life on this planet. Would there be more arriving? Mary had warned the
woman about eating from the apple tree and now wondered if she
should not have said anything. The fruit would make one sick but would
not poison anyone. Connie wanted to return and take a small animal
that looked like a small cat and remarked that what a trip it would be to
have a pet that you could talk with. We decided that we would take
some time before we thought of returning.
I had Josh trace the capsule that the Eva and Mada had arrived
in and he was able to do so but only when it approached the ‘white sky’
and then he lost the ability to track it further. He remarked, “I don’t
want to know if it really came from Heaven.”
Adventure 34
Conference
Greg, Josh, Sky and Marilee, his wife, Kevin, and Zorn
with Ghosh when not on a space adventure were working on
scientific problems. The main one was to find a way to get Ghosh a
human body. Zorn had the idea of asking various scientists from
other planets to come to a conference to discuss and develop new
scientific devices to help advance science and knowledge.
Surprisingly all accepted. Zorn had to build a new building to house
the visitors, (the tall, the heavy, etc.) and built a huge round table to
take into consideration the special features of all the visitors.
This group included: Xuip (the crab-like creature, Frozen Bill &
Juell, from the green planet, Reese, from the reincarnation planet,
Butz,
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Cy, from the circle planet of heavy people, Ghosh, the shape, Ian, from
the stone planet, Isen, from the Waring planet, Braun, from the brain
planet, Cory, of the computer planet, Erin, from the robot inventors
planet, Julius, from the mind reading planet, Adora & Heicht, from the
tall people planet, Pikous, from the art culture planet, and Huo, from
the non-gravity & Underground planet. And Cy from the fat planet.
Conference Table
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Never before had there been assembled such a group of people.
The first thing to do was to draft a document that would unite all us and
our guests. Each had their own desires and needs and all had special
talents that when combined together I was sure that new and great
inventions would be discovered. This document took weeks to develop
but finally we had something on paper that united us all and still
preserved each individual needs. It was a long document and was
somewhat like the American Constitution but much more. It became the
“United Space Constitution.”
Our next job was a project that Ghosh, Greg, Sky and others had
been working on – to secure the process to give Ghosh more of a human
body. With the examination of Ghosh vital statistics which were put into
a computer, assisted by expert Cory. Cory also added all the scientific
information from Reese, Julius, Erin & William, Xqip and especial
Braun (who came to realize that he didn’t know all that was to be
known). Using all these experts and their various skills we came up with
a machine that would allow Ghosh to become solid in human form. But
a surprising thing happened. Not only were we able to do this but we
found that we could reverse the technique and thereby giving us the
ability to exit our bodies and take the shape of Ghosh. This technique
meant we could visit various planets without exposing ourselves to
danger and could explore freely. Cy, with his knowledge of circles
designed a new space craft and Julius’ mind machine would be put to
use on other travels. But the amazing added result of our experiments
was that we found that we could also use this device, with certain
additions, as a time machine. With the help of Cory we had hooked up
to a computer every single cell of a brain and thus the human brain was
open not only to a 1/12th capability but a complete 100% of the brain.
Our only problem was how to control this powerful apparatus that we
had. Karl was working overtime to try and present a program that
would allow us to control the complete mind.
With this time machine we all were anxious to take the first trip to
the past. There was much discussion as at what and where to go. There
were many mysteries of the past that now would be solved. Karl wanted
to go back to the Baroque Era and hear Bach play alive; Robin wanted
to visit with Shakespeare; (our entire group wanted to go back to the
names they had placed on the monument. My names on the monument
were the Unknown Soldier and Dr. Conner so I thought that I would
choose to go back to the battle between the Neanderthals and the Homo
Sapiens. Because we could always grant each their wish the first trip
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was what I had decided on. Ghosh, myself and Mary, Ted, Connie and
Erin & Williams were the crew.
Adventure 35
Time Machine to the Past
We arrived on a desolate earth some 28,000 million years
ago. Our module was invisible and as we drifted over the surface
we soon found a village that had to be a village of Neanderthals. We
took some pictures of this group.

Neanderthals village
A picture was taken of what we assumed was their leader we
named Grogg.

Grogg
It was decided that we could capture one of them and give him
our language shot and have Mary try to converse with him through the
use of the mind reading apparatus. We saw a man who was separated
from the group and was hunting so we used our tracker beam and
brought him up to our ship and into our medical facilities. We had him
strapped to a chair and when he came around from the drug he
struggled but soon just sat there. Mary began, “Hello, we are a friendly
tribe and do not want to harm you.”
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Grogg made some grunts but then began to talk in broken
sentences through the mind device. “Me, (we couldn’t understand his
real name) I am leader. Me brave and good hunter.”
Mary answered, “Well, we can’t say your name but let’s call you
Grogg. Tell us about your tribe; how many are there in your tribe and
do you live in the village there?”
Grogg: “That is my village. We have many. There are (raising his
fingers 10 times which mounted at about a 100.) We stay in village
during summer until the snows come then we move down to warmness.
There we hunt for food from animals, larger than us. We do not go out
of valley as there are enemies there. They are more people than we have
and they have better spears. Once our tribe was scattered all over but
when we met these other people they began killing us all. My tribe is the
only one left.”
We had many pictures of his tribe and the surrounding area. We
sent Grogg back down but suddenly we saw a large beast approach
their camp. Immediately Ted aimed the ship’s weapon and fired on the
beast. The weapon was powerful enough to kill the beast and members
of the tribe gathered around the body and began cutting meat for their
food.
We proceeded and next visited the tribe that Grogg spoke about.
It was what we had called Homo Sapiens. We flew over their village and
took pictures and planned to secure one of this tribe to question. We
brought up a man we named Manuel and went through the same
process as we had done with Grogg.

Homo Sapien Village

Manuel

Manuel repeated much of what Grogg described but with more
intelligence which could be seen immediately as he began to talk.
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Manuel: “That other tribe are savages. They are stupid. One of them
was watching our village and one of our hunters hit him with a spear
and killed him. (EX: IN 2009 a skeleton of a Neanderthal was found
with a spear wound in his ribs.) While we don’t hurt them we distance
ourselves from them and they are a dying tribe, not able to keep up with
what is needed to survive. We are going to try and help them if they let
us. They are a proud tribe and their leader Grogg seems to want to be
friends.”
We sent Manuel back and as our time was running out we
proceeded to return home with our pictures and stories of how the
tribes of Grogg and Manuel became friends and mixed into one tribe
and one race, the human race.

Adventure 36
Return to Earth
It was decided to return to the earth. It had been a number of
years since our last visit. All the crew wanted to return to see the
development on the earth. America had been divided into two
continents and the Mississippi river was now an ocean. With two
Americas' we were curious to see who each America developed. How
did the citizens rule the two continents of new America?
We first landed in what is now called 'East America. We first sent
Ghost to photo the population and wee waiting for his report. Anxiously
we were excited about his photos and report.
Ghost returned and we sat down all together to listen and look at
what he had found. With many of the cities ruined by the catastrophic
that the earth was exposed to. The total population was much less then
when we left. It seemed like East America was more of an agriculture
society and reminded us of early America of the 19th century of the
past. It was ruled by the Negro race with the remaining Caucasians
working in the fields. But they were not slaves but just working
individuals. The New England area was now an industry area and
worked well with the farmers. Both areas worked together and all were
prosperous. Their government served the people and with modern
electronic gears each citizen voted on computers and the officials elected
were monitored and if an official did not serve the people well another
election was held.
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Adventure - 37
Faceless People Planet
Continuing on our voyage through space we came upon a planet
that was earth like. But, there were four moons circling the planet. The
sensors picked up life forms and we formed a landing party and landed on a
beautiful scene. We explored the landscape and came upon a city unlike we
have ever seen before. There were no tall building and had small huts for
homes. No center place in these numerous little huts. No government
buildings or hospitals, etc. that we were so familiar with. Greg remarked
that they must be a primitive society. We walked to the hut that was nearest
to us and shouted out a greeting. Out walked a 'creature that was a shock
to us. There was a creature without a face, only one leg and seemed to hover
over the ground and were very tall and slender. I began to greet the
creatures and was suddenly hearing things in my mind without a word
heard. There was no sound that the others heard but the voice said
'Welcome to our planet.' I thought that it was mental telepathy so I
thought: 'Thank you, we come in peace,' The 'person answered, 'Yes we
know. If you hadn't you would have not got this far toward us. My name is
Thia. Please come into my hut and we'll talk and get
acquainted.'

I had tons of questions and after bringing us a drink of a very
delicious drink we sat down and began to get acquainted.
Thia began: 'We are a small planet and have been here for
many millions of years. We began as much different as I imagine your
race did. Over the years we developed our senses to what we think of a very
high level. Through the years we evolved into our present state. Many years
ago we were much like you. As we developed we found our ways of living
and existing. Luckily we have had no wars and matured into our present
state. Over the years our senses evolved into a high state of development.
We found through our minds that we could exist without eyes as our
brain evolved into radar like sense. Then our mouth was un-necessary as
we got our nourishment from the air and our sun and hear through our skin.
We can read your minds so no vocal sounds are needed. I can read your
minds and know that you come peacefully. You wonder how we are off
the ground? Our four moons cause this kind of gravity. We have three
types - what you call a man and woman and a third type that bears our
young and tender them until they can exist on their own. We live a very long
life and have no diseases. We have never been visited by anyone until you
came. I have one request - that you go through a
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spraying device so that any germs you have we will not contact. We have three
hours before anything will affect us."
While we at first we hesitated we did do this and once it was finished felt
at once relived to have not affected this race. I asked a number of questions
about their society. Did they have art or music? What was the makeup of their
society? Did they have a center government? With four moons did they have
day and night?
Thia introduced us to another member of their group; a man who was
said to be a historian. Hura answered:
'When we are born we have an insight of past art, music and history. If
we want to hear a musical composition we just think of it and it comes. We
can picture a work of art with our minds. No need of your TV, radio or
computer. We know of all of our past history and record our present
happenings. Our recreation is n the mind. If one wants to play a game we get
with another and play it in our minds. Our bodies float and often lay in the
lake to relax. We have no crime and bad thoughts are erased from our minds
if ever they come which is never. Our coin is blank on one side. We have no
need of a center governing body as we are all equals. We have no food for you
and thus you may not be able to stay very long.'
I hesitated to tell them about our society as they would not understand
it. My thought was that we should never speak of this place and never tell of
its location. We thanked them for their hospitality and soon were on our ship
and continued on our way in space. A commotion was heard in a lower
compartment. We hurried down and were amazed to find a creature from the
planet we just left. We hurried him to the medical lab and gave him
vaccinations to prevent our diseases from harming him. We gave him a place
of his own and let him rest for awhile until we could question him. He would
be a welcome addition to our crew and we all had a lot to learn from him and
him from us. We learned that he was a child bearer and I wondered if our
thoughts would make him a baby. Why he hid in our ship was twofold: 1) to
be sure we never gave the location of his planet and 2) to help us develop our
society to a better one. 'Its' name was 'honor' and the third 'sex' of his place
was called 'Equal' by their society. He said their society was named 'the Just'
and their planet 'The Just Moons.' Robin was to be the closest to Honor.
It was in our fourth month of travel that Honor announced that a baby
would soon be born. We all asked 'Who was the father? We found out that it
was Dave Conners. What was the baby going to look like? Would he have the
abilities of the Moon people? It would be answered in another five months.
The baby was born and had the features of humans but with the ability of the
moon people. And he could change his face from a human one to one of the
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moon people's face. We named him 'Fue' short for 'Future.' He was to be our
life saver in a future adventure of our crew. Fue had the ability of changing
people's mind and this talent would save the crew in our future adventures.
This would be answered shortly as we flew across space to meet our fate.
Adventure 38
Two Separate Continents
We have arrived at a planet we named X5. As we arrived in orbit we
witnessed the planet was in a huge flood. As we made our third orbit the
flood waters were receding and we got our first look at the landscape. We
scanned for life and only found one bleep. It was on a high mountain that
escaped the waters. We got a landing party together consisting of Fue,
Mary, Doc Snow and me (Conners). We were greeted with hesitation but Fue
put in their minds that we were peaceful. There were four people, a man
and woman and two children, the only survivors. We wondered if this new
planet resembled earth but in another universe or dimension. We talked and
they told us the history and it resembled earth. So there was a parallel
universe. They wished to stay and we knew that they must so we went up to
our ship and left.
A question? - Will we travel to other planets that resembled earth? We
hated to leave them but we must and let them live their future on their own.
So many planets yet to go to! Traveling on for a month we finally
came upon a new planet. What would we find there? A new landing
party was formed consisting of Robin, Greg, and Ted and Hugo who had
wanted to be on the next landing party but kept Fue in our party.
In space the planet seemed dark with little light as there was only
a small sun orbiting the planet. When we landed it was very dark and we set
up a base camp and were waiting until morning but as it came it lasted
only an hour or so. There was little land on the planet, mostly consisting of
water. We had noticed from our ship that there were only two
continents. Both had mountains with flat plateaus. Each had a city on
them. One with very tall buildings and the other small huts that were tall
and slender. We immediately thought that the well developed one would
have domain over the other. With tall huts and tall buildings these citizens
must have similar genes.
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The huts

The Tall buildings

We were greeted by a number of citizens that Fue said were friendly
and welcomed us. Fue told us that they knew little of the other plateau's
people and never went there. They had boats to make the trip but never went
to the other place. Why was this? We were told that they were forbidden to go
there. They could have easily traveled there and conquered these 'backward'
people. But they worshiped these 'primitive' people. We hesitated to go there
but after staying with our friends at the big city who had a civilization much
like earth. We arrived at the small village and at first no one came to greet us.
The village was a group of domed structures. A voice spoke and asked why we
had come? We answered that we were space travelers and were searching for
other life in space and on foreign planets. A citizen came out to meet us. This
person was huge, over 9 feet tall. He towered over us and we asked his name.
He replied that his name was not important but you could call her Minerva.
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Robin said hello but hesitatingly backed off. Something was worrying her. She
turned to Greg and whispered something in his ear.
Greg reacted with great surprise. Was what Robin said could be true.
Greg told the others and all of us were shocked. Could it be true? Could this
be the Roman God Minerva, the goddess of wisdom?

Minerva
Minerva seemed puzzled by us as we were of her. Fue told us that she
wondered how we got to them. In a million ears no one had visited this place.
It was forbidden. But, she welcomed us and we were ushered into the dome
and seated in a luxurious room (fit for Gods). Soon others came in. All were
dressed in regal attire. We were in the presence of the Roman Gods. So they
were real. It scared all of us. We were given wine and Fue said the gods were
wondering about us. Gods wondering about us!! Fue said these Gods had
inhuman powers but not the powers of understanding. They were used to
having their own way and always had control of others but they wondered if
we were other Gods of other places they did not know of.
Robin spoke to them and told them we were the last of the people of
earth, a place they knew of well. They knew this but wondered how we were
alive thinking that all were killed. Their great powers caused the great flood
as the humans they developed on earth did not obey their wishes. Robin
assured them that we were different. So far Fue saw no problem with them
toward us but even Gods wondered how we were able to travel into space
thinking that the human race was not capable of doing so. Even as Gods they
had limitations. Fue felt this and related this to us. The Gods felt weird about
our presence but related to us that they were controlling the other population
of the planet much as they did on our earth.
Greg asked them if they could direct us to a fit planet for us to settle on.
Minerva directed us to a large round panel in the center of a room where the
universe was pictured. She pointed to a planet some light years away and said
that this planet was the best one to house us. Fue told us that we should go
quickly. We thanked her and hastily got on our ship and left. We put the ship
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in overdrive and left the system quickly and never looked back. So far this
was the most unusual happening yet experienced and would never get over it.
We all hoped that we would not run across any other planet with Gods on it.
There had been many Gods worshipped while on earth and we didn't know if
we would run across these many Gods on our journey. Ted joked "why didn't
we find a place with a lot of virgins on it." Josh wanted to find a place with
winged angels. Robin wondered about finding Josiah and asks him about if
the flying wheel was an alien ship to visit the earth. We all joked about it as it
made us feel better as we were on our way again.
Adventure 39
Identical Space Ships
Greg was busy inventing new gadgets to help to improve the
ship's performance. After eating a great dinner prepared by Karen, Karl
gave a concert of Bach's 'Art of the Fugue' and finished with his own
finishing of the last Fugue which Bach died before finishing. Connie
presented Fue with a new portrait that was of Fue. After the concert Robin
recited a new short story.
Ted and Hugo were working on a new addition to our ship-a window
to observe the stars. Josh continued to look for new planets and Dr. Conners
and Josh were playing a chess game. Warren and Mary were discussing
new language for the man new experiences that were had on our voyage.
Fue was just taking in everything new to her. We were all enjoying an
evening and everything was going smoothly. Suddenly Fue became
excited. She approached Dr. Conner and was upset and spoke
hurriedly. Dr. Conner I think there is in the distance another space
ship. Hearing this everyone jumped up and proceeded to the con. Josh
was there ahead of us and was attempting to find the ship. Dr. Conner
decided to wait to hail the ship and see if the ship contacted us. We waited a
number of minutes but no message.
After a long sleep both Ghosh and Sky joined us in the Com.
The complete crew now was on the Com. This would be the first time
we had observed another space ship. We finally got hailed and the
message was observed with astonishment. The voice that came
through related the following: "This is Dr. Dave Conner on the earth
ship. Please acknowledge. WE all looked at each other in a puzzled
amazement. Could it be true? It was our ship and our crew.
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Crescent I
Crescent II
Fue conferred the fact that was hard to believe. What shall we do? Our
Dr. Conner relayed his acceptance and would reply in a later message. We all
had to think about the situation. Karl came up with a theory. He thought that
we should relay a message to the other ship that one of us was lost in time and
each had to find a way to find their way. Not only one of us but both had to
find a way to have time work to have both ships combine in time and thus
become one again. Warren, Dr. Conners and Josh immediately began to work
on Karl's theory. After hours of work they came up with a hopeful solution. It
was a theory and we had to find the right way to put it in existence. Kevin had
the solution. Each ship would program their time machine to the same
existence in time. This would take each ship to the same time and destination
and melt together to become one. It was dangerous and only a theory but it
was worth a chance. Our Dr. Conner contacted the other ship and both
agreed to do it. The plan was put n action with both crews praying for success.
Then on a signal the plan was put into action. There was a pull on our bodies
and then silence with a time that seemed to stop. Then our ship stopped and
we all thought-was it successful. Josh looked and scanned the skies. No other
ship. It had worked. We all felt relief and seemed to have a renewed energy.
Thus we experienced a new phenomenon on our journey into space.
Everything seemed normal and we all wondered what was the next
'phenomenon' we were to experience. This normalcy soon ended when we
approached another planet. As we got in range a message was received. It was
from the planet below. There is danger for you on the surface of our planet. If
you try to land there will be danger. It will not be from our citizens but other
sources. WE tried to ask what the danger was but lost transmission.
Some of the crew didn't want to find out the danger but Ted and Hugo
along with Ghosh and Fue wanted to know what the danger was? It was
decided to send them down to scout the area where they would land. Fue
would stay in the landing pod and the others would scout around.
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It didn't take long before the danger was discovered. Ted and Hugo
along with Ghosh ran into a group of dogs, then a group of sheep and finally a
menagerie of all kinds of animals who were all not dangerous or aggressive.
They continued through the meadow and finally reached the city. The people
came out to greet them and were excited to see that we had come through the
meadow without any injuries. The citizens feared the creatures and never
went out of the city walls and thought it dangerous to do so. We attempted to
tell them the animals were friendly. One citizen said he would come with us to
greet the various animals. First we came unto a dog. We approached the dog
and pet him. As the man (named Gus) approached the dog the dog began
barking at him. Evidently the dog didn't like Gus. We wondered why? Gus
said that all the citizens were allergic to the various animals. Ted sent a
message to the ship to tell them of their experiences. Karen almost
immediately knew what the trouble was. It was their diet. Some food they ate
caused a reaction from the animals. After getting the diet of the citizens
discovered that one certain food was causing this problem. She made up an
antidote and recommended not to eat a certain vegetable.
There was an instant remarkable change. The citizens came out of the
city and wandered among the animals and even took some to act as pets. Thus
the change of the citizens about the animals and great joy was felt by each
citizen. All were so pleased by this development and all the crew came down
and had a banquet with the people of the village. Karen was hailed as a hero
and all were pleased as we took our leave of the planet.
Adventure 40

The Fun Planet
We were on our way again, not knowing where but we were in
empty, dark space with the sky filled with bright lights of distance stars and
Josh was looking for new planets. He found a number of possibilities and
the crew got together to hear what our next stop would be. After much
talking between the crew Dr.Conner derided that most agreed to direct the
ship to a planet that seemed to shine with a deep blue color. It would
take about a month. The crew's moral is high and looking forward to
our next adventure. We have been in space for many years and had many
experiences.
As we approached the planet our radio had what was music-more like
a calliope. Mary was on the phone with someone on the planet and told us
that we were welcome. Dr. Conner sent down to the surface Mary, Karl and
Ted. They were met by a charming lady. She welcomed them and took
them to some other people in a charming house. The population spook
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English with a slight accent. The people seemed to enjoy our visit and not
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came from a space ship. The landing party still heard sounds and was
escorted outside and to where the sounds came from. It was an amusement
park. There they found hundreds of people in the park enjoying rides on
various carnival attractions. The park was huge with everyone having a good
time. Ted and the landing party got on various rides and had a good time.
After the rest of the crew came down and also enjoyed themselves.

Dr. Conner and some of the leaders had a conversation and talked about the
planet's culture. The leader told Dr. Conner that this was an entertainment
planet. They had visitors from other worlds besides us. Dr. Conner asked
about what the citizens did. 'Why', remarked the leader, 'we just enjoy
ourselves. Our food is provided as are our needs so there is no reason to work.
We just get up in the morning, have breakfast and go to the amusement park.
There is no working class as there is no work. A main computer takes care of
everything. We go to the lake and swim, boat and relax. There is no need to do
any work we just enjoy our various amusements and enjoy the scenery. This
may seem like heaven to many but Ted did not like the ways of this planet.
Karl thought it would be good for him, just giving concerts of which many
citizens played in the large symphony. He sat in with the jazz group in a great
jam session and was in second heaven. Robin also enjoyed the various reading
groups and recited some of her work. Kevin got to see the master computer
and was eagerly examining the computer and really lost in its works. But
Kevin, Josh and Ted hesitated to take part in the entertainment and couldn't
understand a society that only played and not worked. Josh said it would get
boring not having any work to do. There were no challenges to overcome each
day. Josh was totally lost. Eventually all the crew felt the same. We spent only
a few days and said our goodbyes and once again were on our way. The crew
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was glad to again travel in space and were wondering what the next planet
would be like. Karl, Robin and some of the others enjoyed themselves but with
no challenges they soon also became bored.
Adventure 41
The Opposite People
Josh, our astronomer spent his time charter the spaces.
His
instruments could reach millions of miles into space. It was while searching
space he came upon a very unusual occurrence that must have happen
thousands or millions of years ago. N his screen we saw an image of two
planets that had crashed into each other. No a violent crash but sort of an
immersion. Both planets kept most of their land with only the crash sites
blended together. Scanning the two there was evidence of life.
Dr. Conner formed a landing party of himself, Warren, Mary,
Connie and Ghosh. When the two plants collided there were two
individual populations. Each had an appearance foreign to the other. It
was a miracle that few were killed during the collision. It must have
been a gentle come together, an unknown occasion of two huge spheres.
It was decided that the team should split up. In one group was
Dr. Conner, Mary and Ghosh, the other of Warren and Connie.
Dr. Conner's team approached a place that consisted of some
buildings and after viewing this place from afar they noticed people dressed in elaborate uniforms, carrying guns.

A Rept

A Militep

Warren and Connie approached the other planet, hesitating to make
contact with the population after a contact from Dr. Conners. Warren
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observed some of the population and was shocked by their appearance. They
were more like reptiles than human. Suddenly they were surrounded by a
number of the population. They were gauged and bound and marched about a
mile to a place that they were set into. Hours passed by and then they were
moved and set into two chairs. Their gauged were removed and they saw that
they were in a large room. One stepped forward and said "who are you? Are
you from Militep? Connie was surprised that they spoke English. Warren
then addressed them. What is Militep? We are from far away and come to
explore these planets and meet their population. We mean no harm.
One approached us, probably their leader. He said, "I believe you. You
are wondering how my people speak English. I can read your thoughts and
know that you come in peace. Both Warren and Connie, while still amazed
were relieved. Warren spoke: We would like to know the history of our planet
and of course the other one. We come from a planet called earth which was
destroyed by natural occurrences. And then asked "Do you have contact with
the other planet?"
The one named Abraham spoke "After the collusion we sent a party
over to scout the other planet. We were met with hostility. Creatures like
yourself fired upon us and killed two of our scouting party. We have never
attempted to try and talk to them. They speak a strange language to us."
Connie asked "You speak English, our language. How did you acquire
English?
Abraham spoke "While our appearance is very strange to you we are a
cultured people. We have a cultured people and have very sensitive knowledge
of other languages as we searched space. We know of your culture and
welcome you."
Meanwhile Dr. Conner and the others approached the people. While
these people hesitated Mary recognized the language - a bit of French and
Spanish and English, a language spoken in the population of early New
Orleans. Warren's Phone rang and it was Dr. Conners. He told Warren about
their encounter with people on the other planet and told them all about the
Reptile people.
Connie then communicated with these people. They told of the
encounter with the reptiles. Thinking that they were just reptiles we were
afraid of them and shot at them to protect themselves.
Dr. Conner had an idea. They would have a group of each of the planets
and meet to converse these two people together and have an understanding of
each other. It would be difficult and take a while before each trusted each
other but this was a start.
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The first meeting went well but naturally each hesitated but each group
was amazed at each other and how strange it was for them to be talking to a
reptile and likewise a reptile talking to a human. The reptile leader could read
the minds of the human, sensing hesitation but a will to work something out.
This helped with the arrangement. Connie acting as an interpreter was able to
communicate skillfully in that role and she was a good choice to be in the
landing party. It was natural that each race was amazed at the appearance of
each race. It would take time for their relationship to be 'normal.'
Our crew landed in a center place for both planets with only Greg and
Karl left to man the ship.
It seemed a month went by and things were going smoothly. The young
people of each race began playing with each other. One boy got on a young
reptile and rode around. Soon all the children mixed together and had much
fun playing. Unless something went wrong and one hurt another there was a
Court set up for equal justice. Dr. Conner was sure that each race could work
of any differences between the races. He thought that if these two races could
be friendly why various races on earth couldn't do this?
Returning to the ship the crew felt good about what they had
accomplished. Josh immediately noted the coordinates of the planets and
charted a new course and soon they were on to their next adventure. Dr.
Conner noted the two planets location and would keep track and in touch of
the two planets progress.
Adventure 42
Mysterious Planet
Visit to Strange Earth
The crew settled down and went on with each member doing his job.
Space was a strange and interesting place. What would be their
next adventure?
After traveling some a month Josh suddenly remarked that he
has found a planet that have the atmosphere of earth. Dr. Conner directed
ship to the planet and made plans for landing parties. It was determined
that there was sign of life. It was planned that they would take shuttles
and scout the terrain and return to the ship and discuss their findings.
Each of the parties reported the same amazing details. The planet
was almost a duplication of earth. There were some continent drifts but one
could tell that they were similar to earth's continents, only the poles did not
have ice but a landscape of tress, rivers and remnants of structures. There
was much to examine and discover.
As there was no sign of life Dr. Conner made up a number of parties to visit
various places on the planet as he felt that there was no danger in doing
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so. The first went to the North pole, another to the South Pole. A group went
to the ruins of New York and another to Paris.
The North Pole group found ruins of cities that seemingly were mashed
down by centuries of ice. amazing they found what looked like strange
aircrafts, not like familiar crafts but more like future aircraft. Few structures
were left standing but it could be seen that there once were huge cities on the
continent.
The group that went to the south Pole saw similar features with lakes
and rivers still flowing. There once was a civilization there that had to be
millions of years old.
The party that went to Paris saw the same destruction of the cities of
Europe as they flew over the landscape. The Eiffel Tower still stood but
around it was ruins. Something destructive happened on this planet.
The group that landed in New York City had similar experiences. Dr.
Conner was going through the ruins of what was the New York Library and
suddenly began shouting. He had found something important. In one of the
vaults he came across a metal box, opened it and found a disk. With the disk
was a letter. He gathered all the groups and all returned to the ship. They
gathered around and listened as Dr. Conner read the letter. It read:
"If one has found this box with this letter and disk . It will explain what
is happening to our planet. There was a nuclear war. A rouge country began
by launching a number of missals and in return were answered by a barrage
of missiles. A number of cities were wiped out with millions of people killed.
The number of nuclear explosions began to ruin the atmosphere and
numerous volcanoes exploded. Our planet is doomed." Josh played the disk
and it recorded the devastation of the planet.
Dr. Conner stated that they should send some crew down to Cheyenne
Mountain, the last resort of leaders assembled for any attack. They landed at
the base and as radiation was not found they entered the structure. In side
they found the bodies of these enturned. On one desk they found a computer
and it had the following message. I am one of the last alive. We were safe from
radiation but eventually ran out of food. We made the best of it and in my last
message was to tell the events of the last years of live on Earth.
The wars began that were to hasten the end of life on our planet.
Nothing could be done and the only activity was to die with honor and leave a
message of these last days on Earth.
This was not our Earth but another dimension of Earth. Both of the
planets known as Earth had met a similar end. Each had doomed their people.
All the great accomplishments of the great writers, composers, artist and
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politicians were now just things of interest. They had no meaning now. Their
works are saved in time capsule hoping they would be found.
There was nothing that was left to do and the crew assembled back on
the ship, all feeling despondent over what they have found. The question on
their minds was: "would we find another Earth planet in space?

Adventure 43
Tesla's Planet

Our new spaceship was in harbor to put new equipment on it
so Warren, Sky, Mary. Ghosh and Josh took the Crescent which also had
been equipped with the same new equipment as the new ship 'The Comet'.
We and returned to Zorn's planet as that was now our home base. Josh and
Zorn and other intellectuals met as a council each week. The subject for
today was of a new planet that was discovered that was a great mystery. One
time it was seen at a certain area and the next gaze into space it wasn't there
and appeared in a new area. Zorn's astronomers had been searching for
years to find a pattern of its disappearance and re-appearance at another
place in space. This council was trying to figure if there was some
pattern to when it disappeared and re- appeared and where. Finally a
pattern was discovered and this was the object of the new mission. To
direct the ship to a place that was thought of as its new appearance.
The mission was at the spot of this mysterious planet and in
amazement the planet appeared. They circled the planet and tried to
contact it with no results. There was live on the planet but no answer to our
transmission. It was decided to land on a plateau that was seen. Kevin had
been working on a new 'gadget- a teleportation machine that once the craft
left the main ship it would be teleported to the surface in sections. He
couldn't do this with a human but those on the landing craft once with the
capsule were in no danger.
They saw no cities only forest, mountains and beautiful meadows
with flowers and rivers. Could this be a planet, in most ways very similar to
earth, have no inhabited. They stepped to the surface and together walked
toward a group of tress arranged in a circle. There in the center was a
futuristic building. The scanner could not find any other building on the
entire planet. They approached the entrance of the building and entered.
They saw only one room with very high ceilings. In the center was a
giant computer. It was running and many bright lights were seen on this
machine. They approached this machine and Warren sat down and gazed
at the screen. After some thought he began to punch the keyboard and on
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the screen came a giant list of names. All looked at the list and were also
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down to see how long the listing went on. He stopped at the 'T's' and saw the
name of Nicholi Tesla. He began scrolled around and found the names of
many he recognized. Names such as Mozart. DiVinci, Ruth and so many
others. He went back to Tesla and highlighted it. Suddenly a figure appeared
on the above platform. Warren immediately recognized this as Nichola Testa.
The figure spook: "I welcome you to 'Heavoon'. You are the first to come
here."
Warren spoke, "Are you Tesla?" "Yes, remarked the figure. I am
Tesla."
"I don't understand," said Warren."
Tesla replied, "I have been brought to this planet after I died. This is
what happened to sols that die on Earth. We are spirits and are here on this
planet and our souls are interned into this computer. The souls of those who
are interned into this computer are the ones that have made a difference in
our lives for the benefit of others. There are the great musicians, artists etc.
that have made a gift to the people of earth."
Mary remarked, "Where are the others?"
'They are on other planets and are to make a choice of returning to
Earth so that they may live their lives as we - to make humanity better. If not
their souls in a computer until they decide to return to earth. They have a
choice for 5 years at which time they are returned to Earth to live there and
the cycle continues until they do make a difference to humanity. That planet is
very crowded and has a larger computer than this one. If they stay there is no
problem and there are no feelings or discomfort, they just exist.
"I am surprised that you have found this planet," said Tesla. "The
power that exists to governor this planet is not known to anyone here. When
one first dies and comes here they are puzzled and try to think of their
situation but no one can. This planet moves from deep space and each 100
days move to another place in deep space. The souls on this planet are content
in staying and no one has returned to Earth. There is no existence here there
is just here. What could Mozart do if he returned to Earth? It would not be
fair to those returning if they had to compete with Mozart. Bach wanted to
return and finish his 'Art of Fugue' but cannot. DiVinci wanted to return to
help one country to win a war and invent new weapons but was not able to.
Lindbergh wanted to return and fly from the Earth to the Moon and back
again to set a new flying record. Your crew is scheduled to join us when they
die as they have made great progress for all of the planets in space."
Sky said, "Mr. Tesla, do you want to return to Earth?"
"Me? No Sky, I'm having a great life viewing the progress of electronics
on Earth and at times sends down a message on certain people's mind so that
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they can do some great things for Earth. I received some messages from space
to help me in my theories and all the inhabitants up here at times help some of
the talented people on Earth. So we all have an effect on certain humans that
we help them progress things on Earth. We can't change their minds and it
makes us feel very bad when a human does things that hurt the progress or
the citizens of Earth.
Warren remarked, "Can we meet any others?"
Tesla thought for a moment and answered, "no, but if you pray for
something and it is moral we can try and make it come through. Prayers are
very important to us and we all try and help those that pray. While you are
here I can give you a wish that will help progress humanity."
Mary said, 'Can you make all the people on Earth speak the same
language?"
Tesla again thought for awhile and said, "No Mary, the power had
made a decision on that many years ago. We can't go against his wishes."
Sky spoke, 'Mr. Tesla can I request that there be peace on Earth?"
Again Telsa said No, 'There are always two sides to a coin. There will
always be band and good. Humans must work to have more good than bad."
It was Warren's turn to ask for something. He asked asked "Mr. Tesla,
can you have someone on Earth to develop an instrument that would help the
problem of Globe warming?"
Tesla again thought for some time and then said, "No, as there are
natural phenomenon's that only 'the Power' can change. Once the power
decided on how natural events are formed they can't be changed. Those
humans who mess with nature are not the people we will welcome here.
Nature must take its course. We here do not understand the discussion made
by the "Power." We have power in our thoughts for the benefit of humans but
have no power to change what is or what will be. There are ways that humans
can change certain things but others there is only one 'Power' that can do
that."
Each of the landing party have asked a request that were denied. Could
they think of anything that Tesla would grant?
The youngest of the group, Sky, had the answer. He asked Tesla if he
could grant that Karl could not only finish Bach's work but add to it with a
new continuation if the work.
Tesla said, "Yes, I can do that. Karl will become a great composer and
will add to the music literature some new styles and technics that will progress
music. The music of today's Earth composers are not going in the right
direction. His new style will become the music of the future."
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Another figure appeared. Mary knew that it was Bach. Bach spoke, "I
am J. S. Bach and I agree with Michola. Karl is now receiving some mental
thoughts and is now working on this new style."
Warren then asked, "Can I ask Doctor Salk if someone can come up
with a cure to Cancer?" Dr. Salk appeared and granted Warren's wish.
Now it was Ghosh's turn. What could a shape like Ghosh ask? He was
not a human and could he be granted a wish?
Tesla said, "Ghosh while you are not human the 'Power' has power over
all aliens. What do you wish?"
Ghosh thought for a minute and then said, "Mr. Tesla I wish that good
health come upon all beings."
Tesla then said to Ghosh, "As you are not human your wish will be
granted and the thoughts of us here on 'Heavoon' also wish that. But it will be
by those working on various planets to find cures for disease. We can't in a
moment grant your wish but with our help all planets will eventually find
these cures." But I can grant you that you and your fiends will be of good
health the rest of their lives.
Warren had one more question to ask Tesla.
"Can you tell us of the Earth's history?"
Tesla answered, "Yes, There have been four times the citizens of Earth
destroyed themselves. One such civilization had reached a high level of
progress only to reach a point where their advancement used their knowledge
to destroy itself. Many of the past four had build huge monuments but did not
honor 'The Power.' The 'Power' had given life to humans and waited to see
how they would progress. The four were watched by the 'Power' and did not
hinder their progress. He gave them the ability to think for themselves. Four
times they failed. You were witness to the destruction of the fourth. Some of
the four did not honor the 'Power' and even denounced the 'Power' and thus
the 'Power' sent down destruction to certain places, even bringing on a giant
flood. We do not know if the 'Power' will given another chance to the human
race with a third civilization. Another civilizations on unknown planets have
been given a chance at life and it is said there is a planet that was given a life
and has progressed morally and has been in existence for thousands of years.
Where this planet is will never be known. I doubt if you could ever discover its
whereabouts.
Warren again asked Tesla a question? 'Is there anyone who can tell us
of certain mysteries that were on Earth? Who built the Pyramids? What are
crow circles? How was the Sphinx built?
Tesla thought for a minute and brought the scholar Homer. Tesla said,
"Homer will answer your questions.
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Then appeared the figure of Homer, the ancient Greek.
Our minds were trying to continue to remain workable.
Homer looked at us and began to talk: "First let me say that there were
beings that came to Earth during past civilizations. They were an advanced
race and had learned powers that no other race possessed. Once power was
given to a human who built large monuments in the United States. Their
power could move huge stone blocks and left these huge buildings to mark
their appearance on Earth. They even let crow circles to guide humans to
higher thoughts and abilities if they only knew how to read these circles. A
earthquake happened in the Egypt's desert and a huge mountain came up
from the deeps of the earth. These aliens drilled with lasers a statue of one of
their scientist heroes to honor his life. Others of their species built other
monuments such as Stonehenge and those in the country of Peru. They
remained on the Earth for about a century and while on the planet built other
buildings and monuments to remind future aliens if ever anyone else visited
Earth as they would see the progress of this alien civilization. They were
concerned with the humans they found but hesitated to leave them their
abilities they thought that it would not be the right thing to do for the humans
they found.
I must go now. Our planet will be moving and disappear soon and you
all must leave the planet surface or you will be going with us. We do not know
where we will be but because of your presence the "Power" will make sure we
are not found again.
They proceeded to their landing craft but saw that Warren was not with
them. He must have stayed with Tesla and the planet. They had to leave the
surface and proceeded to their space ship. They wondered if they could tell of
what they had experienced. Who would believe them. This was an experience
that could not be believed even to themselves. They would not tell of their
experience on this planet or what was discovered. It was once in a long
lifetime that this experience would never be repeated and never again was this
planet discovered. Josh would search time and time again but it never
appeared on his scope. he tried to contact Warren but to no success. He never
stopped trying and hoped one day he would have success. We all missed him
and wondered how he was doing. They were sure he would contact all the
souls on 'Heavoon.' Warren was the first of the original crew that they had
lost.
Adventure 44
Warren's Stay on Planet
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From a huge window in the planet's computer center Warren watched
the landing craft take off for the space ship. He wanted to have many
questions answered and he sat at the computer and wondered what was to be
his future on this planet. He could bring up any soul that he wanted. He, as a
scientist needed to have answers. He had to stay and get these answers. The
sols on this planet had the answers. He thought that it was worth his chances
to find out the answers to what humans had wondered since their existence.
He didn't think of his future or death but needed to known unknown wonders
and needed answers to these questions.
He felt a quick jerk and then a sense of speed. Looking out the window
he saw nothing but black upside. No stars, nothing but black.
He yelled, "Mr. Tesla, came back, come back to me." Warren hadn't
experienced anything like this. What was he thinking when he stayed.
It seemed like hours and still a sense of speed continued with black
dominating space. Suddenly feeling a jolt he felt the forward movement stop.
He wondered where he was and what was he going to experience now. He had
not see Tesla or any others since he started this journey.
Warren Lancer why are you here, spoke a voice? Warren looked up
and saw a figure dressed in a monk's robe.
"Who are you,'" demanded Warren.
"You should not be here," the figure said. "I am St. Jude, the savior of
lost souls."
"St Jude? The savior of lost souls? What about your own soul,
remarked Warren.
The 'Power' has rule over us and makes decisions over us. I had not
sinned. I was told to do what I did and I was hung by Romans soldiers. I am
your guide now. The 'Power' told me to help you in this hour of need. When
you stayed on the planet you have come to the haven of Saints. It must be
decided if you belong here. If not we must debate what to do with you. Have
you led a good life while on Earth?"
Suddenly an angel appeared and escorted Warren to a dome and a
room of glass. Nothing was said and Warren needing sleep laid down on a
bed. He slept soundly and woke up and saw food on the table. He got up and
sat at the table and began eating. After finishing his breakfast he wondered
what was next and where was he?
He didn't have to wait long as an angel appeared at the door and he was
escorted blindfolded and seemed like he walked a half mile when he was
stopped and the blindfold taken off. He found himself in a simple room with
only a chair and nothing else. He heard a voice, not an audible one but
thoughts in his mind. He heard his thoughts say, Mr. Warren, you have had
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an experience that no other human has ever had. The only inhabits of where
you are being my Saints, who are the only ones here with me. You are a good
man but never should have stayed on my planet. No one could have stopped
you and now you are here. You do not belong here and soon you will be
transported to your own world. You will not remember anything that took
place here. Your mind will be blank and will not be able to tell your friends
where you have been or what happened. When you return you will be a
blessed one and gain spiritual feelings.
Suddenly Warren was swept in a winding wind. He passed out and
woke up in his room on the space ship. He went right to the bridge and those
there were astonished to see him. All the crew was assembled and wanted to
know what had happened to him. Warren couldn't tell them anything as he
didn't remember his experience. He felt an inner peace and could only say
'Bless you all." His mind had visions of angels and of St. Jude but didn't
understand why. He kept them a secret.
He began working with Kevin on a machine that would document that
would chronicle a civilization if certain things were removed. Warren
suggested they remove explosive items as TNT and guns. Their civilization did
not discover these terrible items. What would be the results? Would history be
changed for the good? No guns so no cannons or bombs. Would the world now
be safe? From the cave man to the knights of Medieval times no guns were
there. Then came the time that guns were to be discovered. No guns appeared.
Was the world peaceful? They skipped to the time of the Civil War. Was there
a Civil War without guns? They came to Pickett's charge - no guns but just
swords and spears. Then to World War I - no guns but still a war.
They skipped to modern day Chicago. The city was crowded and had its
slums. They went to the newspaper of the times and saw that the murder rate
was up. It was as ease to kill a person with a knife and a knife was available
for anyone to get and carry. There were more murders in Chicago than the
city had when guns were available. Warren knew the solution. It was his
spiritual mind that gave him the answer. People must return to God. Young
people must be trained to respect one another. But was this possible? Warren
prayed every night for this to occur. But more than one person needs to pray.
He would ask the 'Power' to help. Would he? Why would he allow evil people?
The "Power" is great but why? Would the "Powers" solution be another
flood or catastrophe? Warren had no answer. Would there be another
example as in ancient times with the cities of Sodom & Gomorrah with
Chicago, New York and Los Angeles? Warren knew that evil exist with good.
If the "Power" didn't do it how could he? Must he accept this? It was beyond
his understanding why the "Power" does not stop evil. He knew the "Power"
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did not stop evil angels from coming to the Earth. When would the last battle
happen? Was it near? Does it start in the Near East? When will the battle of
Armageddon happen as there any way to prevent it? Must he accept it and
not be able to do anything about it? What could a mere human do against the
"Power?" It seems impossible to think that he could make a difference. Even
if he got millions of people to think the way he did it would just be a puddle
against an ocean. It is said that the meek shall inherit the Earth. Warren
questioned that and he wondered how unless the meek gained an unearthly
power? When he turned the other cheek what was next-another blow on his
other cheek? He didn't have doubts on the power of "The Power" but he
didn't have any such powers. In his travels on the space ship he had seen
strange worlds and 'powers' of some of its citizens. No one on Earth had any
such powers. Questions do not warrant answers. Assumptions are not truths.
Thinking good thoughts do not make them happen. Is fate concrete or could it
be changed and how?
More questions and no answers thought Warren. Nothing Warren could
think or do could give him an answer. Could he just accept it? It was not
enough for Warren to live a good life. That might affect others in good ways
but would it make a difference to evil? He thought that even 'The Power"
could not banish evil. It was the way of the universe. The 'Power' gave
humans a choice of the way they would live. He flipped a coin in the air and it
landed on its edge. In the middle he saw good and the outsides he saw evil.
Even a coin flip would usually land on one side or the other. There was his
answer. While good is hidden inside a coin most times the coin would land on
its side. Thus evil will always exist but within the coin is the good. We must
endeavor to split the coin, release the good and flip it so it lands on the good
side. The power of good inside of the coin is more massive the two sides. They
are only a covering for good and very thin noting the abundance of good over
evil.
Adventure 45
New York - 1925
The crew of the Comet was now united on their ship and all longed
to return to earth. It was decided to return to earth but couldn't know what
year they would arrive. With the new machine of Kevin the trip would
not take long and arriving we landed in the year 1925. Karl was
excited being a musician we had landed in the mist of the Jazz Age. No
member of the crew were alive, the oldest being Dr. Conner who was born
in 1910 and was alive during this time. His first question was whether he
would meet his younger self. Time travel was not yet completely
understood. We first acquired
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clothing of the day so we could mix with the people of the city. Money was not
a problem as they had gold in abundance. They must have a plan and would it
be a good thing to remain there? Would they later decide to go again into
space and have further adventures? They had to have a plan.
They entered the city and went to a restaurant and have a meal and
discuss how they would proceed. The big discussion was on whether they
would remain there - at least for a while. This was the closest thing to having a
permanent home. That presented a big problem. If Dr. Conners met his
younger self what would happen. A warning was thought of and all were
together on the idea that they would not even do something to change history.
Even a small change might be disastrous. They decided to split up and seek
experiences in the city. After getting a hotel they broke up to several pairs.
Karl and Kevin, Mary and Robin, Dr. Conner and Warren, Doc Snow and
Karen, Ted and Hugo, Greg and Josh, with Ghosh staying with the ship and
keep in communication with all the rest. The crew didn't think any weapons
would be necessary.
Karl land Kevin wandered around the city without any occurrence. At
night they went to a jazz concert with a New Orleans Jazz Band. Karl wished
he could sit in but Kevin warned against it. With Karl's knowledge of future
jazz style if he introduced the later style of what a musician like 'Monk'
played it would change the history of jazz. But he could listen to the jazz of
this era and get a true idea of how it sounded. Also he got tickets to a concert
to here the original Whiteman/Gershwin concert of "Rhapsody in Blue."
Kevin could be the inventor of TV which at this time was only theory.
But he could watch the progress and perhaps get a job in the lab that was
developing TV and help them along without any intervention.
Mary, Connie and Robin walked around the city. Mary as fascinated
with the new language of jazz and perhaps she could be a flapper. Robin could
easily find a job with a book publisher and perhaps publish some novels under
a different name. They all would easily fit into this era especially Connie. She
knew the great artists of this era - Oskar Shlemmmer who painted
"Concentric Group" and of course Dali and Picasso.
Doc Snow and Karen read the medical and nutrition journals before
venturing out on the street. It was very hard for Dr. Sow as he read of the
attempts of medical journals writing about cures for diseases that he knew he
could solve and prevent millions of people from dying. Karen would be a
welcome employee as a nutritionist. They visited a clinic and observe the
practices of the doctors and nurses. Upon returning to the hotel they both
were very bothered by the lack of the medical field in future successes.
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Hugo and Ted walked around and knew what terrible things were going
to happen in New York.

Vincenzo Argo body
Ted and Hugo did not know of the killing of Vincenzo Argo. They read
the story in the newspaper and decided to pose as reporters to get themselves
into the police scene. If they stayed they could easily get jobs n the police
department.
The last of the group was Greg and Josh. They went to inquire about
any info on the progress of Astronomy. Pluto had yet to be discovered and
Josh could get a 'gig' at a college teaching astronomy. Greg could also secure a
position as a college professor.
Dr. Conner went to the New York Library to do research of the events
of 1925.
It seemed that all could acquire jobs in their field if the group or any of
the group decided to stay in New York in 1925.
The group met for dinner at the hotel and described their experiences in
New York. Each group had a tale to tell and each person would fit into this
time without any difficulty.
Dr. Conner began the conversation. I am anxious to hear about your
time today. For the next hour or so each group told of their experiences. Dr.
Conner was pleased with what each group experienced. After they had related
their day Dr. Conner remarked: "well I see all of you had a great day. It's
quite a feeling to be n this time. I think we should continue to go around and
get set in this time. I suggest we stay for awhile but be careful not to change
anything. With all your talent we could change history in an instant."
It will be very hard not to insert your knowledge to help the progress of
history but we dare not expose anything in your adventures here. The
temptation will be great but you must not enter any information to the scene.
Each of you could change history knowing of the future.
The crew stayed for 3 months in the city and Dr. Conner had them meet
on the ship to discuss their future. Each crew member had strong feelings
about staying as one slip could change history. It would be hard to stay and
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not interfere with the flow of events that they knew would change history. Dr.
Conner did not meet his 'double.' and did not want to take any chance it
would be harmful. So they all decided it was best to go. Ghosh was getting
tired of being alone. Sop with the full crew aboard they sailed away not
knowing what was their future. With the approval of the crew they headed
back to Zorn's planet. With the new speed drive it took only 2 days to arrive
at Zorn's planet. They were welcomed and it was good to see old friends and
be able to relax among friends.
While Karl was n New York City and upon returning he discovered that
he left his work on finishing Bach's Art of Fugue." While it would be
explained as a lost manuscript and no longer did the world think that Bach
didn't finish his monumental work. This wouldn't change history much but
would give the world the completion of a masterpiece. He also left his
manuscript of the finishing of the unfinished Symphony of Schubert.
Karen missed having pizza available and a MacDonald hamburger. It
was exciting for Connie and Robin as they brought back original copies of
"The Great Gatsby,' and 'So Big' a novel by Ferber. Ted and Hugo went to a
Yankee baseball game and kept the scorecard. Karl bought a number of first
editions of some jazz groups. Kevin brought back a record player so Karl
could play the records. The others did not return with any 'loot.'
Zorn had a banquet prepared for them and everyone enjoyed
themselves. Then they retired for the night. During the dinner Dr. Conner
gave Ghosh a present. Ghosh opened it and laughed as laughter was the rule
of the day. It was a mirror. The crew repeated their experiences in 1925 to the
delight of all present. Some experiences were head for the first time by other
members of the crew.
Having read the novel 'The Great Gatsby published in 1925 just
walking around the city and enjoying the atmosphere of a big city in 1925. the
girls had a great time.
Ted and Hugo got to travel with the police and experience some police
arrest. Karen and Dr. Snow witnessed some operations and they found it hard
not to interfere and the person operated on. Karl met some of his heroes in
early jazz and wanted so badly to sit in on a jazz session. Dr. Conner spent his
time in the library and had no exiting experiences.
After resting and enjoying themselves for about a mouth Dr. Conner
and Zorn wee planning a new adventure.
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Adventure 46
Planets with Two Continents
We have arrived at a planet we named 'two planets.' As we arrived
in orbit we witnessed the planet was consumed in a huge flood. As we made
our third orbit the flood waters were receding and we got our first look
at the landscape. We scanned for life and only found one bleep. It was
on a high mountain that escaped the waters. We got a landing party
together consisting of Fue, Mary, Doc Snow and myself (Conners). We
were greeted with hesitation but Fue put in the inhabits - a man, a woman
and two children, the only survivors. We wondered if this new planet
resembled earth but in another universe or dimension. We talked and
they told us the history and it resembled earth. So there was a parallel
universe. They wished to stay and we knew that they must so we went up to
our ship and left.
A question? - Will we travel to other planets that resembled
earth? We hated to leave them but we must. We must let them live their
future on their own.
So many planets yet to go to! Traveling on for a month we finally
came upon another planet. What would we find there? A new landing
party was formed consisting of Robin, Greg, Fue, Ted and Hugo. From
space the planet seemed dark with little light as there was only a small sun
orbiting the planet. When we landed it was very dark and we set up a base
camp and were waiting until morning but as it came it lasted only an hour or
so. There was little land on the planet, mostly consisting of water. We had
noticed from our ship that there were only two continents. Both had
mountains with flat plateaus. Each had a city on them. One with very tall
buildings and the other small huts that were tall and slender. We
immediately thought that the well developed one would have domain over
the other. With tall huts and tall buildings these citizens must have
similar genes.
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The huts

The Tall buildings

We were greeted by a number of citizens of the modern city. Fue said
they were friendly and welcomed us. Fue told us that they knew little of the
other plateau's people and never went there. They had boats to make the trip
but never went to the other place. Why was this? We were told that they were
forbidden to go there. They could have easily traveled there and conquered
these 'backward' people. But they worshiped these 'primitive' people. We
hesitated to travel to the other city but after staying with our friends at the big
city we arrived at the small village. At first no one came to greet us. The
village was a group of tall wooden structures. Finally a voice spoke and asked
why we had come? We answered that we were space travelers and were
searching for other life in space and on foreign planets. A citizen came out to
meet us. This person was huge, over 9 feet tall. She towered over us and we
asked her name. He replied that her name was not important but you could
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call her Minerva. Robin said hello but hesitatingly backed off. Something was
worrying her. She turned to Greg and whispered something in his ear.
Greg reacted with great surprise. Robin whispered something to Greg.
Greg told the others and all of us were shocked. Could it be true? Could this
be the Roman God Minerva, the goddess of wisdom?

Minerva
Minerva seemed puzzled by us as we were of her. Fue told us that she
wondered how we got to them. In a million years no one had visited this place.
It was forbidden. But, she welcomed us and we were ushered into the hut and
seated in a luxurious room (fit for Gods). Soon others came in. All were
dressed in regal attire. We were in the presence of the Roman Gods. So they
were real. It scared all of us. We were given wine and Fue said the gods were
wondering about us. Gods wondering about us? Fue said these Gods had
inhuman powers but not the powers of understanding. They were used to
having their own way and always had control of others but they wondered if
we were other Gods of other places they did not know of.
Robin spoke to them and told them we were people of earth, a place
they knew well.. Robin assured them that we were different. So far Fue saw no
problem with them toward us but even Gods wondered how we were able to
travel into space thinking that the human race was not capable of doing that.
Even as Gods they had limitations. Fue felt this and related this to us. The
Gods felt weird about our presence but related to us that they were
controlling the other population of the planet much as they did on our earth.
Greg asked them if they could direct us to a fit planet for us to settle on.
Minerva directed us to a large round panel in the center of the room where
the universe was pictured. She pointed to a planet some light years away and
said that this planet was the best one to house us. Fue told us that we should
go quickly. We thanked her and hastily got on our ship and left. We put the
ship in overdrive and left the system quickly and never looked back. So far
this was the most unusual happening yet experienced and would never get
over it.
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We all hoped that we would not run across any other planet with Gods
on it. There had been many Gods worshipped while on earth and we didn't
know if we would run across these many Gods on our journey.
Ted joked "why didn't we find a place with a lot of virgins on it."
Josh wanted to find a place with winged angels. Robin wondered about
finding the Jew Josiah and asks him if the flying wheel was an alien ship.
We all joked about it as it made us feel better as we were on our way again.

Adventure - 47
Underground Buddha
The crew was anxious to begin a new adventure. With all their visits to
various planets there were still thousand yet to visit. What new wonders were
yet to be discovered? Arrangements were being made and everything was
ready. They had not been told the object of their new travels. Every crew
member was ready and they all would be on this trip. The universe was so
huge and there were so many planets to visit what would they find? It was
time and the Comet blasted off with all the crew aboard, but still no indication
where they were headed. An hour after blast off the ship had traveled many
miles. Dr. Conner was now ready to assemble the crew and reveal their
destination.
All were excited to know and were assembled. Dr. Conner began. He
spoke: "Zorn and I have spent many hours deciding where this adventure will
take us. Most of the planets are far away and it will take months to get to our
destination. We have selected a planet that we think will be interesting to
explore as it appears to be earth like but its surface is mostly mountains.
There are no oceans just land. I don't know if there is life without water.
There is no structure visible. No volcanic activity and no plant life."
Warren spoke: "We scanned for life and found indication that there
was some kind of life." Mary said: "It must be underground."
The Comet landed and the crew, with equipment for exploring caves
disbanded the ship and when all were off the ship with only a skeleton crew
still aboard they broke up into three groups to examine the terrain. They kept
in touch with each other and were told if anything tangible was discovered to
report to the other groups. Ted, Greg and Connie were one group; Karl, Hugo
and Ghosh and other, and finally Josh, Warren and Mary. The groups began
their search.
Scanning the terrain the first group headed by Greg found a cavern.
Surprisingly there were steps down by this long stairway. It extended down
into darkness. Carefully the group descended going down for what seemed
like a mile. Meanwhile the second group also found a stairway, and even the
third found a similar stairway. Greg told the entire group to keep in touch
and notify everyone when it reached the bottom. Simultaneous all three
groups reached the bottom and found touches burning. What kind of life
would they found and would it be friendly?
The group with Ghosh reached a large cavern and to their surprise the
other groups also entered the cavern at different openings. The walls and
ceilings were adorned with strange paintings. Examining the painting Ghosh

became excited and remarked: "These depict the history of my race. Wait,
there are people coming. Soon many shapes came into view. Ghosh rushed to
them and began greeting them with hugs and kissers. They group approached
the humans and welcomed them. We stood together greeting each other and
sat down while one of the 'shapes' told of their adventures. While they
wandered through space they were forced to desert their planet as it was
breaking up. They traveled until they found this planet. Not needing water
they found caverns and made it home. They didn't construct the stairway but
found them and entered into the underworld. They didn't know who made the
stairways. There were other stairways but they had not explored them.
Warren immediately wanted to take the other stairways and discover
where they lead. All agreed. Warren also assured Ghosh that he would set up
a communication device that Ghosh could reached his fellow People wherever
they were in space.
While Ghosh spent time with his friends the crew began to explore the
caverns, each taking a different pathway down. One group reached a spiral
staircase and began to descend. This staircase led to a smaller cavern and
were amazed to find on one end was a number of what they thought were
computers. Josh sat down and started one of the computers. As he began the
other two groups ended up in the same cavern and rushed to the others and
stood watching Josh at one computer and Warren another. When Josh started
his computer the others turned on. This was not one isolated computer but
many connected to each other. All the groups sat down at various computers
and watched what was on the screens. Greg said he was going to look around.
He and Connie began to wander and came to what Connie thought was living
quarters big enough to house over a hundred. There were beds and dresses
but no mirrors or sources of water. What kind of a society or group of people
needed no water and had no mirrors? They opened a wardrobe and found
attire of a strange kind. There were robes that reminded them of the type that
monks wore. They looked in a footlocker and found various items but one
caught their eyes. It was a strange language but Mary was very excited as she
knew this language. It language was that of the Rime movement, a form of
Buddhists with the head being the Dalai Lama. In the room was a structure
that Mary was familiar with. It was called a Stupa, the kind found in
Kathmasdi that symbolized the mind of the Budda. This religion taught oral
transmission of the teaching of Buddhism. One person remarked they had
seen other similar structures,
It was thought that the mind of Buddha Monks reached throughout
space and spread their message of peace. Mary had studied 'Samatha' and
learned from her guru. The Budda spread his mind but not his body through

space. It even had reached the 'souls' planet that Warren had mentioned and
reincarnated a number of souls to return to earth. Mary was in meditation
and had received a message. She had so much to tell the others.
While at the computer the others saw a message from the Budda. It was
on all the computers and Warren and the others realized that these computers
were used to spread Buddha's message through space.

A Stupa

A Monk's robe
The scouting parties returned to the main room and told of their
experience. All felt an inner feeling of calm and peace after hearing the tale.
It was time to return to the Comet. Ghosh said goodbye to his friends and
wished them luck. Soon they were on their way back to Zorn's planet.
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Adventure - 48
Bermuda Graveyard
The crew had experienced 'the Power' and 'The Buddha' and wondered
what was next? They have experienced various races and situations. They
could not think of anything else that they could encounter. The radar began to
bleep. Ahead of them were tons of wreckages of planes, boats, rockets and
other debris for miles around nothing but tons of salvage. Some were not
damaged but intact. What was holding them there? Warren monitoring the
screen noticed a high amount of magnetic force. The comet was beginning to
be pulled into this area. "Red Alert, Red Alert," he cried out. "Ship in
reverse, Ship in reserve." The ship lounged backward and with full power
slipped out of the magnetic field. All crew come up to the bridge. Dr. Conner
ordered all to man their instruments. Josh said "It's a huge area, a dangerous
one for anyone and their ship. It's Bermuda Triangle in space," Josh shouted.
They scanned the area and it was about a thousand miles wide.
They viewed the space in front of them and saw old airships, boats,
rockets ships and missals. It appeared to be a graveyard of boats, airplanes
and other things.
Josh wondered, "Is there any relationship to the Bermuda Triangle of
Earth? Warren scanned at one point of the space and noticed there was
something like a beam directed in the area of planet Earth. He warmed
everyone that going into this beam would be disastrous. Avoid it at all means.
Karl noticed a group of World War II aircraft. It was the lost flight that
was lost in the Triangle. So that was the answer. It was a beam from space
that took the aircraft and boats and that's how they disappeared. They must
leave but not before Warren held a vigil for the lost souls in the magnetic
field. They hastily left this area in space noting for others possible dangers. All
hoped that they would return home without any other adventures.
Adventure - 49
Machu Picchu
Again the crew of the Comet was home safe and was going to stay there
for awhile and get over their last adventure. Each time they said that would be
their last trip and would live out their lives on Zorn's Planet. But soon, as true
explorers, were ready for a new adventure. It was in their blood and makeup.
Josh had an idea. He'd spin the time dial and see what comes up? They would
then decide if they wanted to take the voyage to whatever turned up. It turned
up the year of the Spanish Conquistadors who begun exploring around 1533.
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The Emperor Pachacuti began constructing a city when the Spanish invasion
was under way. The flat plain was the perfect spot to build a city that was
surrounded by mountain. The largest peak was called the 'Old Peak' but
Mary said it could be interpreted as the 'Sacred Rock,' or 'Pachacuti's Rock.'
This was Machu Picchu. Mary was familiar with the ancient language of the
Incas.
The teams prepared for their latest travel. Taking equipment needed for
the jungles of Peru and with some of their gold to give to the Incas.
They landed outside of Cusco and marched to the Inca capital. There
they were met by Inca warriors but when Mary spoke their language they
became friendly. It might have been the dress we were wearing. We were
clothed in ancient Inca attire and we were accepted as one of them. They
became friendlier when we gave them our gold. They dined us and Mary was
told of a magic city that the emperor was building. They said they would take
up there and we could give our gold to the 'Sacred Rock' in honor of the Gods.
We all knew the story of Machu Picchu but no one knew where the Inca gold
was hidden. We trekked along the many miles to the high city accompanied by
a number of natives. Reaching the city we rested and drank of the pure water
that flowed through the city's water system.

Machu Picchu
The natives said we would take our gold in the morning and take it to a
sacred place.. The rest of the day we could explore the city. We knew of the
outlay of the city but not the underground tunnels. In the tunnels we saw Inca
carvings on the walls and each few yards were indentions filled with vessels
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and pots all filled with grain and other sustainable for life support. The tunnel
had various rooms, each one unlocked from a hidden knob.
After a long tour we came to the surface again and as we were
exhausted we all slept well that night. Tomorrow we would give our gold to
their Gods.
Karl was up early and was scouting the area in hopes of finding the
location of the Inca gold. He came back and excitingly told us of a path he saw
while up top of a small mountain peak in the outskirts of the city. He was sure
it led somewhere.
After breakfast the warriors told us to follow them. They began to leave
the city in the direction of the 'Sacred Mountain.' There was a path. It led to
the base of the largest mountain surrounding the city. There we labored up a
path half way up the mountain. There was a hidden cave. The warriors moved
a large boulder and behind it was a tunnel. We were handed torches and
moved down a long stairway. We suddenly came into a very large cavern. We
were astonished at its contents. Everywhere you looked was gold. Gold piled
high almost to the ceiling. Never has anyone seem so much gold in one place.
The place was well hidden and no one had ever looked outside the city for the
gold that was supposed to be hidden in Macchu Picchu. There was an altar
and we placed our gold there. The warriors were kneeled in front and we did
likewise. After some short minutes we all rose and began our trip to the
surface. While on earth gold was a prime possession but to us it was just
another metal.
After such an experience we were almost speechless. On our adventures
we often were speechless but this was an experience that also left us limb. We
talked little on the return trip and thought it best we leave the Incas and
returned to our ship, again speechless to what we have seen but not before we
asked about the interesting circles that we saw entering the city. One spoke
'They are ancient circles in our past.' said one warrior. Kevin walked in
the circle and jumped up and down saying, "Look at me." He looked down
and saw a straight line. He pushed some of the soil aside and saw another line
connected to it. Then all of us entered the huge circle and swept away the soil.
When we were finished we saw a large design. It was a crop circle. There was
an intricit design. What did it mean? Warren asked the warrior if he knew.
He related an ancient tale of his tribe. The legend says that many years ago
some stranger came from the sky. They taught us many things and left these
circles. They did not explain what they meant but the designed were
neccessary for their return someday. Our ancestors made numerous circles
and figures so that they might haste the return of these sky visitors.
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The circles
No one lives on earth had ever thought of looking around Machu Picchu
for the gold but only in the city's area. The discovery of the crop circles also
were interesting and Warren, Dr. Conner and Josh took a photo of the circles
patterns and would examine them and try to discover if they could discover
the codes to understand the circle's message. They spent the return voyage
trying to understand them. They were on the ship's computer and Josh
pushed a wrong button on the computer and the circles were upon each other.
There they saw a pattern of all the lines and circles. It was a map of space and
directions to a destination. We had our next adventure. We would follow the
map and see where it led us.
Adventure - 50
UFO's
After a month we still were searching for a new planet. Suddenly our
wait was over. Two UFOs appeared on our left and right side of our ship.
What do we do now? Our transmitter suddenly relayed a message. It
told us to follow them. We had no choice but to follow them but still we were a
bit hesitating to do so. Dr. Conner said, "Well we have our answer so here we
go. Warren, follow them."
While our equipment didn't register any planet before us lay a city in
the sky. We wondered what supported it. It was magical. We followed the
crafts to a landing strip. As we began to leave the ship we were met by a group
of very distinguished gentlemen dressed in strange clothes with caps. They
welcomed us. One said, "we have been waiting for you for ages." We left
directions so that your civilization would one day come to us. They were
elementary messages but up to now they had no success. Our people who
visited your planet left what we thought would be simple messages and have
waited for your arrival."
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Dr. Conner spoke, "Thank you but to us they were not simple messages
and it was by accident that we are here."
We entered the domed city. It was beautiful and within the dome were
forests and lakes. We were taken to the main building that could have been
designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.
We sat down in chairs set in a circle. Greg noticed that most of the
architecture was in circles-no square corners. He thought that that was
important. One man began to talk: "For many years we have waited for your
group to find us. We have been observing you for many, many years. We are
forbidden to contact anyone on Earth as it is against our laws. It was written
that you must come to us. We left directions that you finally have solved.
We are now able to give you many of our great technology when you return to
Earth."
Dr Conner spoke: "If you fly two UFOs to Earth and land in an area
called Area 51. You can leave one they will find it and have the technical
material on board. It will be found and used."
The man that seemed to be the leader said: "We will send two UFOs.
Josh knew that this civilization was advanced but how advanced? He
thought that we should observe areas of this marvelous city and try and
determine how advanced they were. He knew they had things that would
'blow his mind.'
Now the problem existed of what to do, how long to stay and whether
we would be allowed to leave. We now knew that they couldn't confront the
people on Earth and it was up to us to make first contact with them, which we
now have done. Now what?
The leader spoke: "We also left a message and willed a human to
construct what is called 'The Georgia Guide Stone." We put our message and
on the top stone with direction to our home. We also placed a time capsule
under this monument. We have kept track of your progress and knew that
your democracy had its limitations and gave the next step to improve your
constitution. You must not let your people move to a suggestion that
democracy leads to socialism but to a progress that will insure a better and
sounder use of democracy. In the past we gave a man called Nostradamus
keys to the future.
Mary had been to the site of this monument and gave us a translation
from the Hebrew. It contained a similar message as Moses Ten
Commandments but in a modern language. There were differences but the
message was for the present age. Josh thought that it was given by the
illuminate. Mary said that the inscription of R. C. Christian stood for "Royal
Child Christ." Doc Snow thought that the message was geared to a more
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control by a government. He did agree with many of the 'rules' but thought
that it told people how they must live their lives. Mary agreed with the
mention of one world language. Warren thought that some were good but a
person must decide for himself how to live his life and you couldn't make laws
about a person's feelings. Karl, our philosopher mentioned that you can't
dictate human emotions and you can't rule passion and faith. But he liked the
idea of making room for nature. Robin thought that using all the rules for a
character in a novel. Dr. Conners wondered if the written text was the way
that this civilization was ruled. He didn't want to ask as it may offend their
hosts. He wondered what their hosts would do now that humans had reached
them. Unlike the members of the crew these people did not seem to have a
time machine. Dr. Conner got the crew together and they decided to thank
their hosts and wished them success in their endeavor to make the human race
a more tempered race.
Mary had the last words: "You know the words "pseudonym' and
'hieroglyphic" are spelled wrong on the Guide Stones?

Georgia Guide Stones
Adventure - 51
The Fertile Sahara
Preparing our next visit Warren suggested that we go back thousands of
years and visit Africa. It had been said that African left their country because
of the climate. We all liked the idea and began setting plans for the trip to the
past. We dialed our time machine and landed on the coast of Northern Africa.
We set a course to fly over the Sahara Desert. But-it wasn't a desert but a lust
terrain full of trees, rivers and and cities. There were large cities and not huts
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like ones picturing African life. Deserts are developed from lack of Moisture
year after year. This Africa was a busy place and commerce florished. Mary
wasn't sure of what lanuguage she had to translate? The Sahara had land that
was beautiful with lush vegetations and forests and a number of small rivers
leading to the Atlantic Ocean and the Nile. Besides the large cities bordering
the Medierrean there were small cities inland.
The crew had looked at maps of the region from a statelite and had seen
impressions of old river beds that dotted the area of the Sahara. They flew
over a mountain range and in a valley they saw a city. It was not huts but
concrete buildings and streets and everything a modern city would possess.
We landed and walked to the village. The 'natives' had never seen a
white man or woman and were troubled by this. Mary spoke. 'We come in
peace and mean you no harm. The natives were amazed and I relieve we were
gods. But as long as they we friendly that was okay. The city had paved streets
and brick and concrete buildings. Mary did undertand most of the words
spoken which was a big aid. We were taken to the main person or leader. He
was very pleasant and said his title was kayu - probably mayor. As we talked
he told us about his government and the working of his city. They were not a
primitive people but cultured, had schools and museums and everythng was
close to an American city in the 20th century. Their art was excellent and
beautiful. Karl said the music concert that was offered us was very close to
early jazz. It has been said that this North African music they heard was
closer to jazz than the primitive Afircan music that so many scholars quote as
being the ancestor of jazz. Karl thought that if the desert enventually had not
sprung up then jazz would have been developed hundreds of years earlier.
Karl, of course, knew the fate of this country. This well developed civilization
was doomed to die leavng in the future with no trace of its arts and
government.
We stayed until twilight and returned to our ship. We all felt that is
terrible that this city (and others) in the central area of the Sahara left no
trace of their advanced civillzation.
Adventure - 52
The Dogon Tribe & the Seriuis System
We wanted to choose carefully as there were thousdands of planets to
choose from. Most of the crew wanted to search for other planets and were
growing tired of using the time machine. So after some R & R they began
planning for the next adventure. This time they planned to visit a distant
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planet and to try out Kevin new speed drive. It would cut time to a distant
planet by 80 percent. That still meant several months.
In space we were surrounded by stars, thousands or millions of stars
and planets. Josh wanted to go to the Big Dipper but that had to be on another
trip. As an astronomer he had many places for us to visit. He always
wondered if the names of the constellations given to the stars by the Greeks,
an African tribe and the Hopi Indians were well named.
Josh had read about the Dogon tribe in Africa. They had honored a star
in the Sirius system called the dark star. Around 3200B.C. they were said to
have been visited by an alien race called the Monmos, an amphibious people
that were from the Sirius system and were described as the 'fish' people, living
mostly in the water but could survive on land. The Dogon said that there was
a small star going around a larger star. Later astronomers discovered such a
star, but not until the 1844. It wasn't until 1862, through telescopes that the
astronomers were able to discover such the star. They were said to live under
the water in a palace called 'Apau.' The dark star is said to be the heaviest
star in Heaven. Was the Monmos also was the Annunaki? Was the Dogon
tribe the lost tribe of Israel? There were more questions than answers and this
expedition might be able to solve some of these questions.

Dogon Fish Person
It was an exciting trip that the group had gathered for and all were
anxiously waiting their arrival to the Sirius System.
They landed on the large planet at an island which seemed to be one of
the only places that they could as most of the planet was water. The others
searched the island for hours but found no life. Josh did not join the search
party but sat on a log on the beach. He waited for hours but his patience was
rewarded when he saw figures emerging from the water. They were friendly.
Their appearance was a combination of a human body that was covered with
fish gills. They approached Josh and asked what his purpose to be here was?
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Josh got himself together after a moment and answered. "We are from
Earth and friends of the Dogon tribe."
This was accepted with much appreciation. One of them spoke. "We are
watchers of this tribe and had visited them many years ago. We helped them
advance their society and gave them information about where we were from."
Then Josh said "Then it was you who gave them the info on this planet
and told them of the moons of Jupiter and the rings of Saturn?"
'Yes," said one of them, "We did."
Some of them remained in the water and Josh was flabbergasted when
one body slide on the beach and it was a mermaid. So the story of mermaids
was true. It was these people that came to earth and were seen by sailors in
the ocean. All of the comments made by the Dogon tribe are true. Josh got in
contact with the others and they arrived shortly and also were amazed at the
existence of the 'fish' people. The legends were all true in the folklore of many
Near East Countries. There were now the answers to many questions that had
been proposed. But were the Nommes the same aliens as the Annunaki? The
Dogon Tribe was to have migrated from Israel and some said that this tribe
was the lost tribe of Israel. Many answers - but still many questions.
The Nommes did not know of all of their past history as they had no
written records but tales passed on from their elders that cited the visit to the
Dogon Tribe. It was told that Poseidon was a distant ancestor. It was also told
that that the Xylanthia Planet founded Atlantis and it was in an island
between Turkey and Europe. When the Atlantic water rushed through the
Mediterranean the island of Atlantis was sweep away. Between the two
continents was called "The Pillars of Hercules." Did we misunderstand the
ancient's use of the phrase 'The Pillars of Hercules" and that it was not at the
Strait of Gibraltar but at this new location? Atlantis was founded by the
Xylanthia people whose skin was a light green with skin that was not smooth
but like small fish like texture. They brought their advanced civilization to the
island. The waters destroyed the beautiful Temple of Tua and Xhash and the
Temple of the Springs. The island disappeared and was completely under
water. Even with the technology of these people they could not prevent the
destruction of Atlantis. Scientists are searching the waters of the Black Sea
and are finding the many villages that surrounded the coast. With the position
of Atlantis they controlled the trade of Europe and Asia. With the use of their
technology they thought they were safe from all enemies but could not prevent
the catastrophe that destroyed their civilization.
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When looking at the terrain surroundng the home of the dogons there
was a large lake near the dogon village and the Nommos landed in this lake
and of our travels their ship in the lake, then came up to the land and engaged
the people of the Dogon tribe. It is not known why the Nommos choose to
contacted the Dogon tribe. This will never be known. Warren wonderd if the
fish people were still sending UFO's called USOs and he knew there were
many sightings of these USOs.
Warren had read of a government coverup of aliens comig to earth. It
was said that these aleins were rnnning the U. S. government. He questioned
the Nommos and they said: "We are not running the government but are
trying to infuencing some decisions for the betterment of your earth. We have
obseved the earth in what you call USOs. They are our ships that fly over
countries of the earth to check on their progress. We are very worried that
your earth is going in the wrong direction especially in morals and spiritual
feelngs.
Josh had read of a small article by the Babylonian Priest Berossus who
described 'fish' people.
"The planet system of ours is 86 light years from Earth and for years we
have observed the Earth." said one man.
Josh wondered if the government is keeping secrets about UFO's
coming to the Earth from the Sirius System? Is planet 'X' the small star of the
Dogon tribe in the Serius System? Does our government know that UFOs
come from the Serius system?
The interest in the Sirius System was written in music by Markus
Stockhasen in the work 'Sirsius,' a drama opera about this star system. Where
Stockhause's dreams influnced by thoughts of the Nommes?
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Josh asked if there were any mermiads still the oceans of earth?
"There may be a colony of Nommes mermaids. They are from our little
stallite called the woman's planet. They act on their own and can sail to earth.
I have heard that they did leave some of there race on earth to continue to
oberseve earthlings. But they are few in number."
One Nommes warmed us against going to the Orin system as these
people are warlike and have light green skin.
"We are peaceful people and have nothing to do with the Orions. They
are no danger to us as we live in the waters of our planet and only go to our
few islands to look at the stars."

Sirius System
The crew hated to leave these people but had other planets to visit. As
we left one said "You might try what you people call "the Dig Dipper." Josh
left with a smile.
Adventure 53
Big Dipper
Josh remarked: "So, I guess our next stop is the Big Dipper."
"Set cource to the big Dipper. We are close to this system so everybody
get things ready for our visit to the Big Dipper and the North Star," said Dr.
Conner.
The Norh Star was the guiding light in navigation on the seas and on
land. We landed on a flat plaeau on the North Star that gave us a view of the
valley below.
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The crew set up camp and were ready for bed but before they all set
around a campfire and discussed how they would scout below.
"Who are you" a voice said. We all turned around and saw no one. It
spoke again, "I ask you. Who are you and what are you doing here?"
There was a movement in a nearby tree and they all saw the same thing
- A monkey. "Who is pullng a trick," said Dr. Conner. All of the crew shook
their heads. The Monkey jumped down and approahced the group.
"Of course I can talk. What's unsual about that?" said the Monkey.
Dr. Conner began a conversation with the monkey, 'What is your
name?"
"My name is Mark. And who are you and where did you come from?"
said the monkey Mark.
"We are space travelers from a planet called earth,' said Conner.
The monkey remarked, "Earth? You all are from earth? That's where I
came from. I was pulled of earth and put here."
"But you can talk," said one of the group.
"Yes, we all can talk. What is so funny about that?" said the monkey.
Mary asked, "You said 'all.' Are there more of you?"
"Of course there are more of us. A lot more," said the monkey. "There
are all kinds of us here. Most animals roam the forest below. They all can
talk."
Warren, being the more religous one remarked that before the Tower of
Babel, all the animals could talk. Some must have been beamed up to this
place.
We soon found out that this planet has all animals, no human life.
We were ready for bed and told the monkey that we would talk in the
monring. Karl was first up and came out of his tent and was shocked at what
he saw. Surrounding the camp were dozens of animls - all types - From the
smallest to the biggest. In the center was a magnificant lion. When he saw
Karl the lion spoke, "Welcome to our world. I hear you are from earth?"
Warren shouted and the others came out and were equally surprised.
It was an uneasy situation.
Mary said, "Good morning. I hope the morning finds you well."
The lion answered, "Yes we all are well but are wondering what you are
doing here?"
Again Mary said they were original from earth but are now space
travelers.
The lion said, "Don't be afraid. We will do you no harm. We are all a
family here. The "Power" and the people of the Serius System give us all the
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food we can eat. There is no need for any of us to harm you or the other
animals.
The animals did not know that the animals of earth could not talk. For
many years they conversed with one another and the humans. All lived in
perfect harmony.
Mary told them that because of the constrution of the tower that the
"Power" took away the Earth aminals ability to talk.
The animals were shocked to hear this.
Each crew member paired off with a different animal and talked for
hours. It was weird. Each animal had tales of their time on earth and the
history of their family. The crew, when they were to leave, had stories to tell
each other and all just couldn't believe what they had found. Who would
believe them? A planet with talking animals? But Dr. Conner assured the
animals that they would not tell anyone about this planet as they didn't want
anyone to go there as they might hurt and capture the animals. Again an
adventure that only the crew would know.
As they were on their way there was a sudden noise in one of the closets.
They opened it up and who do you think was there. It was Mark, the talking
monkey. As they were miles away from the planet they decided that Mark
could stay but never talk except in the presence of the crew. The Comet now
had another crew member. Warren thought that Mark would be useful in
certain circustamces and would benefit the expedition. No one must ever
know that the Comet now had a talking monkey.
Adventure 54
The Kinqs
Most of the planets visited were peaceful. Early in their travels they had
made friends with Zorn from the planet Zorda. He had come to Earth to
wram us against a race called the the Kinqs. The Kinqs were a war litle race
and often took what they needed. Planet Zorda had weapons to prevent the
Kinqs from any aggression to their panet and offered to give these weapons to
the U.S. to prevent any attack from the Kinqs. But the Kinqs still precessed to
continue their aggression action and were threatening not only their planet
but the earth. Some on earth warmed against the earth contacting aleins but
they were not listened too. Now it came about as the Kinqs were ready to
attack Earth. Dr. Conner and his two heavily armed spaceships would join the
action.
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Dr. Conner and others first wanted to contact the Kinqs and try to talk
to them. He believed that it as wortha try. They contacted the leader of the
Kinqs and at first the leader, Klug refused but after talks he agreeded to talk.
At first the progress did ot go anywere but when Dr. Conner asked what
the Kinqs wanted from Earth was Asbestos. This sumbstance was in
abundance on Earth and the Kinqs needed this to survive. The Kinqs were
badly in need of Asbestos. After much discussion Dr. Conner told the Kinqs
that they would make available large amount of this substance to the Kinqs
and there was no need for war, a war that would kill many of their citizens.
Dr. Conner convinced the Kinqs that war was not neccesary to obtain large
amounts of Astestos. Klug seemed interested. Within the Kinq's citizens there
were many who resisted the warlike policies of the ones in power. It seemed
progress was being made but still the general, Gogg, resisted. If the intended
progress continued General Gogg wold be out of favor and power. He fired on
the lead ship of Zorns airforce. This was a big mistake. Within minutes the
Kinq's fleet was destroyed. This caused a revolt in the Kinq's capital city and
without the General, who as killed in the returnng fire of Zorn's ships, the
revolt was successful. A council of the Kinq's revolutionaries gained control
and Zorn and Dr. Conner met and a group was set up to talk about the
changes that had to be made in the affairs of the Kinq. Members of the crew
of the Comet landed on the Kinq's planet and began to mix with the citizens
and learn of their culture.
It was a very differnt culture and very foreign to them. They had no
literature, no music or arts. It was a country that existed only for war. But
most of its citizens knowing that they would have an abundance of asbestos
welcomed the new comers. Each of the crew me with members of the now
leaders of the Kinq with great results. The Kinq citizens only knew war and
the changes that were coming would change the populace into excited and
enthusisactic people.
The crew each gathered a group of Kinqs and preceeded to show the
Kinqs the first exposure of music, art and literature. The culture was
advanced in space travel and weapons but were primitive like in so many
other things.
Karl was first to present music. Karl set at a piano brought from the
comet and began to play some simple melodies. When he came to a repeat of
the melody the crowd began to hum along with it. Karl was shocked and
played this melody over and over and the sound of the crowd got louded. He
stopped plaing and the growd continued huming the melody over and over.
The sounded stopped and the crowd yelled for more. Karl thekn layed
another melody and the same reaction was heard. During this tune some of
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the Kinq came on stage and began to sing the melody exactly like Karl's
plaing. It seemed that the Knq had musical ability, an ability that never had
been used but it was apparant that they had musical ability. After the concert
many came up to Karl and wanted to learned more about this thing called
music. To jump ahead a few years Karl with help fro Zorn's musicians
formed musical groups and soon the Kinqs had musical ensebles taht showed
a remarkable ability for music. large amounts of Kinqs wanted to learn music
and this grew until all citizens wanted to play music or listen to it. It justified
the power of msic to rule the soul. A warlike society was now a society of great
music that sweep the country.
Meanwhile Connie started to paint among an interested group of Kinqs.
The citizens were amazed at this art. How could someone reproduce a picture
of a person on a canvas? Connie painted a landscape and the crowd 'oowed'
in amazement. How could someone does this? They couldn't understand this
art. Many wanted to learn to paint.
Finally Robin presented a group of one of her very short stories. The
audience set in awe. They had never heard stories. The crowd never tired of
her stories and for hours Connie recited stories. One n the crowd asked could
he make up a story. Connie remarked that anyone could make up stories. She
started a class to learn the Kinqs to use their imagination to make up a story.
She asked if they had a history of their past and the Kinqs present didnt
understand what she meant. If seemed that the Kinqs had no books, no
libaries and didn't have any idea of their past history. Connie knew that she
had much work to do to bring these ideas to the Kinqs. THey didn't know
about printing and photograhy.
Warren was amazed how they were able to travel in space and create
such airships. Their complete society was based on creating weapons and to
kmake war on other planets. The change in the new leaders was astonishing.
They wanted to learn other technques and uses of what they had developed
not for war but for their citizens. Their world was capsized and completely
changed 100 degrees.
In the future the Kinqs became leaders in music art, and literature in
the Universe. The warlike features of the Inqs beame ancient abilities. The
Earth furnished all the asbestos needed and Warren was working on a process
that the needs of asbestos would lessen and other needs would be met with
substitues such as whole fruits and vegetables.

